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Preface
This report sets out the fUll n:sults of an cmtluatioo of
tile pOiadia1 financial. impacts of the IXOIJOIIed
European Data ~ Dimctive in the UK and tbe
Netberlands. A separa1e document summarizing the
fiDdings of tbe study bas also been JRPift'd for· the
Commission, together with a volume of appendices
comprising the working documents of the study.
The research was undertaken over a four month period
beginning in July 1994 by a team comprising staff from
Aston Business School and the Universities of Leiden

and Tilburg. The research team was:
Principal researchers:

David Bainbridge
Tony Bovaird
Colin Gilmore
Corien Prins
Jules Theeuwes

•

-Aston Business School
-Aston Business School
-Aston Business School
- Tilburg University
- Leiden University

Secretaries:
Jean Elkington
Toni Steane

Apart from the principal researchers the study was only
made possible with the co-operation and assistance of
individuals in a great many organizations, most of
whom, in this case, must remain anonymous. These
include representatives from our fifteen case study
organizations, the UK Data Protection Registrar, the
Dutch Registration Chamber, the Dutch Ministry of
Justice and Touche Ross. We also acknowledge_ the
valuable help given by staff from DG XV in providing
the necessary background to the research. Nonetheless,
the sole responsibility of the analysis, evaluation and
fmdings must rest with the study team.

Graham Pearce
Aston Business School
November 1994
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Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Aims

1.3

Tbe ownJl purpose of this study has been to undertake
an in--depth evaluation of the potential financial impacts
of the proposed European Data Protection Directive in
the UK.·and the Netherlands.

A prerequisite to the evaluation was to determine how
the provisions of the proposed Ditecti\'C, once adopted
by the Council, will be translated imo national
legislation and applied by the supervisory authority in

The specific aims of the study were to:
•

Provide an assessment of the impact of the proposed
Directive on public and private sector organizations
and to identify those elements of the proposed
Directive which may have particular consequences
for their performance.

•

Assess the dilect financial costs and benefits and the
likely secondary effects of the proposed Directive,
for data controllers and their organizations, and for
data subjects.

•

For the purpose of this study, attention bas .been
focuaecl upon tbo provisioas of the text ~tbe proposed.
Directiw ftlSU1ting tiom discussion in Council up to the
end of June 1994.

1.2.

Approach

The primary focus of the study was upon the evaluation
of financial impacts on organizations. This has involved
a detailed assessment of a representative sample of case
study organizations in both Member States. The main
provisions of the proposed Directive have been
evaluated against a range of criteria including their
impacts upon existing operations, potential costs. and
benefits and wider economic effects.
The findings of the case studies, coupled with other
data, has also enabled estimates to be made of the
economic impact of the proposed Directive upon
representative economic sectors in both Member States.
In addition, an assessment has been undertaken of the
wider and longer term benefits which may arise from
the proposed Directive.

•

The approach to the study has had to accommodate the
quite distinct legal provisions underpinning the
protection of personal data in the UK and the
Netherlands. Differences in the structure of the
economies of the two countries also required that the
task of evaluation be tailored to local circumstances.
Nonetheless, in order to ensure consistency and to
enable comparisons to be drawn, the approaches
adopted have been complementary.

Legal aaalysis

each Member State. The evaluation of impacts is
therefore dependent upon examining the differences
that may arise between existing data protection law and
the provisions of the proposed Directive. The analysis
has assumed that Member States will transpose the
proposed Directive in a ~asonable manner and will
make appropriate use of the derogations available. The
Dutch Ministry of Justice has provided its view on the
implementation of the proposed Dhective into Dutch
law. In the UK informal discussions were carried out
with the Data Protection Registrar and other bodies,
enabling the study team to come to an informed opinion
about the implementation of the proposed Directive
into UK law.

1.4

Impacts on orgaaizations

The evaluation of impacts upon public and private
sector organizations provided the essential building
blocks for the overall impact assessment It has enabled
those provisions in the proposed Directive which are
likely to trigger particular costs and benefits to be
identified. The approach has involved the use of
detailed questionnaires in a series of interviews with
staff in each case study organization.
The study team adopted procedures which would test
and verify the responses received. Thus, in those areas
where substantial costs were anticipated, organizations
were invited to provide a detailed justification of how
the values had been derived. The case studies also
provided an opportunity to investigate impacts upon the
strategic disposition of the · organization, including
turnover and employment, and to assess whether
similar organizations might be expected to experience a
similar pattern of impacts. ·

1.5 Structure of the report
In Chapter Two the context for the proposed Directive
and its objectives are outlined, together with an
assessment of recent studies in the UK and the
Netherlands into its potential impacts. This is followed
in Chapter Three by a discussion about the
methodology employed in the evaluation. Chapter Four
comprises a comprehensive assessment of the legal
implications of the proposed Directive in the UK and

l..

•

die Netherlands. Chapters Five and Six are concemed
willa die evaluatioD of poteDtial impacts at the lew1 of
ladividual case study Olpllizations whilst Chapter
. . . examines tbe wider impacts of the proposed
Dllecthe. Chapter Eight comprises a summary of the
IlDdy fincfings

•

•

/
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Chapter Two: Overview of the proposed Directive
2.1 latndactieD

published in 1992 which restated the atplllellfs in
fmJur of a common approach and its twin objecthes:

Tbis chapter sets the pmposed DRctive on data
protection in context. It outlines the origins of tbe • to harmonize, at a high level, the data protection
p:oposed Dimctiw, its UDderlying objectives and
laws in the Member States;
highlights those provisions which have raised particular
• to establish an area within which personal data can
concerns in the UK and the Netherlands.
be transferred without restriction.

2.l

•

<

•

•

Origins

Action at the European level to establish agreed
standards in the treatment of personal data in different
countries can be traced to the activities of the Council
of Europe. Indeed, concern for the prot®tion of human
rights was the touchstone for a number of initiatives in
BCVeral European States aimed at securing the privacy
of individual citizens. In some, the principle of
affonling individual privacy was enshrined in written
constitutions.
Dcve1opmcots in the ficJd of computer tcchDOlogy
during the 1970s were accompaniecl by a·. growing
concern about 1he adequacy of existing measures to
secwe the protection of personal data. In 1981 the
Council of Europe responded by establishing a
Convention for the protection of individuals with regard
to the automatic processing of personal data; which was
subsequently ratified by a number of EC Member
States. The Convention aimed t6 achieve a degree of
harmonization in the treatment of data protection
legislation in each signatory state,. enhance personal
freedoms and enable the free movement of personal
data between countries. In the early 1980s, the
European Parliament resolved that all Member States
should ratify the Council of Europe Convention, but
some did not. The Commission, therefore, found it
appropriate to consider more effective measures since it
was becoming increasingly apparent that the
approaches adopted were quite diverse arid that
equivalent principles and standards of data protection
were not being achieved.

This revised proposal has since been the subject of
further negotiation and revision.
2.3 Scope of the proposed Directive
The proposed Directive seeks to achieve a balance
between the protection of the rights of individuals,
whose personal data is to be processed, and the usetS of
personal information. In pursuit of this objective, the
proposed Directive sets out a number of principles
governing the obligations of those responsible for
processing.

The manual or automatic processing of data will be
permitted-when one or more of a list of alternative
criteria are satisflCd, one of which is that the data
subject has consented, unambiguously. In the case of
'sensitive' personal data; racial origin; political opinion
etc., express and written consent is required, although
there are a number of exemptions to this rule. Data
subjects must also be given information about the
purposes for which data are to be used when data are
collected and informed of any intention to pass data to
third parties. Individuals will also have the right not to .
be subject to a decision based purely upon automatic
personality profiling and will have the right to object at
any time, on legitimate grounds, to the processing of
data relating to them. Data subjects are given rights of
access to personal data concerning them, although there
are exemptions on grounds of national security, defence
and criminal proceedings. Where individuals have
experienced 'damage as a. result of unlawful processing'
they will have the right to compensation.

Given the steps being taken in the late 1980s, to create
a Single European Market, the need to establish a Data users will be obliged to register their activities in
single regime for data protection legislation acceptable respect of personal data with a National Data Protection
to all Member States was increasingly perceived as Supervisory Authority, but Member States will have
both desirable and, indeed, unavoidable if cross-border discretion to determine the scope of the registration
requirements. The register will be a public document,
inform~tion flows were not to be impeded. Thus, in
but
information regarding matters of national security,
1?90, the Commission brought forward a proposal
proceedings or public safety may be restricted.
criminal
atmed at securing a Community wide approach to data
Similarly,
infonnation about security procedures
protection legislation. Following a period of
maintained
by
individual organizations will not be open
consultation, a revised proposal for a Directive was
to public scrutiny.

3
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The proposed Dirccti~ is aqpudcd a a ~ to
tile harm.oaizatioJl of dam pmCeCtioa procecluftJs in .the
Member Stales 8Dd. to pomollc tbla. 1ho proposed

inclusion of manual R:COlds because of the potcDtial
clisproportioaa costs iDwlw:d. For example the
Home Oftic:e llUdy. which ccnaed about 62S public,
Dilective eoalaiu8 p10p01all tbr a warJdag p11ty to be pdwte IDd cbarilable orppiglions, coacluded that the
elllbftshed with tapODSibDity to compare the costs of meeting the teqainmeDts of the proposed
apptic1ltion of tbe proposed Dimcthe in the Member I>iJ.ectM would be ow:r £2bD of which 70% was
State~. Momaver. whilst the pmpoeect Dimcthe focuses cormectecl with the tle8tmeat of manual teCORis. This
upoll the need to provide for the fiee..movement of issue has a1so become a matter of concern elsewhere in
iafonnation within the Community, it also sets out the Community and, in tapODSe, the Commission bas
tbosc circumstances in which personal da1a can be otfeied a number of altematiw solutions, including an
tansfcrred to third countries.
extension of the 'transitional' period for dealing with
manual data for up to eight years after the proposed
The proposed Directive also oontains a number of Directive is adopted.
derogations so that individual Member States will be
able to determine the precise conditions governing the Other issues raised by the UK. Registrar reflect wider
concerns amongst both public and private sector
~of data processing.
organizations.·· One of these relates to the potential
complexities surrounding the gaining of consent from
2.A Responses to the proposed Directive
individuals to the processing of data and the disclosure
Organizations.
Ill both the UK and the Netberlands reactions to the of information to third parties.
proposed Directive have been mixed.
Some particularly in the fmancial service sector, have become
organizations have welcomed its emphasis on exercised at the prospect of having to inform all their
enhancing individual rights, whilst others have data subjects that information is being processed about
exprased hostility on the grounds that it is too them and the amount of information which they may
tatrictive with respect to data users and will give rise need to provide. This issue is seen as having particular
to lllbeCintial addidoaa1 a.l8, wJda few beaef'dl to data ae1evance for catlin types of ICtivitica, for example
usea. Indeed the publicatioJl of the proposed Directive UK IDsurance Companies which bold about 180 million
in 1992 sparked a ·debate in both Member States personal files, most of which are manual. The UK
resulting in intense lobbying of the Commission and the Department of Health has also undertaken research
undertaking of several investigations into the which suggested that the potential costs of having to
infonn each member of the UK population that their
. implications of the proposed Directive.
data is being processed and obtaining written consent
could be over£1bn.

2.5 Responses to the proposed Directive in the
Uaited Kingdom

•

Concerns have also focused upon the regulation of the
A number of reports and studies highlight the different holding of infonnation relating to criminal convictions.
reactions to the proposed Directive in the UK. The Insurance companies, banks and other institutions have
1993 teport of the Data Protection Registrar gave a indicated that the proposed Directive may restrict their
cautious welcome, on the grounds that action is . ability to retain infonnation about County Court
n:quired to achieve equivalence within the Community Judgements etc. and, thereby, increase the opportunities
and that a reasonable balance had been achieved in the for fraud. Some organizations have expressed concern
proposed Directive between the competing interests. .about the opportunity available to data subjects to
require organizations to cease processing their data,
Nonetheless, the Registrar has noted the concern aboutagain
extending the scope for fraud. Furthermore, the
the · inclusion of 'manual' records which are not
of information about security practices, even if
release
currently within the scope of UK data protection
restricted
to the Data Protection Registrar, has been
legislation. The Registrar q~estioned whether these
criticised.
posed the same threat to individual rights as the
processing of automated data. By contrast, an
investigation into the proposed Directive by a Some other aspects of the proposed Directive have also
sub-committee of the House of Lords concluded that, in been subject to detailed criticism. These include the
principle at least, there was no difference between the need to ensure that information is both up to data and
processing of manual and automatic records (House of accurate, which some regard as too onerous. It has also
been suggested that the need to balance the consent of
Lords 1993).
the data subject with other criteria relating to the
The UK Government, bolstered by studies undertaken lawfulness of processing could become confusing.
by the Home Office ( 1994) and the Department of Furthennore, there is concern that the 'legitimate'
Health, (1994), has consistently argued against the grounds for ceasing processing remain unclear, whilst
the proposed limitations on automatic profiling to
4
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ID addition. to tbcse widely CIJl'VUSed coacems it has
beoD suggested that, despite the derogations available
., Membec Stales, tbe pmpoaod DiRdtve is too
pteaipthe and butauctatlc. ~. tbe proposed
Dhecthe has also been criticised for not being
IUfticiently specific in its guidance IDd, despife action
by the Commission to clarify aspects of the text both
fonnally, through amendments to the draft text, and
informal advice, there remains uncertainty about bow
the proposed Directive may be interpreted by individual
Member States. In part this reflects concern about the ,
language used in the text and the precise meanings of
terms such as 'consent' (as applied to data subjects), the
definition of a 'personal data ftle' aud what, in practice,
may constitute •disproportionate effort'.
2.fi Respollses to tile proposed Directive iD the
Netherlands

In the Netherlands too, reactions to the 1992 draft of
the ·proposed Directive have ranged from hostility to

••

••

cautious enthusiasm. The Registration Chamber takes
1be W. tblt whilst aitfing data prutectioo 1eplisation
will zequire modificatioD. the implications for tbe bulk
of organizations is likely to be limited. In general the
Chamber considers that the proposed Directive meets
its objectives. Moreover, it maintains that whilst some
organizations are likely to experience additional costs,
these are not expected to be as significant as those
sometimes claimed in the Netherlands. For example,
those financial institutions which deal with large
quantities of personal data will respond to the proposed
Directive as part of the wider process of change and
modification to their existing procedures. Moreover,
the Chamber considers that the proposed Directive will
encourage greater transparency in the relationships
between organizations and their clients.

Economic Affairs ~ a suney of a wricty of
orgaDizatioas in the private sector, the tesults of which
were DOt dissimilar to thole reached in tbe Home Office
sludy iD tbe UK. The 1apoase of tbe Buau ICJediet
Registiatie, which is lelpDDSible for banciHng peiSOD8l
data ldatiDa to an loaDs IDd cmdits, is iDdicative of
some of tbe n:sponses. It estimated that the llUIIlber of
people~ to deal with privacy would need to be
doubled and that thete would be additional costs arising

from modifications to existing administrative and
technical practices.
The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs has also

commissioned consultants (Economisch Instituut voor
bet Midden - en Kleinbedrijt 1994) to undertake an
assessment of the financial impact of the proposed
Directive; the IeSUlts were published in May 1994. The
consultants assessed the anticipated costs of the
proposed Directive in three broad economic sectors;
banking, direct marketing and insurance. The study
distinguished between non-recurring and recurring
costs and derived estimates including a variety of
assumptions based upon 'moderate' and 'extreme'
interpretations of the proposed Directive, provided by
the Ministry of Justice and representatives of the three
ICdOrL Tbe audcipated 'let-up' costs varied widely
fromjl8Sm. on tbe basis of the assumptions otf=d by
the Ministry of Justice, to more than fl.3bn on the
judgements of the three private septor groups. The
principle reason for the difference lay in the
expectation of costs associated with informing and
gaining consent from data subjects.
This was
perceived as of particular importance in the direct
mailing sector.

The conclusions of the study were, therefore, highly
critical of the proposed Directive. Whilst it was
acknowledged that it would confer greater rights upon
data subjects, there were loopholes which could lead· to
increased fraud, generating significant additional costs
for some types of organization. Banks and insurance
The position of the Dutch Ministry of Justice has companies were highly critical of the proposed
generally accorded with the Chamber, although the Directive and its potential impacts. The Registration
Ministry has adopted a more liberal approach to the Chamber was, in tum, highly critical of these
interpretation and, therefore, the impacts of certain conclusions, claiming that the impacts had been
provisions. The Minister has expressed concern about exaggerated. Nonetheless the consequence of this, and
the potential of the proposed Directive to generate other studies, was to raise awareness of the potential
additional bureaucracy and costs, which will inevitably implications of the proposed Directive, both within
fall upon those responsible for the processing of Dutch industry and commerce, and in government.
personal data, as well as customers and clients.
Moreover, the Minister has also stressed the need for 2.7 Summary
clarity in the text of the proposed Directive and
subsequent legislation.
It is clear from this short review that efforts to
strengthen the laws relating to data protection in ·
As in the UK, a number of studies have been Europe have been pursued by some Member States far
undertaken in the Netherlands which have focused upon more intensely than others. Both the UK and. Dutch
the anticipated costs arising from the implementation of governments have established a comprehensive system
the 1992 proposal. In 1993, the Dutch Ministry of
5
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of data protection. But the law in each Member State
baa emcqed Jarge1y indtpendently and thete is growing
aecopition tbat, given tbe shift towards gteater
ooaoomic iDtegtatiora within Europe, ~ is a need to
ldaierte gteater harmonization in data ~ law
. . . . the Community. ~. whilst this principle
.. widely acapted; it Is apparent that IOIIle Member
States have misgivings. both about the form of such a
Qwnmunity-wide initiative and its implications for
their national economies. In many respects, the debate
tbctef'Ote echoes the concerns expressed prior to the
iDtmduction of data protection laws in both the UK and'
the Netherlands.

Council of Europe (1981), 'Convention for the
protection of individuals with regard to
automatic processing of personal data',
Council of EUrope.
Data Protection Registrar (1993), 'Eighth Report of
the Data Protection Registrar', HMSO,
London.

•

Department of Health (UK) (1994) 'Draft EC
proposed Dil:ectne on Data PmtcdioD:
ADalysis of costs', Department of Health.
Economisch lnstituut voor bet Midden: en
K.leinbedrijt (1994), 'De EC richtlijn
Beschenning Pensoongegevens: Knelpuulen
en kosten voor bet bedrijfsleven',
Zoetenneer.
Home Office (UK) (1994), 'Costs of implementing
the Data Protection proposed Directive:
Paper by the United Kingdom', Home Office

House of Lords Select Committee on the European
Gommunity (1993), 'Protection of Personal
Data: Session 1992/93', 20th Report,
HMSO, London.
.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
3.1 latr041acdoa

• AD atimR of tbc financlal cos&s IDd bcaefits
&dmatiDg tbe costs and benefits arising from .tbc
arising from meeting the provisions of the proposed
Dilectiw for individual organizations.
implementation of the proposed Directive poses a
aumber of complex pmb~ For example. thete
nmains uncettaiDty about how Member States will • All assessment of tbc wider costs abd benefits
arising.
elect to transpose the proposed Directive into their
national laws and how the respective supervisory
authorities will .apply such legislation in practice.·
Moreover, whilst some organizations may, in the short
term. be faced with the need to a~rb costs, in the long
term meeting the requirements of the proposed
Din:ctive may provide the opportunity to increase
internal efficiency and increase market shale within the
Community. It may also be anticipa1ed that costs and
benefits will be distributed unevenly and, as a
consequence, there will be 'winners' and 'losers'. For
example, the financial service sector and those parts of
the public sector which rely heavily on ,the use of
personal data may be disadvantaged comp&JM with
some other sectors. Nonetheless, it can be amuned that
an orpnizatioDs will seek to mitigate tbe costs arising
from meeting the requiiements of the proposed
Directive.

The attribution of costs and benefits to individual
organizations is not without its difficulties but the
estimation of secondary or third order effects, and
placing these in the context of impacts at a broader
scale c~ly ptesents a major challenge. Moreover, as
is the case in many cost-benefit studies, short-tenn,
measurable costs and benefits need to be set alongside
much less tangible criteria, for example the increased
public confidence engendered by the proposed
Directive in the processing of its personal data within a
society increasingly dependent upon information
technology. For each of these reasons there is a need
for caution at each stage of the evaluation.

3.2 Key tasks
·

In order to meet the objectives of the study and, at the
same time, respond to the complex issues identified
above a number of tasks have been undertaken;
•

•

•

A legal analysis of the proposed Directive to
determine how it may be transposed into the
national laws of the UK and the Netherlands.
An evaluation of the potential impacts of the
proposed Directive upon the operations and
activities of a selected group of organizations in
both Member States.

3.3 Legal analysis

The scale and nature of the potential impacts will
depend fundamentally upon how the provisions of the
proposed Dhective, once adopted by the Council, m:
translated into national legislation and are interpreted
by the supervisory authorities in each Member State.
The aim of the legal analysis is therefore to deteimine
how the proposed Directive may be transposed into the
Jaw of the UK and the Netherlands, and how it will
work in practice, paying particular attention to the
derogations which are available to Member States. A
central feature of the analysis was to detennine the
extent to which the pmvisioas of the proposed
I>itecthe may depart from existing data protection
legislation.

3.4 Estimating impacts upon organizations
The impacts of the proposed Directive will be variable,
depending upon the activities and processes undertaken
by individual organizations.
Similarly, different
aspects of the proposed Directive may have greater
significance for some organizations than others.
Choice ofClUe studies
In order to adopt a rigorous approach to the
identification and measurement of potential impacts,
fifteen detailed case studies, involving public and
private sector organizations in both the UK and the
Netherlands were undertaken.
Each case study
organization was selected on the basis of:
•

type of organization;

•

anticipated scale and nature of impact;

•

current awareness and compliance with national
data protection legislation;

•

willingness and ability to co-operate.

The choice of organizations was made following
discussions with staff from the Data Protection
Registrars in the UK and the Netherlands and DG XV.
The categories of organizations were as follows:

7

• man older company; '

estimate the total number of automated and manual
files in each category. These included:

.:
•

bospital;

• local autJtority.
1ft the UK, an additional case study was undertaken
with a major business service company, specializing in
accountancy and management consultancy.

(/Jtatit»uutlire
A two-part questionnaire was designed to elicit
responses from representatives in each organization
(sec Appendix). The first was based upon the
ideatification of a number of key issues derived from
the legal analysis, as follows:

•
•

notification of processing operations;
iDfonning data subjects of the collection, recording

or disdosUie of data mJatiD& to them;

•·
•

•

data subjects' rights of access;
occasions when data subjects' consent to processing
may be required, including the right to have data
· blocked or to object to processing;

•

the processing of personal data, in particular with
respect to sensitive data;

•

transfer of personal data to third countries;

•

security of personal data;

•

automated individual
personality profile.

decisions

defming

a

•

set up and recurriDg costs;

•

dealing with manual aud automated~

•

staff~

•

total costslbenefats.

In plq)8riDg their estimates, respondents were nmUodcd
of the need to conduct an overall assessment for their
organizations, in which the cost - benefit balance sheet
relating to individual operations would be aggxegated to
take account the sharing of costs, the co-otdination of
activities and data management, etc. and to take into
account the transitional period available under the
proposed Dilective.
It was anticipated tbat staff from each case study
organizations would be familiar with the draft proposed
Directive published in 1992. ~ some had carried
out or participated in initial impact studies.
Undertaking the evaluation based upon the June 1994
text provided an opportunity for these organizations to
reassess tbe implications of the proposed Directive. In
this respect it Wl8 critica11y important that the
methodology should incorpoiate pmcecluia which
would fully test and verify the responses received.
Staff from each case study organization were, therefore,
invited to provide a detailed justification of how their
estimates of costs and benefits had been derived.

Each case study involved two interviews with
representatives from each organization. The first
provided the opportunity to map out the activities of the
organization and identify those aspects of its current
processing activities which are most likely to be
affected by the implementation of the proposed
Directive. A second, 'debriefing' session focused upon
two main issues:

In practice these issues may be aggregated so as to
relate more realistically to the day to day data
~on activities of individual organizations as

•

follows:

•

•

contacts with the supervisory authorities;

•

systematic and pro-active contact with data
subjects;

•

responses to inquiries/requests from individuals;

•

internal measures necessary to ensure that practice
and procedure are in order.

Fcx each issue, organizations were reques1ed ro indicate
the potential costs and benefits associated with different
fonns of data processing activity, for example,

personnel, marketing, financial and payroll data, and
8

verification of responses in the completed
questionnaires;
exploring anticipated wider costs and benefits for
each organization.

In several cases, subsequent discussions also took place
between organizations and the study team in both the
UK and the Netherlands.
Verification

In highlighting the main areas where costs may be
anticipated, respondents were requested to provide,
where appropriate. detailed breakdowns of how these
measures had been derived and what might be done to
reduce them. In some cases respondents were given

•

additional guidance on the implications of the proposed
l>ilecthe and how they migbt respond most ef.'fectMly•

r,.,..,.....,MIIl,.,._

Bach case 8tUdy OJpDization was requested 10 csdmate

or implementing tbe proposed
Ditectiw. This pmvided the opportoDity,
tlli4, to
establish impaccs upon the strategic function or the
OIP"j?Jttion, including the activities in which they
engage, the levels of business turnover, employment
and profit and to assess whether similar organizations
in the same economic sector would experience the
same scale of impacts.
die~~

"*'

3.5 Estimating wider impacts

The objective of this final stage of the evaluation was
to provide estimates of the overall impact of
implementing the proposed Directive in each national
economic sector repteSeuted by the case studies. It
drew upon the teSUlts of the case study evaluations and
other information sources. The extrapolation of case
study impacts to sectoral levels required the adoption of
a number of assumptions and caution needs to be
employed in interpreting the results of the grossing up
~

•

The following stages were adopted:

•

Each case study provided information about the
costs of implementing the proposed Directive,
employment, turnover and (apart from public
agencies) profits. It is assumed that the
organizations are tepresentative of their sector,
although this needs to be qualifted on the basis of
how they may be affected by the proposed
Directive.

•

Estimates of the changes in costs in each economic
sector may be derived, using costs per employee as
a surrogate measure. It is assumed that cost
changes will have a linear relationship to the
number of employees and may, therefore, be
employed to establish separate grossing up
estimates for each of the sectors represented.

In addition to these sector based estimates an initial
assessment has been made of the potential longer term
and wider benefits of the proposed Directive,
particularly with respect to those economic sectors
involved in, or significant!y affected by, the
development of infonnation technologies.

•
9

•

Chapter Four: Legal analysis
.u.

latrocluctioa

no purpose of this chapter is to provide a. debliled

and tbe courts. Other development has been the mault
of ll1ltutOty iDstrumeats palled in pumuancc oftbe Ad.

••essment of the proposed Directive with the aim of Other measures have been applied to specific sectors by
dctarmining how its provisions arc most likely to be legislation both before and after the coming into force
impkmentc;d in the UK and the Netherlands. of the Data Protection Act 1984. They are:
Specifically it

•

•

assesses the scope of existing data protection and
related legislation in the UK and the Netherlands;

analyzes the scope

and

content of the proposed

Directive;

•

•

compares and contrasts these projected changes in
the UK and the Netherlands.

•

4.2.1 Background

the Consumer Credit Act 1974, section 158 of

which gives subject access to personal data files
held by credit reference agencies;
•

identifies how its provisions may be translated into
the law of the UK and the Netherlands and the
•
changes required to existing legislation;

4.2 Present United Kiagdom data protection law

•

•

•

the Access to Personal Files Act 1987 gives subject
access to personal data files held by local authority
housing and social services departments;

the Access to Medical Reports Act 1988 gives
access to medical reports made for the purposes of
employment or insurance by medical practitioners;
the Access to Health Records Act 1990 gives a right
of subject access to infonnation concerning physical
or mental health in connection with the care of
individuals kept by health professionals including
registered medical pmctitioners, registered dentists,
registered opticians, registered pharmaceutical
chemists, registered nurses, clinical psychologists,
etc.

The history leading up to the United Kingdom Data
Protection Act 1984 is relatively long and, since 1961,
there have been several Parliamentary Bills, Reports
and White Papers concerning privacy and data The Data Protection Act 1984 only applies to personal
protection. In the 1970s data protection laws were data that are processed by equipment operating
introduced in several countries, including France, automatically (typically computer equipment) whereas
Sweden and West Germany. In the United Kingdom, the other provisions mentioned above apply to personal
the Lindop Report (1978) was a watershed in terms of data processed manually.
the movement towards data protection legislation but
the final impetus was provided by the Council of The Data Protection Act 1984 has been seen as being
Europe's Convention for the Protection of Individuals defective in a number of ways . and the Registrar,
with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data appointed under the Act, has frequently commented on
(opened for signature on 28th January 1981) and which some of the perceived deficiencies of the present
was signed by the United Kingdom in 1981. The regime in the United Kingdom and has generally
Convention included a set of principles for data welcomed the work of the European Commission in
protection and proposals for a common set of standards developing a fairer and more effective framework for
to be adopted. In 1982, a White Paper was published, data protection.
outlining the Government's intentions and following
this a Bill was introduced in the House of Lords. 4.2.2 The Data Protection Act 1984
Because of a general election in 1983, this failed to The purpose of the Data Protection Act 1984, according
become law but a new Bill was introduced soon after, to the long title is to:
eventually receiving the Royal Assent in July 1984.
The Data Protection Act 1984 was implemented in a
"regulate the usc of automatically processed
number of stages, the last of which came into effect on
information relating to individuals and the
November 11, 1987. The whole Act has been in force
provision of services in respect of such
from that date. The development of the law of data
information."
protection since that time has been largely the result of
a number of cases before the Data Protection Tribunal The Act applies, generally, to the automatic processing
of personal data which comprise information relating to
10

•

•

a tiviDg iDdividual (data subject) who can be ideatified
fiom that information (or from that 8Dd other
infixmation in the possession oftbe data ater). PedoDa1
data iDcludes an expressioD. of opiDioa about the
iDdiYidual but not an indication of intention of the data

and lawfully (Schedule 1, Part I contains tbc Principles
and Part D cxmtains an intetpmation oftbcm). Some of
tbe Principles have been subject to judicial
CODSidemtion and rulinp.

user in taped oftbe data subject.

Tbe Data Protection Registrar caD. enforge the
priaciples by way of enforccmeat notices,
do-mgistratioll notices 8Dd transfer prohibition notices.
The Registrar also produces guidelines (secood series,
February 1989, revised March 1992) which ate written
in a practical manner descnoing and explaining the
provisions of the Act and compliance with it and how it
affects data users, computer bureaux and individuals.
The Registrar may prosecute for offences under the
Act.

Regulation is carried out by placiDg obligatloas Oil
thole who record and usc personal data (data usem) and
computer bureaux providing services to data users.
Data users and computer bureaux must tegister under
the Act. By the end of 1991 some 164,500
organizations and persons had ~red under the Act.
Data users are required, by section 4(3), to give a
description of the personal data, its sources, the persons
to whom it will be disclosed and countries to which it
will be transfemd, directly or indirectly. The data user Rights are given to data subjects - under section 21
must also gi~ his full name and address and an address there is a right of subject access; this is a right to be
for the receipt of~ from data subjects for access informed by a data user whether he holds personal data
to the data.. For computer bureaux, the details to be which relate to the data subject and a right to be
given are name and address only. This information is supplied with a copy of such data. Data subjects also
held on a register maintained by the Data Protection have a right to have inaccurate data rectified or erased
Registrar and copies of individual registrations are (by court order, section 24) and a right to compensation
available to any person on payment of a fee of £2. A for damage and distress caused by inaccurate data
list of names of data users and computer bureaux and (section 22) or unauthorized disclosure of data (section
· their rcsistratioD munbcm is available. Some dlla uas 23).
have seveml ~
In practice, often the most effective route for a data
The Act contains eight Data Protection Principles subject aggrieved at the holding of inaccurate data is to
(based upon the Council of Europe's Convention on complain to the Data Protection Registrar who has
Data Protection) all of which must be observed by data investigative and supervisory powers. However, the
users although, as far as computer bureaux are data subject cannot obtain compensation by this route.
concerned, only one is relevant; that is the taking of
adequate· security measures. In many ways, the The various relationships, constraints and links between
principles are the central plank of data protection Jaw, the varlOU$ persons affected by the Data Protection Act
the first principle being particularly important; ·that is, 1984 are indicated in FigUre 4.1. In the figure, subject
that information to be contained in personal data shall access includes the other rights such as rectification and
be obtained, and personal data shall be processed, fairly compensation.

FI(Jure 4. t: Relationships and other links
between acton;, UK Data Protection Act
1984

Registrar
Exercise of

powers

Data user
Registration

•

Subject access

Data subject

Exercise of
powers

Providing registration covers transfer
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•

~gations. economic and fiDancial

intelests (Article

30)•
4.3.1 Notifieadea

Tille Dutch Data Protection At:t mabs a distincdon
between c:oatrollers iD. the public aector and those in the
pdwte 8Cdor. Article 24 of tbe Dutch Data Pmteclion
Ad requilal tbat files iD. the aa:a of the priwtc sector
be tegistaed with tbe Rcgisttation Chamber,
l1nuah the submission of tbe relevant form. .Article 19
ol1bo Dutcll Data Protection Act provides tbat files in
1he ama of the public sector arc subject to an internal
rcgulation (statement) that includes a description of the
way in which the data file is operated. Article 20

Within ODC mouth of aeceiYiDs a mquest, tbe controller

must iDfomJ. the data aubjcct in writiag wbetber he
holds pemonal data COJM:CfDIDI him IDd, if 10, the
80UlCe of the data. Atticle 29. On mquest, the data
subject must also be iDformecl of any disclosma of his
personal da1a to thUd parties in the peceding year.
There are several exceptions to the data subject's right
to such information laid down in Article 30. These
broadly mirror the exemptions from ~qistration but a
particular exemption is where it is necessary to
safeguard the vital interests of other persons.

stipulates what information must be contained and
iac1udcs the purpose of the data fi~ the categories of
data subjects, the types of information, etc.
4.3.3 Data subjects' right of access

Exemptions from mgistration are contained in Article

2. for example, in respect of personal data held by an

··

•

individual for personal, family, household or
RICiational purposes. Further, with respect to the
public sector, Article 22 states that notification does not
apply in a number· of cases where the data relates to
accounting and flnancial management systems, staffing
ud payroll systems, otbcr systems which form part of
die falemal ,.,..,.,. of arprdzatlons, suhactiption
teCOftJs, records of members and supporters or, in the
case of other personal data files, names, addresses, post
codes and other such infonnition needed for
communication purposes.
Tbe Dutch Decree "Besluit Genormeeroe Vrijstelling"
(Jaauary 2, 1990, Stb. 16) is based on Article 22 and
applies to Artic;lc 25 covering exemptions from
notification in the private sector. This covers, inter alia,
student files, pensions data, debit and credit
administrations (except for banking and insurance),
payroll and accounts, data required to be kept by law
for a period not extending five years, data files kept for
research and statistical pwposes, unin-corporated
members clubs and files with data for communication
purposes.
4.3.2 Informing data subjects
The Dutch provisions on informing the data subject
must be seen in the light of the information that is

accessible to a data subject through either: notification
forms, internal regulations under Article 19 and the
above Decree.

By ¥icle 28, the Dutch Data Protection Act requires
that the controller of a personal data file must provide
•

information where personal data have been recorded for
the fJISt time unless the data subject concerned is aware
of or can reasonably be expected to be aware of the
recording. Further exceptions are available based on the
interests of the data subject, State security, criminal
12

Article 29 of the Dutch ·nata Protection Act requires
that, on request, the controller must supply the data
subject with a full statement of the data concerning him

that are c:ontained in a file together with infonnation as
to their source. There are a number of exceptions along
similar lines to those above.
If the data subject requests that his personal data are
tbc coatroller lball notify aay pcDOll to
whom he has, to his knowledge, issued the data in
question during the year preceding the request. The
Dutch Act provides that the right of access to medical
records lies with the controller (Nouwt, 1994).

com:cted.

4.3.4 Data subjects' consent
The Dutch Data Protection Act does not c:onta:in an
equivalent provision to Article 7 of the proposed
Directive in terms of the data subject's consent.
However, consent may be required because of other
provisions of the Dutch Data Protection Act and rules
relating to medical confidentiality.

Articles 11 and 12 of the Dutch Data Protection Act
mention the data subject's consent as one of the
conditions under which the disclosure to a third party
may take place. Such consent must be in writing and
may relate only to a single case or to a limited category
of cases and must be precisely defined. The consent
may be withdrawn in writing at any time.
Article 14 provides a right to object to processing, that
is, a right to block the use of personal data. There is
also an implicit right to object while balancing the
rights of the controller and the data subject. From this
perspective, the Registration Chamber bases its
decision on a comparison of the data subject's interests
with those of the controller. The criterion that is used in
this respect is whether the personal data file is
'reasonably relevant' to ·the interests of the controller
(Article 4). Additionally, under the general principles

•

of civil Jaw, the data subject may object to the
illcgitimate usc of data.

0.5 Lawful ~baa
I

The principles telatin& to .data quality, stating tbe
8lQDlds f« data proc:essing as wen u tbe manner in
which data may be used under the Duteh Data
Protectioa Act, are contained in a number of provisions.
The precise tules depend on whether the processing is
carried out ht the public sector or the private sector. In
respect· of the private sector, personal data must be
collected for specific purposes reasonably relevant to
the interests of the controller, the data may only be
used in a way compatible with those purposes, the data
must not be excessive and must be accurate and
complete. As regants the public sector, personal data
files may be ctated where necessary for the effective
execution of the functions of the controller, Article
18(1).

•

Jurisdiction and CODtrol of traDsbotder dlta flows is
dc1etmined by Articles 47' 48 and 49. The Dutch Act
applies to personal data files located in another country
if the controller is established in the Netherlands and if
those files c:ontain information about msideots of the
Netherlaods except ~ the other country has an
equivalent level of protection.

Concerning transfer to third countries, the Dutch
system is based on the principle of considering the
p~vailing situation relating to the protection of
personal data in the teeeiving country. There must be
adequate safeguards for tbc protection of the privacy of
the data subject. There is provision for transfer of
personal data to and from certain countries to be
prohibited by General Administrative Older if such
The Dutch legislature has made use of Article 9(2) of transfers would have a serious, adverse effect on the
Convention No. 108 of the Council of Europe to privacy of the persons concerned.
derogate from the general principles laid down in
Article S of the Convention. Thus, under the Dutch law 4.3.7 Security aad confidentiality
there is an exception relating to the disclosure of data,
As a JCDaalmlc, by Article 8 (wbidl also applies to
Ia the psblic aeclor,.., psblic bodies in tbe execudcm of
manual files). both the controller and tbe processor
their fimctioDs aDd, in the private sector, for research or
shall take the necessary technical and organizational
statistical purposes or on the grounds of wgent and
measures to render secure any data file against loss of
important considerations. In both cases, an overriding
or interference with the data contained therein and
proviso is that disclosure must not have a
against unauthorized access to or amendment of or
disproportionate, adverse effect on the privacy of the
disclosure of such data. Liability for resulting damage
data subject.
is strict by Article 9.
Dutch law also makes a distinction between the public
and private sector in respect of the grounds for
processing. In the public sector it is based on specific
purposes relevant to the interests of the controller
whilst, in the private sector, it is based on the effective
execution of the functions of the controller.
The Dutch Data Protection Act does not extend to the
collection of data from public sources such as telephone
books, television news, public registers, etc. However,
this merely means that such data are considered to be
obtained lawfully and this does not exempt files
containing such data from the remainder of the Act's
provisions.

•

a general principle such inclusion is permitted provided
that certain conditions ate satisfied.

I

4.3.8 Automated individual decisions

There is some doubt as to the legality ()f data matching
and data profiling. However, it would appear that data
matching will usually be lawful although the Minister
of Justice has voiced his concern over this practice. In
terms of profiling, a report published in 1992 by the
Dutch Ombudsman on the use of profiling techniques
by the Dutch Ministry of VROM in order to detect
fraud with housing benefits concluded that this was not
in accordance with Dutch law.
It could be argued that some control presently exists on
the basis of the principles of the present law,
particularly the provision to the effect that personal
data files may only be used in accordance with the
purpose of such use.

As regards the processing of sensitive data, Article 7 of
the Act requires that specific rules are laid down
concerning the inclusion in a personal data file of
infonnation on any individual's religious beliefs or 4.3.9 Supervisory Authority
philosophy of life, race, political persuasion, sexuality
Article 8 of the Dutch Data Protection Act deals with
or intimate private life and of personal information of a
the status and tasks of the supervisory authority, known
medical, psychological, criminal or disciplinary nature.
in the Netherlands as the Registra~ion Chamber. Its
Such rules have been subsequently laid down in a
tasks include:
General Administrative Order of February 19, 1993. As
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• tbc supcnisioD of the operation of penoaal data tbe data subject prior 10 disc1osuie to a thiRl party for
fUcs in acconlaace with tbc Jaw IDd for the. purpose the pupoaes of madmting by mall. This is sbown twice,
oace ill tbe reJationsbip between tbe eonttollcr IDd the
data ~abject and, qain as between the CODtloller and
Mbdsla(s) concerned. both on tequest
thinl party, • a pmcoodition to a ctisclosme to .-third
IDd on its own initiati~, mganiing tbc patty for such purposes.
impJementation of the law 8Dd other associated
topics;
.
Table 4.1 which follows the figuie provides ~
• the submission of annual rqxms on its work and iDformatioD 011 tbe telationships, CODStraints and links
findings.
indicated.
oftbc pmtedioa of privacy in general;

•

• ......_the

f'iaure

'4.2 indicates the various relationships,
consttaints and links between the various persons
affected by the Dutch Act.

4.4.2 Scope of proposed Directive

immediate taste of its underlying rationale. It is to
pmtect ftmdameotal rights and tieedoms of DaiUral
..... in particular ~ right to privacy in tbc

At the heart of the proposed Directive are a set of Data
PtotDctioD Principles which am expnaed in Article 6.
Perhaps the most impodant principle is· the first one
wltich states that personal data must be processed fairly
and lawfully.

The proposed Directive applies to the processing of
personal data wholly or partly by automatic means and
to manual processing of personal data forming part of a
file or intended to form part of a file, Article 3(1). It
4.4 Analysis of the scope and content of the
docs
not apply to processing in the course of an activity
........ Directive
outside the scope of Community law (for example,
This analysis is based on the text of the proposed cooc:emiDg national security) nor to proressing by a
Dita:tive ~June 20, 1994
natural person in the course of a purely personal or
household activity, Article 3(2).
4.4.11ntroduction
Article 1 of the proposed Directive provides an 4.4.3 Overview

•

pmcessing of peqonal data whilst teqUiring no
restrictions or prohibitions on the free flow of personal
data between Member States.
The proposed Directive posits what appears to be a

The proposed Directive posits a framework of data
protection not unlike that currently in place in the UK
and the Netherlands. Fundamental tenets are:

lllCR complex arrangement of relationships, constraints
8Dd links to those under existing United Kingdom in
particular. Figure 4.3 gives an indication of this • transparency - through notification of processing
activities and information to data subjects;
increased complexity and should be compared with the
previous two figures. However, it should be noted that
• rights of data subjects to obtain access, rectification,
· there is, by necessity, some duplication of obligations.
etc.;
For example, the controller has an obligation to notify

Figure 4.2: Relationships and other
llnlcs between actprs, Dutch
Data Protection Act 1988

Supervisory

authority
Devise & submit internal
oode of practice - public
seaor
~~------~

Data subject
Duty of confidence

Processor

•

Providing notification
covers transfer
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Provided within purpose of notificaton
must notify unless impossible/disp. effort

Third party

,

•

Data albject
8C1~

en •dlda 1UbJ8cft corwent

Cl2 .. nadtt . .Uljlct 1m
CIS· I cia ftCJt blocMd

Nate:

sc1 -IUbjec::r access

Processor
CX1 • adeql.ate level of protection

Third country

SC2 • right to object
sc3 - right to block data
cs 1 - notify on coHectlon
cs2 • noiHy on reoonWtsclosute
C83. nD1Ify • martcelng by mal
cs4 - obQlln consent If reqd.

Table 4.1: Key to relationships In Figure 4.3 (references are to the coding used In the figure)
Ref.

Description

data subject - coatroller

•

lc1

dMa Mjoctl' liP& of aoo~~~, Adide 13.-.;.&to-zAi.w iaAdide 14.1Dcludealialllof~ -•bloc:kiaaof
data

IC2

data subjects' right to object to procesDJI& Adidc IS(a) (wla= processing is performed uader Article 7(e) or (f))

sc3

data subjects' riaht to have data used or disc1osecl tor lllllfcetias by mall blocked, Article IS(b)

CODtroUer • data subject

csl

obligation to notifY data subject oa collection of dati, Article 11

cs2

obligation to notifY data subject on rccontiag or diiCiolure of data, Article 12 (but not if impossible or ~ui~e~ disproportionate
effort)

Cl3

obliptioa to iafonn before eli~ for purpo1e1 of marbtiag by mail aDd to give data subjects right to have data blocked.
Article 1S(b)

es4

obligatiOn to obtain data subjects' coaseat to pmcessing unless c:cmmd by Artide 7(b) to (f)

controller· supervisory authority

cal

notify of processing operations unless exempt, Article 18

supervisory authority - controller
acl

examine processing tensitive data prior to processing. Article 19(3)

ae2

powers of investigation, supervision, mtelvelltion and prosewtioa, Article 30

controller - third party
ctl

obligation to obtain consent prior to disclosure of sensitive data by foundation. charity. trade union. Article 8(2)(b)

ct2

obligation to notify data subject before disclosure to third party unless imposSible or disproportionate effort, Article 12(2)

ct3

obligation to inform and give data subject right to block data before disclosure, Article 15(b)

controller- processor

•

cpl

obligation of confidence imposed on processor, Artide 17

cp2

obligation to provide for processing by processor only under written contract imposing obligations on processor, Article 17a

controller - third country
cxl

transfer to country providing adequate level of security, Article 26

cx2

transfer to country not providing adequate level of security under certain conditions and subject to sufficient guarantees, Article 27
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obligations on data controllem to eDt~UM data identification number or to ooe or mom factors specific
quality.
to his physical, physiological, meatal, ecoDOD1ic,
cultural or social identity. •
Ia lddition, mom ·explicit COidlOl over ptUtaliog of
-'the data is pmpoeed. Data subject~· am allo atwm "Pnceeliag .,.,........ dam" meaDs.-, oporatioD or
a dPt to object to PftiCCISia& on legitiina'e pMIDdl a of operations pabmod upoa peDODI1 data,
ad. in aome cues, to haw pers&al dlla ndatiaa 1o wbetber or DOt by aulomltic---. aadla coUection,
JeCOrdiDg. Olp1lizatioD, tlorage, adaptation or
diem blocked.

•

•

alteration, retrieval, CODSU.ltatioD. use, disclosum by
Some particular concems are dealt with in the proposed transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
Dif8cthe especially in COD.Dedion with the freedom of available, alignment or combinatiorl, blocking, ~
the ~ and creati-ve expression, serurity of or destruction.

processing, marketing by mail and transfer to third
countries not having adequate levels of protection for
personal data.

•

"Persenal data file" means any structured set of
personal data which are accessible according to specific
criteria, whether centralized, decentralized or dispersed
Tho proposals contain a number of derogations and on a functional or geographic basis [this definition is
aptioas that Member S1ates may take advantage of. For important m determining the scope or the proposed
example, exemption from notifying the supervisory Directive in terms of manual processing].
authority of processing operations may be allowed in
IOIDC cues, or a simplified notification procedme may "CoatroDer" means any natural or legal peiS011, public
be adopted for some fonns of processing. Whilst authority, agency or other body which determines the
offering the possibility of relieving the bureaucracy of purposes of processing of personal data [there is
data protection, controllers (those who decide the provision for the naming of controllers in respect of
pu.cposes of processing pemonal data) must be able to processing the pwposes of which is determined by
piOY.ide any pemon on mqucst with equiwlcDt Dltiooal or Community Jaw].
iafbrmatioo.
· "Processor" means any natural or legal person, public
There is no requirement under the proposed Directive authority, agency or other body which processes
for processors, acting on behalf of data controllers, to personal data on behalf of the controller.
submit a notifiction to the supervisory authority.
"Third party" means any natural or legal person,
Tbe extension of data protection legislation to manual public authority, agency or other body other than the
processing has not been without controversy but data subject, the controller, the prooessor and the
remains a key point in the proposed Directive. In person who, under the direct authority of the controller
principle, there is no reason why the data protection or processor, is authorized to process the data.
principles, which are of themselves uncontroversial and
generally accepted as setting desirable standards of data "Recipient" means any natur8J. or legal person, public
processing, should not be applied to manual processing. ·authority, agency or other. body to whom data are
However, and bearing in mind the vast amount of disclosed, whether a third party or not; however,
personal data held in manual files, a period of grace of authorities which may receive data in the framework of
up to eight years (five years for sensitive data) is a one-off inquiry shall not be regarded as recipients
provided for by the proposed Directivt unless and until [Note: "recipient" includes third parties and
the data are further processed.
processors].
4.4.4 Key definitions

A number of important definitions are contained in the
proposed Directive in Article 2. They are not exactly
equivalent to definitions in the existing UK and Dutch
law. In some cases, the defmitions in the proposed
Directive are considerably wider (for example
"processing").
•

"Pa-sonal data" means any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person ("data subject");
an identifiable person is one who can be identified,
directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an
16

"The data subject's consent" means any freely given
specific and informed indication of his wishes by which
the data subject signifies his agreement to personal data
relating to him being processed; withdrawal of consent
by the data subject shall be without retroactive effect
4.4.5 Description of provisions
One way of viewing the proposed Directive is in tenns
of the activities that it affects. Those activities will be
considered seriatim below and are:
•

notification of processing operations;

•

•

processing of pcnonal data, includiDg tbc c1itJc1osum
of data to third patties;

•

transfers ofpersonal data to third countries

Of course. whete the controilcr has been requin:d to
aotify his pmcessiDg operations. tbat processing,
disclosures to tbitd patties. transfels to thhd cnmta ics,
etc. must all be in accotdance with his notificatioD.

Tbe supervisory autbority is, by virtue of Article 19(3),
gtvcn a power to exams DOtified operations which
pose risks, prior to the ~ of plOCCISiDg,
paticularJy in tdatJon to the proceuiDg of 8CIISithe
data. Then: is a two IDOIIth time limit for such
examinaflnns.

N~ ofPr~ Opel'llliMs
Article 6 mntains a set of principles relating to data
Article 18 places an obligation on controllers to notify quality. The principles in the proposed Diteetive are

..

the supervisory authority before carrying out any

concerned with:

wholly or partly automatic processing operation.
However, Member States may exempt from notification

•

categories of processing operations that are not likely to
affect adversely the rights and mectoms of data
IUbjects. (Simplification of notification .is another.
option.) If exempt (or if simplified notification applies~
Member States may lay down conditions. In the case of
exemption, Member States may ~ the
appointment of a data protection official teSpOD.Sible,
Inter alia, for holding a register of proeessing
operations.

•

processing fairly and lawfully;
collection for specified, explicit and legitimate
pwposes;

• adequacy, relevancy and non-excessiveness;
•

aa:w:acy and contemponmeity;

•

identification of the data subject for no longer than
is necessary

Member States may teStrict the obligations· and rights

•

By Article 8(3), exemption in relation to processing of CODtaincd in the prlacipJes by exmding the ArticJc 14
-.a.ithe tfata• (defiued In Article 8(1)) is pJIIIbte in exemptions to them (natioDal security, defeDc:e, public
terms of processing for the legitimaie activities of a security, crime, etc.).
foundation, association or any other non-profit-seeking
body with a political, philosophical, religious or trade
union aim within Article 8(2)(b).

Member States may require that some or all
non-automatic processing operations involving personal
data be notified or subject to a simplified notification,
Article 18(4).

_The information to be given in the notification, by
Article 19(1), shall include:
d
• the
and address of controller an
representative, if any;

name

• -the purpose or purposes of the processing;

•

•

a description of the category or categories of data
subject and of the data or categories of data relating
to them;

•

the recipients or categories of recipients to whom
the data might be disclosed;

•

a description of proposed transfers of data to and
from third countries;

• · a description allowing an assessment to be made of
the appropriateness of the measures taken pursuant
to Article 17 to ensure security of processing

Article 7 lays down principles relating to the grounds
for processing and states that personal data may only be
processed if one of the following apply:
•

the data subject has given his unambiguous consent;

•

processing is necessary for the performance of a
contract to which the data subject is a party (or
prel~inary to such a contract at the request of the
data subject);

•

processing is necessary in order to comply with a
legal obligation imposed on the controller;

•

processing is necessary in order to protect the vital
interest of the data subject;

•

processing is necessary for the performance of a
task carried out in the public interest or carried out
in the exercise of official authority vested in the
controller or in a third party to whom the data are
disclosed;

•

processing is necessary for the purposes of the
legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by
the third party to whom data are disclosed, except
where such interests are overridden by the interests
of the data subject which require protection under
this proposed Directive.
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•

Specific cmctitions apply to tbc proc,.itaa of special By Article 16(1), evay pet'80il sba1l have a right DOt to
Ct'=l •ies of data ("sensithe data") by Article 8. Data :be subjcdcd to a dccisioD which pmduccs Jepl effects
wllalo pocess'ioa may affect the fundeJDellf81 faeedaml coacemiGa bim which is baaed aolcly 011 automatic
~ prhacy, such II data tbat IeWIII8 racial CJI' etlmic p.oaaing defining a penona1ity pmfiJe. However,
odaiD. poUtical opiDioas, mligious ot pbilolophical tbcR a two major exceptions aad the automated
beliefs, trade UDioA membemhip, IDd data coaceming clecisioD-makiD may still be performed if either of the
llelllb « ~ex fife may DOt be proeea&ed u a .,..a! foUowiDg apply:
tUic. llowe1er, t:ll= ate exemptions to this .,..a!
• the decision is taken in the course of tbc entering
principle:
into or pedotmance of a contlad, provided any
n:qucst by tbc data subject has been satisfied, or that
• where the data subject has given explicit CODICIIt
(unless the prohibition is unwaivable);
there are suitable measures to safeguard his
legitimate interests, which must
include
• where processing is necessary for the purposes of
arrangements allowing him to defend his point of
fulfilling labour law obligations of the controller
view; or

(provided for by legislation containing adequate
safeguards);

processing is necessary to protect the vital brterests
of the data subject or another person;

•

• wh= processing is carried out in tbc course of the

•

•

•

the decision is authorized by law which also lays
down measures to safeguard the data subject's
legitimate interests.

Positive- action is required by means of legislation or
court decision for the second exception to apply.

· legitimate activities of a foundation, association or
any other non-profit-seeking body with a political,
philosophical, religious or trade union aim and on By Article 11, information must be given to data
condition that the processing relates solely to subjects from whom data are being collected (unless
members or persons who have regular contacts with already in possession of such information). The
• ill coanectian with its purposes ad ·the data lie iDformlticxl tbat must be giwn is:
DOt ctiscloscd to third parties without the data
• the purpose of the processing for which the data ate
. subject's consent;
intended;

• where the processing relateS to data which are • the obligatory or voluntary nature of any reply to
manifestly public;
the questions to which answers are sought and the
• the data are required for the purposes of
consequences for him is he fails to reply;
peventative medicine, medical diagnosis, the • the recipients or categories of recipients of the data;
provision of care or treatment or the management of
health care services and where the data are • the name and address of the controller and of his
processed by a health professional or another person
representative, if any.
subject to an obligation of professional secrecy ;
Also, unless previously informed, by Article 12(1)
• processing of data relating to offences, criminal similar information must be given to the data subject
conviction or security measures may only be carried when the data are recorded (the same applies to
out under the control of official authority (there may disclosure to a third party, see infra). In many cases,
be derogations except in relation to a register of the data subject will have been informed previously.
criminal convictions).
The controller is excused this requirement if it proves
impossible or involves a disproportionate effort, Article
By Article 8(3) Member States may lay down further 12(2). However, Member States shall provide
exemptions on the basis of important public interest appropriate safeguards in such cases.
and, by Article 8(4), Member States may provide that
data relating to administrative sanctions and civil trials The Article 14 exemptions may be applied to the above
shall be processed under the control of official requirements of notifying the data subject (national
authority.
security, defence, public security, crime, etc.).

Furthermore, by Article 8(6), Member States shall
detennine the· conditions under which a national
identification number or other general identifier may be
pmcessed.
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The data subject has, by Article 15(a), a right to object
on legitimate grounds (for example, data relating to
him are inaccurate or are otherwise being processed ·in
contravention of proposed Directive). Where the
objection is justified, the controller may no longer
process these data. Legitimate grounds would be where

•

the pmcessiag is in ccmtravention with the other
plOVisions of the proposecl Dilec:tive..

individuals (such guarantees may result from terms in a
conttact)•

By AtticJe lS(b), the data subject has a dgbt to ob1ain. Provisions ate pmposed for MCmbcr States to iafoan
,_ ot cbtu:ge. the bJoddng of pemou1 dlla, whicb the each other if they CODSider a tbhd CODDtry does not
COidloller aoticipaaes being pmceued for the pupose8
ofmarlmting by mail. (This right arilel apia ifdie data

ha-., an adequate ~of protcetioD (Article 26(3)).
1be Owmission may tab ICtima by mquiriDa otber

lie to be disclosed to thhd parties, ICe llf/ia).

Member States to ban tbe tiansfer of pemonal data to
such coUDtries (Article 26(4)) and may enter iDto
negotiations with such countries with 8 view to
f'lwlu/• II/l'lnt»uulDIItll 'l'lrW C...tria
The intention is to provide for tbe free t1ow of penJODal temedying the situation, Article 26(5). Member States ,
data throughout the EC. Thus, Article 4 provides that a must take the measures necessary to comply with the
controller shall only be subject to the national law of Commission's decision (either that personal data may
the Member State in which he is established. By Article not be transferred to a thiro country or that a third
26(1), transfer to thint countries (outside the EC) of country does ensure an adequate level of protection).
personal data which are undergoing processing or are
intended for processing after transfer will be allowed 4.4.6 Relationships
only if the third country in question has an adequate
Another way of looking at the proposed Directive is in
level of protection.
terms of n=lationships, primarily concerning the
controller as one of the parties to the ~lationship. The
Article 26(2) defines adequacy of protection in terms
n=lationship between the controller and the data subject
of, particularly, the nature of the data, the purposes and
is of prime importance, as might be expected However,
duration of the processing operations, the country of
the controller may also be in a relationship with the
fmal destination, the rules of law in f~ in the country
supervisory authority, a processor, third party and,
in question and the professional rules and security
even, any person whether or not a data subject. 'Those
JDCaURS that ate complied with in tbat couotry.
teJatioasbips and their COl'lespoDding duties and
obligations and powers are examined m.ore closely
Notwithstanding the above, tiansfer 10 countries
below. (By necessity, there is some overlap with what
without an adequate level of protection may still be
has been discussed before in this chapter, but
pennittid under any of the following circumstances, by examining relationships in addition to activities
Article 27(1):
provides a deeper insight into the workings of the
• the data subject bas explicitly consented to the proposed Directive.)
proposed transfer;
Colltroller- Data Subject
• the. tmnsfer is necessary for the performance of a The proposed Directive gives data subjects a number of
contract between the data subject and the controller rights which are driven by data subjects with the
(or preliminary to such a contract in response to the corresponding obligations placed on controllers such as
data subject's request and provided he has been subject access. Additionally, controllers also have some
informed that the third country does not ensure an obligations to inform data subjects. In tenns of the
adequate level of protection);
fonner, the controller behaves in a reactive sense but in
the
latter cases, the controller must be proactive.
• the transfer is necessary for the performance of a
contract concluded in the interest of the data subject
betWeen the controller and a third party;
Dlltll subject driven rights
Right ofAccess: Data subjects have a right of access by
• the transfer is necessary on important _public interest Article 13. This is a right to obtain at reasonable
grounds;
intervals and without constraint from the controller
without excessive delay or expense:
• the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital
interests of the data subject.
• confirmation as to whether or not the controller is
processing personal data relating to the data subject;
By Article 27(2) and subject to Article 27(1), Member
States may authorize a transfer or category of transfers • information as to the purposes of the processing;
of personal data to a third country which does not • the categories of data concerned;
. ensure an adequate level of protection (within the
meaning of Article 26(2)) where the controller adduces • the recipients or categories of recipients to whom
the data are disclosed;
sufficient guarantees with respect to the protection of
. the private lives and basic rights and .freedoms of

*'

•

•
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• conummication in an intelligtole form of the data suggests tbat "legitimate grounds" are when~~~
telatiua to the data subject and any available beiDa processed in cootm~ of the pnm8JODS of
_ _ . n:--.:..•imnlv based on tbe
iafOrmatOJ.. to their source;
tbc P&.~
IIU~n; aiJU MIA --t'IA3
whim oftbe data subject.
• ~ of tbe logic involved b1 any automatic
. . . processing ~ with- which the data Rlgllt lo Blociblc qf Daltl to be Procased for
aject is corafronfed (particuJady wbele based
by llall: .Alticle 15(b) glws the data tubject
101ely 011 •rtomatic processing derming a a right 10 obCaln on request IDd free of charge tbe
persoua1ity prof"lle within Article 16(1))4
blocldDg of pemooal data 10 be ptOCCad or diaclosed
to third parties or used on their beba1f for tbe purposes
Tile Jiabt of access includes a right to obtain the of marketing by mail. If the right is not exercised, the
lCCtiCatioli. eraswe or blocking of data, the processing data subject must be informed before disclosure and
of- which does not comply with the provisions of the expressly offered the right of blocking.
proposed Directive, in particular 'because they are
iDcomplete or inaccurate, Article 13(2). This extends to The wording of Article lS(b) in the June 1994 text, is
iaformiua third parties to whom the data have been not entitely clear. It would seem to suggest that every
disclosed unless impossible or if it involves a time data relating to the data subject an: to be disclosed
dilpmportioDate effort, Article 13(3).
to a third party (or used on that thitd party's beha1t) for
the purposes of marketing by mail, the data subject
Altlc1e 14 ·contains a number of exemptions from the must be informed and offered the opportunity to have
Ji&ht of acce5$ which may be adopted by Member the data blocked
States. They are available when the restriction is
necessary to safeguard:
Controller's ObligtUions
.
To Inform Data Subject On CoUection of Data: The
• national security;
controller (or his ~) must provide a data
• defence;
subject from .whom data relatiDa to himself aue
coDectecl with a minimum oftbe following information,
• pubHc security;

--.a __..

•

Jldl.,.

..

••
•

except where it is already in the data subject's
the investigation, detection and prosecution of possession (Article 11).
criminal offences;

Member State or the European Union, including
monetary, budgetary and taxation matters;
•

the protection of the interests of the data subject;

•

the proteCtion of an equivalent right or freedom of
another person;
{where obliged to do so by Community law].

The identity of the controller and representative, if

any;
•

a monitoring, inspection or regulatory function
connected. even occasionally, with the exercise of •
official authority;
•

•

•

•

an important economic or fmancial interest of a

the purposes of the processing for which the data
are intended;
the recipients or categories of recipients of the data;

the obligatory or voluntary nature of any reply as
well as the possible consequences of failure to
reply.

The subject access exemptions may also be applied to
this obligation.

Informing the Data Subject when Data are Recorded or
1be right of access may also be limited where the data Disclosed to a Third Party: The controller or
are only temporarily in personal form which are
representative must provide the data subject with
intended to be processed solely for the purposes of
information when recording the personal data or at the
creating statistics, for example, for scientific research,
time of first disclosure to a third party except where the
Article 14(2).
information is already in the possession of the data
Right to Object: Where the processor is processing

•

under Article ?(e) (necessary for the performance of a
task carried out in the public interest) or Article 7(f)
(necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests
~ued by the controller or third parties of persons to
whom the data are disclosed), the data subject has a
right to object on legitimate grounds, Article 15(a). The
controller may no longer process these data. Recital 20
20

subject, Article 12(1). The information to be provided
is:
•

the identity of the controller and representative, if
_any;

•

the purposes of the processing;

•

the recipients or categories of recipients;

•

•

the categories of data concemed.

~.

this does DOt apply wbcte it would plOW
impossible or would brlohe a dispmportioDate etJcxt
(Aiticle 12(2)). In sud1 cues, Member States sball

povide appmpdate saf~

the exception of tbe description of security measures
taken UDder Attic1c 17. (In cases whcm notificatioll is
mqoimd, the obJiption to ptOVide this iDformatiol1 is
satisfied by the fact that tbe register will be available
for public inspection, Article 20(2).)

c:.troUer-,..,...

, . , . . , by Mtlll: 14 dilcuaed a1xM, tbe QODtloUer An obHpdoa of coofldeace is imposed on a pmceaor
has a duty to iDfoon a data subject who has not by Article 17 in tbat the processor must not disclose
exeadaed his right ofblocldng that his penona1 data ate penona1 diD to a tbinl party except on iDstntctioDs
to be disclosed to a third party (or used on behalf of a from the controller.
third party) for the purposes of marketing by mail,
Article lS(b). The controller must also give the data Where processing is carried out on behalf of the
subject an opportunity to have the data blocked prior to controller by a processor. the controller must, by
Article 17a(2) to (4) ensure that:
such disclosures.

Data Subjeq's Consent t o - e : Apart •
flOm what bas been indicated above, in rare cases, the
controller must seek ·the data subject's consent to
processing or disclosure. One of the grounds for
processing data is the data subject's unambiguous
consent, Article 7(a). Hawever, this would be rarely
required as Articles 7(b) to (f) provide other grounds
for proces.sing not requiring the data subject's consent.

•

Cooseat to disclosure c:ou1d. .be Jequilcd by Article
8(2){b) .. pl'OQWifll of 'special catcaories of data
("sensitive data") by a foundation, association or any
other non-profit-seeking body, etc. The data subject's
consent is required for disclosure to third parties if
Article 8(2)(b) is to apply.
Controller-s~ A.llthority
Unless exempt, controllers have a duty to notify the

supervisory authority of their proposed processing
operations, as discussed earlier. The supervisory
authority will check the notification to ensure that the
requirements of the proposed Directive are being
The
supervisory
authority's
complied
with.
interpretation of the principles relating to data quality,
inter alia, and how they impact on the controller's
intended processing will be highly significant.
By Article 30, the supervisory authority is given powers
to enforce the data protection provisions which may
entail the investigation of the controller's processing,
interventionary powers and the power to prosecute

•

he selects a processor who provides suffacient
guarantees in aespect of the techni<:al security
measures and organizational measutes governing
the ·processing and the controller ensures

compliance with those measures;
the processing must be governed by a binding
contract in writing stipulating that the processor
must act only on instructions from the controller
and placing duties on the processor in respect of
aeauity 111CUUta IS laid out in Article 178(1).

Ctmtroller -lldnl Jltii1:Y
The notification must stipulate the recipients or
categories of recipients to whom personal data might be
disclosed. (Note, "recipient" includes third parties but is
not restricted to third parties. It will, for example,
include p~) Bearing in mind that some forms
of processing may be exempt from notification, this
gives the supervisory authority some control over
disclosure to third parties. If the authority anticipates
that a particular third party or category of third parties
is likely to be in breach of the provisions in the
proposed Directive, such as the principles relating to
data quality, the authority may require or stipulate that
such disclosures do not go ahead.
The relationship between the controller and a third
party is Dot: directly affected by the proposed Directive.
However, before personal data can be transferred to a
third party, the controller may have to inform the data
subject and/or obtain the data subject's consent.

violatio~s.

•

The supervisory authority is also given the power to
examine notified operations prior to processing under
Article 19(3).

ControUer- lliiY person
Where nOtification is not required {that is, where t~
controller is exempt from notification), any person is
entitled to obtain on request, by Article 20(3), the
information normally specified in the notification with

The controller has an obligation to obtain the consent of
the data subject prior to disclosure of sensitive data by
a foundation, association or any other non-profitseeking body, etc. (Article 8(2)(b)) .
The controller has an obligation to notify. the data
subject before disclosure to a third party unless this
proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort,
Article 12(2)
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•

Tbc CODtroUcr also bas an obliption to iDfonn the data There ate provisions for supervisoty authorities in tbe
JDtiect aod &he him a right to block data befcD Member States to cooperate with ODC another ad to
dilclolure to a tbild party whele tbe data am to be used fOlWild requests from peiSODI cooceming tbe
for wdcedng by mail, Adide lS(b)
poceasing of data whae the CODtrol1cr is csCablilbecl in
another Member State to the supervisory authority in
that other Member State, AJtic1e 30(5).
Tile supervisory authority's duties aud powers an: laid
cb!rD in Article 30 (mOre than one supervisory
•tdaodty may be set up by a Member State). It wiD be
JelpODSib1e for monitoring the application of the
DltioDal piovisions adopted in pursuance of the
proposed Directive and aCt in complete independence
in the exercise of its functions.
1bc supervisory powers of tbe authority are, to aome
extcat, implicit in the . provisions of the proposed
Dkecti'fC. For example, the power to reject or acc:ept.
wbether subject to modification or not, notifications by
QXII!ollers and the power to enter into negotiatioDs with
..OOUS bodies repteSenting controllers and data

subjects.

..

Specific powers of the supervisory authority are set out
in Article 30(2) and are:
•

••

i1ncltiptive powers- iodudin& powas of accca to
dala IDd iDb "•tion coHection ~'Y for the
performance of its supervisory duties;

effective powers of intervention - for example,
delivering opinions under Article 19(3) before
processing of, especially, sensitive data is carried
out; ensuring appropriate publication of such
opinions; Otdering blocking, erasure or destruction
of data; imposing temporary or definitive bans on
processing; warning or admonishing the controller;
referring the matter to the national parliament or
other political institutions;

•

the power to engage in legal proceedings where
there has been a violation of the national provisions
adopted in pursuance of the proposed Directive.

Decisions of the supervisory authority are subject to
appeal to the courts.

•

The supervisory authority shall hear claims concerning
the protection of persons' rights and freedoms, Article
30(3). Also, by Article 30(3), there is provision for the
supervisory authority to hear claims for checks on the
lawfulness of processing in situations where the subject
access exemptions adopted under Article 14 apply. The
person concerned must be informed subject to the
interests to be protected being fully respected.

The supervisory authority must publish a report on its
activities at regular intervals (probably an annual
report), Article 30(4).
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Member StaU:s shall eDSUie that staff of supervilory
autbotities sbal1 be sabject a duty of CODfldeDcc even
after their employment is terminated, Article 30(6).
By Arf;icle 3l(la), the Working Party on the protection
of individuals with regard to the processing of personal
data, set up under the proposed Directive, shall include
a representative of the supervisory authority or
authorities of each Member State.
4.4.8 Deregatieas ud eptioas
The opinions and assumptions made below are the
tesult of a detailed consideration of the provisions of
the proposed Directive, existing law and the other
sources mentioned above. Also, they have been
informed by consultation with a number of persons and
bodies.

Descdbed below ate tbe demgatioas and poials of
ctiacn:tion specifica11y and exp~a~ly provided for in the
June 1994 text of the proposed Directive on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing
of personal data.
Article 5 gives Member States discretion in determining
the precise conditions under which processing is lawful
within the limits of the provisions of Chapter II
(Articles 5 to 21 inclusive).
Article 7{/) implicitly gives discretion to the
supervisory authority to determine its scope (subject, of
oourse, to challenge and clarification in the courts) and,
hence, the scope of instances when the data subject's
consent under Article 7(a) is required, unless any of the
other grounds for processing in Article 7(b) to 7(e)

apply.
Article 8(3)- Member States may lay down additional
exemptions in tenns of the processing of sensitive data
on the grounds of important public interest.
Article 8{4)- Member States may allow processing of
data relating to offences, criminal convictions or
security measures by ·persons other than under the
control of official authority, subject to safeguards, but
registers of convictions may only be kept under t~e
control of official authority.

•

.ArtJcle 8{4) - Member States may pmvide that data Older to provide information to the public (for example,
aelatiDg to administrathe sanctioDs or cmt Uials may a mgister of births, marriages and deaths).
ODly be poe csaed under the coatrol ofofticia1 authority
Artick 26(2) deals with the adequacy of pmtection
JfrtlcJe 14(1) allows tatrictioos to be imposed by a1bdecl by third COUDtries. One question taiaed is who
MeiDbc£ States on the rigbts and oblialf:ioal plO'Vidcd. decides? Pelbaps this is . ._.. ... that a Member State
fbrby:
would lea've to a sapervisoly authority. It may be tbat a
plaUIDption is raised by Article 26(2) aad (3) in fnour
• Article 6(1) - priDCiplea telatiDg to data quality;
of ttaDsfer UD1ess the supervisory authority decides
otherwise
or, of coune, wbete the Commission has
• Ardcle 11 - lnfODil\Dg the data subject on
confmned
a
decision of a Member State to the contrary.
collection;
•

Article 12(1) - informing the data subject on
recotding or disclosure;

•

Article 1J - data subject's right of access;

•

Article 21 - publicizing processing operations.

Such restrictions may be provided for to safeguard
oational seauity, defence, etc.
Article 14(2) - Member States may limit tbe right of
access when data are temporarily in a personal form
prior to conversion to statistics such that the data
subject can no longer be reasonably identified.

..

Article 27(2) ~under certain conditions in Article 27(1),
Member States may authorize transfer to third countries
that do not afford an adequate level of protection if the
controller can adduce sufficient guanmtees. nus will
be a matter, at least initially, for the supervisory
authority.
Article 35(2) allows Member States to delay the
implementation of the proposed Dilective in the case of
manual files for up to eight years after adoption of the
proposed Directive (five years in the case of sensitive
data) unless the data are further processed in the
meantime.

~ 16(2)(b)- Member Stata may by law IIJthoti2c

•

•

utomatic processing

defining a pcaonality ptOfilc
subject to safeguants protecting the data subject's
legitimate interests.

_..5 laa..a--tatioa of tile. pro--' Diredhe late
.--United Kingdom Law

..-

Of specific interest is the manner in which the proposed
Article 18(2) allows Member States to simplify or Directive would be implemented into United Kingdom
exempt from notification processing operations not law. Two types of provision are important in this
likely ~ affect adversely the right and freedoms of data respect. Some provisions contain express discl:etionary
subjects. Member ~tates may specify "conditions" derogations and options. These allow Member States a
and/or may require, in the case of exemption, the degree of latitude in their selection of the precise model
appointment of a data protection official by the of data protection to be implemented.
controller. That official would be teSpOnsible for the
Other provisions contain a degree of discretion
maintenance of a register of processing operations.
associated with the interpretation of its precise meaning
Article 18(3) ~ Member States may exempt from and scope. The recitals to the proposed Directive may
notification the processing of sensitive data for the give some assistance in such cases as may the present
legitimate activities of a foundation, association or any regime of data protection in the United Kingdom. Other
other non-profit-seeking body, etc., under Article useful, though not binding, sources include the House
of Lords Report on data protection and the views of the
8(2)(b).
Data Protection Registrar {see, for example, the
Article 18(4) - Member States may require notification discussions in his annual reports). In some cases,
analogies can be drawn with other legislation and
of some or all manual processing operations.
common law sources concerning individuals' rights and
Article 19(3) gives discretion to the supervisory freedoms in relation to information concerning them.
authority to examine notified processing operations Overall, where the meaning of a provision would
prior to the commencement of processing - a two otherwise remain unclear, it is reasonable to take a
purposive interpretation as in, for example, the mischief
month time limit is set for such examination.
rule in Heydons case (1584) 3 Co. Rep. 7a.
Article 21 (3) allows Member States to exempt, from the
publicity provisions, processing operations whose sole
object is holding registers established by national law in
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Ul Allumptiou aaade reprdiDa tbe denptiolll

•

fer tile.......,... of ltady

Scapc of lawfUl pmccssiDg - the principles (Article 6):

to allow this (apart from the contractual pmvisioD iD
Article 16(2}(a)). Initially. no action will be tal= by
tbe UK. ID-1Crms of cn:ctit ICOriDg iD tbe COUliO of
elderiDg iDtO a COiltlaCt. Artide 16(2Xa) will apply.

dae UK wU1 mtabl the existiDg Jaw and. ill pirticoJar,
C* Jaw such U the decisions of the Data ProtcctioD
Tile UK will adopt the fo1lowiDg mechanism • epRis

1w.ma.l in IlutowttJou (Jidll Ort/N) Ltd. v. /)QIIJ
PrMiclloa bglstmr. (unn:p.) 29 September 1993. and

aotificatioD:

llfl4(ax Europe Ltd. v. Data Protection Registrar, • the processing of DOtHJensitive data win be exempt
broadly along the lines suagestcd by the Data
21 Febmary 1992 as lqlllds the -..nina of
PIOtcaion Regimar in his R:port of June 1993;
~~ Rlloltdda B.C v. Datil ProtiJctioll RegistNr

<...,_>

(1allq).) 11·October 1991 as regards the execssiwness
of data; the Court of Appears view of the scope of the
exemptions from disclosure in Rowley v. liverpool City
Cotutcil (unrep.) 24 October 1989 and the same court'~

apiftiol1 as to the meaning of use of data-in Rv. Brown
(umep.) 4 June 1993.

Article 7(f) (processing necessary for the purpose of the
Jeaitimate intenSs pursued by the controller or third
party etc.) will have wide application.

..

•

Article 8(4) gives scope to allow organizations (other
than official authorities or by another under the. control
of oftlcial authority) to process data relating to
CODVimons. 'Ibc UK will allow relevant organizatioos
(CIIdlt refemnce agenc1ea. baDks aDd hanace
companies) to hold information as to tbe fact that a
person has been convicted of a criminal offence,
subject to the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974.
1bis will not be a register as such but just information
appended to the entry relating to the person concerned.
The UK. will not tequire that data relating to civil
judplents, for example, where judgment has been
made against a person who has defaulted on a loan,
must be processed under the control of official
authority. Relevant organizations ~ll be able to
process such data; for example, credit reference
agencies, financial institutions and insurance
companies. The scope of organizations that can hold
such data (and the same applies in the case of criminal
convictions) will be determined by application of the
principles relating to data quality.
In terms of exemptions from the requirements of the
proposed Directive contained in Article 14(1), it is most
likely that the UK will adopt a similar regime as now in
place. That is, some processing operations will be
exempt from subject access and some from
non-disclosure, etc.

•

The UK will limit the right of access to data
temporarily in a personal form awaiting conversion to
statistical data.
·
Automatic processing defining personality profiles positive legislative (or judicial) action has to be taken
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•

the appointment of data protection officials will not
be n:quired;

•

processing sensitive data by foundations. trade
unions, etc. will be exempt ftom notification;

•

notification of manual processing will DOt be
~ (even if concerning sensitive data
processed under Article 8)

The UK will exempt public recotds from the publicity
provisions in Article 21.

In terms of transfer of data to third countries, this will
be a matter for the supervisory authority in the first

iDICaoco UDicss tbe Commfssioo. has ahead.y aw•fi• mod
the decision of another Member State that a third
country does not afford an adequate level of protection,
in which case Member States will take appropriate
action. In time, a list of "no-gon areas may evolve. This
is difficult to predict at this stage. Even with respect to
such countries, transfer will still be allowed under
certain circumstances (for example, with the data
subject's consent or in the context of a contract). The
supervisory authority may authorize such transfers if
satisfied as to the controller's guarantees.

The UK will take advantage of the provisions allowing
delay of implementation of the proposed Directive in
respect of manual files contained in Article 35(2).
4.5.2 Points of interpretation

Article 2(c) - "personal daia ftle" (this is important as
regards the scope of manual processing within the
proposed Directive). As a personal data file must be a
structured set of personal data accessible according to
specific criteria, this means that it will apply to, for
example, a card index system or set of paper files each
having a data subject's name or other identification on
them. It will not apply to general correspondence files
where abstracting data relating to a specific individual
cannot be performed easily (there is no structure to the
personal data nor are the data accessible by ·specific
criteria). This interpretation is entirely consistent with
the "mischief' addressed by the proposed data
protection law.

•

Article 6- the principles relating to data quality. The
effect of tbe8e pdnciples will be similar to tile
equiftleat pdaciplel iD. tbe Data Pt~ Ad.l984 11
tbcy ha-.e been iDtCqxacd aod applied ill tlae tJK.
particuJady in the ligbt of decisioas of the Data
Protection Tribunaland·tbe courts.
btlcle 12(2)- •ctilpmportioDat effort" (Member Staa
to provide appropriate safeguards). Whether an
orpnization can rely on. this exceptioll to DOtification
when data are tecOlded or disclosed 1o a third party
could have significant financial implications. The fact
that notification could be very costly could show that
the effort required is disproportionate though this is
wilikely to be conclusive. However, the question must
be asked - disproportionate to what? Ptaumably it
must be in terms of the rights and fRJedoms of Datural
persons. It is not possible to provide a geaeml formula
aad it is a matter of looking at each case on its facts. In
many cases, however, notif'teation will not be necessary
because the data subject will ab:eady be in possession
of the information.

•

•

.hdcle 16- personality profile& A pemoaality pofi1e Is
petiODII iDformation (possibly aJao demoJrapbfc ad
other data) concoming a DUIDber of chalacledltica of
the data subject; for example, lifestyle c1ata. Jt is u a
simple aedit blacklist As far as •1ep1 effects• arc
eoacemed these - taken to iDdude Jept ,.,... 81
wen • ria1Jts (OCberwiae, whele. as a JeaJJt of tbe
aub'D8tic proeesai,., tbe COJltloller or tbhd party
tdbaes to enter iDto a contract with data subject, it
eould be argued that there bhe been n.o legal effects as
the data subject does not have a right to enter into a
contract, merely a power.)

4.6 Im.plemeotatioa of the proposed Directive into
DutclaLaw
.C.6.1 Geaerai811U11lptieu made regardiac dae
derogation$

•

The position of the Dutch Ministry of Justice is that the
proposed Directive should not lead to additional
bureaucracy and regulations. A balance should be
established between the protection of data subjects as
Article 13(1) ... right of access- knowledge of the logic regaids the processing of their personal data, and the
interests of the private and public sectOlS in beiDa able
ill automatic data ptOCeSSioa . - • • Where
to process these data. Further, tbe M'mf*r 1t1a1cs that
"'leftat, tbe contmller wl11 have fo cfiaclole IUIBcieat
detail in a general way fo enable to a data subject to it is highly desirable that the text of the provisions
provide clarity regarding the intention of the
understand the basis of the decision affecting him but
will not have to disclose detail to such an extent as legislation. This applies to both European and national
could encourage or assist the carrying out of fraud legislation. In general the Minister considers that the
provisions of the proposed Dilective must allow
against the controller or another person.
controllers to proceed with their activities in a normal
Article 15(a) - right to object on legitimate grounds. manner, provided they act according to the basic
principles of good faith and fair dealing.
These me grounds where data me inaccurate or
processing is unlawful in terms of the provisions of the
proposed Directive. This does not allow a data subject The Ministry of Justice considers that the proposed
Directive offers the opportunity to simplify the present
to object simply because he does not want his peiSOnal
notification procedures under Dutch law. The Ministry
data processed by the controller.
expects that, in the future, controllers will be
Article 15(b) - right to block data and when data subject confronted with less administrative burdens than is the
case at present. The Ministry intends to make full use
must be infonned of this right. h is assumed that a once
of the simplified notification procedures under the
only notification will be requited rather than
proposed Directive. The rights accorded to data
notification EVERY time the data are to be disclosed
subjects under the proposed Directive offer adequate
for marketing by mail (even though that seems to be the
protection as a compensation for simplified notification
literal interpretation of the Article}. The justification
procedures.
for saying that a single opportunity to have the data
blocked be afforded to the data subject is on the basis
In the opinion of the Dutch Registration Chamber:
that the mischief of marketing by mail c:an be simply
met by a single notification, particularly if the notice to • The proposed Directive offers a balanced set of
the data subject is worded so as to cover other future
rules.
similar discl.osures. The first principle in Article 6(1)
that processing must be fair and lawful could also • The existing system of law will be affected by the
implementation of the proposed Directive but the
impact on this provision . .It is possible that a significant
consequences
will be limited.
proportion of data subjects would exercise this right to
have data for marketing by mail blocked.
• The Registration Chamber stresses that "once the

dust is settled" the new system will look very much
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Jib the present Dutch system. The Registtation
QwmJw has emphastzed tbat both the Dutch Data
PNtcetioa Act IDd the propoaccl Dimctive -apply the
Jllnciplel laid dowaia Con'VeDtion 108. Pw:tber, the
IPPicadoa of tbe pmyisjons of tbe -Dutch Data
I'ID1ectioll Act in tbe light of ita Jegislathe lai8ay

IJtfonaiag lMttJ Sllb}«*
The propoaed DRcthe includes tbc principle that it is
DOt ~ty to povide iDfolmatioD if it is aheady in
the possessioll of tbe daJa subject. It should be DOCed
that tho aiteritm •poaeasion• does not imply that tbe
data IUbjoct bu tbe infonnatioo oa paper. Tho Mildstry
. . taalled iD .. iDterpnUtioD of tbe Jaw tbat of Justice .... tho view that the propoaccl DiJ:ecthe
IJIPCIII to be poerally in tine with the ptOVisioas of does DOt mquke tho data subject to be ~ of the
proposed Dilectiw. Nonetboless, t:hem mmains information 8Dd tbat it is sufficient under Adiclo 11 8Dd
ICOPC 1br IOIDe ctiffenmces to arise in the day 1o day 12 that the iDformation is mentioned on a periodical
GpO!ation of the legislation arising from the bank accouut. a~ or commcrcial mailing.

•

*

proposed Ditective.

...

•

•

As regards the. data subject's right to be informed of
Tbe Registration Chamber considers that some disclosures to third parties or categories of third parties,
difficulties may arise regarding uncertainty in the absence of a specific time limit under the proposed
detennining the actual meaning and scope of the Ditective provides controllem with leeway in deciding proposed Di=tive. This applies equally to the ~nt on the specifiC time period within which information is
Dutch Jeaislation, which has already been in effect for provided This may be iute!preted as less onerous than
fi-.e years. A problem in this teSpeCt is that case law on the Dutch Data Protection Act which states a specific
privacy issues (and hence the interpretation of various time limit, being one year following the request.
rules) is seldom published. Indeed, the decisions of the
~ Chamber wem not published until The Dutch officials· iute!pret the tegimes imposed by
_recemly. This means that organizations and data Article 11 and Article 12 as separate. Thus, the
subjects are not familiar with the precise meaning and rationale behind Article 11 is that the data subject is
effect of the existing Jaw. However, recently this informed about the purpose of the processing and the
littatioa has imptoved as decisions of tbe Reeution -uame of the CODtro1Jer in order to put him in the
Qwmber Oil privacy issues aD: DOW being publlsbed positioD to obtain further details on his own initiative.
tluough varioas channels.
However, the controller need provide no more than a
very general statement of the scope of the categories of
third party to whom the data are disclosed under Article
4.6.2 Specific -mptioas for Che
of ltudy
12, leaving the data subject with no clear notion as to
the precise identify of third parties to whom their data
N«i/ictltiDn Proce4ures
The processing of non-sensitive data will be exempt, are disclosed.
along the lines of the regime presently in force.
Furthermore, notification of manual data will not be Right ofAccess
teqUired. At present the public sector is required to As regards the exemptions from the requirements of the
include detailed information in a statement (internal proposed Directive on subject access rights under
IegUlation), instead of notification. This is not required Article 14(1), the Dutch Ministry of Justice has
by the proposed Directive which merely defines the indicated that it will retain a similar regime to that now
information to be made available on request, but the in place.
overall effect is likely to be similar. Further, both the
proposed Directive and the Dutch Data Protection Act Data Subjects' Rights
provide for the possibility to exempt certain categories Dutch law states that, when infonning the data subject
of ~sing from the notification requiiement. Article whether data concerning him have been disclosed to
19 enables exemption from notification for small and any third party, the controller may supply a notification
medium sized enterprises carrying out processing of couched in general tenns concerning the nature of the
non-sensitive data (in a wide sense) such as contained data disclosed where no detailed record of the
in payroll, customer, supplier, subcontractor and client disclosure has been made by the controller and he could
databases. The Dutch legislature has expressed its reasonably assume that the interests of the data subject
intention to make full use of the opportunity to exempt would not thereby suffer a disproportionate adverse
types of data users. Hence, no great differences are. effect. This implies that there is no obligation to keep a
expected in this respect. There is an overriding record of disclosures to third parties in all instances. It
requirement that exemption from or simplification of is the Dutch Ministry of Justice's view that the proposed
notification can only be permitted if the categories of Directive requires controllers to provide a general
processing operation concerned do not adversely affect statement of the third parties or categories of third
parties to whom data have been disclosed. The
the rights and freedoms of data subjects.
controller will decide whether to give infonnation
about third parties or categories of third parties.

pa~
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NotwithstancJina the above, and ill order to inform third
parties about correctioDs to data. the controUer sbouJd
keep RC011Is of1he occasioas wbcn data wac p:ovidcd
to a third party. However, the aotification to third
parties of recdficatioD, etc. of iuaccunde or incomplete
cllta Ia DOt mqaked if it PftM1 impollible or ilnoha a
dilplopoltioDat oflixt. The Dutch Yiew il that the
cderion "dispmpoltionate" effort sbou1d be evaluated
ia tbe Jigbt of the particular cimJmstaDces. The rights
ad fieedoms of iDdividuals 11e seen • important
ewluatioD criteria in this taped. It is. for examp~
considered that a credit reference agency is less likely
to be able to claim that such a teqUeSt involves a
disproportionate effort. In terms of running a data.
processing operation efficiently, it is good practice to
keep track of discloswes.

•

•

The data subject is given a right to object on
"legitimate grounds" against the processing of his data
whem processing is canied out under Article 7(e) or (t).
AlthOugh this right to object appears broader than under
Dutch law, it is the view of the Dutch officials that it is
in fact very similar. The criterion "legitimate grounds"
is evaluated in terms of whether the data are inaccurate
or the processing is unlawful according to the proposed
Db.ectivc. It Goes DOt allow tbc data subject simply to
lblte tbat he does not wish data te1ating to him to be
processed.

Processing
Both the Dutch Ministry of Justice and the Registration
Chamber agree that, as regards the private sector, the
proposed Directive may impose more stringent
conditions on data processing than presently required
under the Dutch law. They stress, however, that
Articles 4, 5, 6 and 11 of the Dutch Data Protection Act
already teStrict processing activities that are not in
compliance with the "purpose" of the data processing
file. The Act contains reference points similar to the
proposed Directive. The Dutch Act requires a
"sufficient" interest, which is a balance very much in
line with the proposed Directive. It is the view of the
Dutch officials that the implementation of the proposed
Directive will require the permission of the data subject
in only a limited number of circumstances (Article 7).

penoual data as are n:quircd by the pmposo of the file.

Data may be issued, on request, to pen;oas and bodies
with a fimction UDder public law where such peliO.D8 or
bodies mquire the data for the execution of their
fimctioo ad this does not haft a ctilpmpoltioaat
acMrse etJect 011 1he pdwcy of tbe data IUbject. Of
particular impMta,.. in fWermining ditferalcea ill
practice wiD be how far the criterion "public interest'
aacbes, especially for taSODS aaociated with ftaud
delection. The Minister of Justice points oat 1hat as
teprds the use of pemonal data for ftaud detection and

criminal investigations, no changes will result from the
proposed Directive for both the private and the public
sectors. The language of Article 7(f) and Article 14 of
the June 1994 text leave no doubt tbat what is presently
allowed under the Dutch Data Protection Act will still
be allowed under the proposed Directive.
Although Dutch law does not have the equivalent of
Article 7, Article 7(f) is conside!M to be potentially
very wide and should, according to the Ministry of
Justice, apply in many cases. In practice there should
not be , any major changes, bearing in mind the
interpretation of "purpose" already accepted in the
Netherlands.
The geoeral exceptions of Article 7 are considered
broad enough to allow data processing for statistical
purposes and scientific research without permission
(since no express mention is made of an exception for
use of personal .data for statistical and scientific
research). The Minister of Justice considers that Article
7(f) provides a researcher with the opportunity to
undertake personal data processing for statistical
purposes and scientific research, provided such
processing is in compliance with Article 6(l)(b).
Where it concerns the processing of sensitive data, the
Netherlands will interpret the proposed Directive in
such a manner that is consistent with the present
regime.
As regards Article 15(b)- the right to block data- it is
considered that informing the data subject once only
will suffice and the data subject will not need to be
informed each and every time the data are to be
disclosed for marketing by mail.

The Dutch Ministry of Justice also believes that the
Dutch legislature may retain its particular provision on
the processing of personal data by information bureaux
Security and Liability
under Article 13. The Ministry feels that Article 5 of
In terms of liability for damage resulting from the loss
the proposed Directive in combination with Article 7(f)
or destruction of data or from unauthorized access, the
allows for such a system.
proposed Directive allows Member States to provide
that the controller may be exempted in whole or in part
With respect to the processing of personal data in the
from his liability· for damage resulting from the loss or
public sector, the criterion under the Dutch Data
destruction of data or from unauthorized access if he
Protection Act is whether this is necessary for the
proves that he has taken suitable steps to satisfy the
effective .execution of the functions of the controller.
confidentiality and security requirements set by the
Files in the public sector shall contain only such
27

•

pmposed Dim:tive (and Member States at their
dilcation). 1he Dutdl o1ficials am at this poiDt not
whether they may stil ~ to the principle of
ltdct liability. If not, this could result in beDefits for
Dutc1a COIItloDcm.

4.7

r-es arlllag froal dae leplaul,. fer t1ae
cue studies

Tile legal aaalysis pmvides a crucial iDput to the cue
llUdy impact assessments. It was considered desirable
to provide case study organizations with guidan~ as to
the anticipated legal effects contained within the
proposed Directive so as to assist them in completing
the questionnaire. For this purpose material descnbing
the legal effects was produced for use in both the UK
and the Netherlands and was left with the study
OlJIIlizations at the time of the
cootact after their
aa=ment to participate in the study.

The eXisting national laws in the UK and the
Netherlands ha\'e been briefly descdbod and the
provisioDs of the proposed Dimctiw dctaiJecL Toptber
with discussions with J.devaat otpnintjons and
bodies, this bas peamitted a detailed CODSidcratioll of
the most 1ikdy dJan&es a:quilecl ill the oadonaJ laws in
the UK and the NethcrlaDds mOlder CXIIDply with the
pmvisioDs contained in tbe JuDe 1994 text of the
proposed Directil'e. A DUmber of diff'cleDa:s and
similarities between the ptO¥isioDs in tbe pmposed
Dilectil'e and the natioDal laws wem idcDdfic:d, but it
was noted that the basic principles of data protection
would remain unchanged.
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•

teVOlved around eight issues. These were derived from
a comptehensive study of the proposed Directive and
bow it differed from current national law on data
protection. ln particular, it was considered that each
issue would be associated with economic effects for at
least one OipDization, but some would be ~elevant for
several. The issues reflect the legal analysis in this
chapter and the consideration of the activities and
relationships resulting from the proposed Directive in
comparison with existing national laws. The eight
issues are listed in Table 4.2.

11le case study organizations were informed that their
views on the legal analysis would be welcome and that
any significant differences of opinion would be
discussed. If these could not be resolved, the
organization's interpretation would be stated in the case
study report. The organizations were also invited to add
more issues if they considered that there were others
that related to them, but which had been omitted from
the study team's legal analysis.
4.8 Summary

•

This chapter has charted the development of the legal
analysis used in the study and which has formed the
basis for the. cases studies and the study organizations'
considerations and calculations of the estimated costs
and benefits resulting from the proposed Directive.
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Privacyregulering in theorie en praktijk
(Berkvens, Prins, red.), Kluwer at p. 181.
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Chapter Five: Impacts on the UK case study
organizations
5.1 latnducdell

n. puposc of this 8Dd tbe subsequent chapter is to
evaluate the impacts of the proposed Dilective on a
llll8lber of orpntanons selected from different sectors
of 'llae Datioaa1 economy. This chapter deals with
impacts on· UK organizations whilst Chapter Six
focuses upon impacts amongst the Dutch case study
otpnizations.

Tbe tapOnse of each organization to a questionnaire
has been used as the starting point for the analysis, the
cqaaUzationta justification is briefly descrlbcd and the
study team's comments, including any disagreement

with the organization's view,
appropriate.

are inserted as

Differences in anticipated effects of the proposed
Directive have tended to centre around:
• diffeleat iDtetpretatioa of the exteDt to wbich
derogations wDl'be used in translating 1he proposed
Directive into national legislation, and

•

• uncertainty as to the likely interpretation in practice
of certain words and expressions.

Tbese areas of diffetence are highlighted in the text of
each case study: broadly, organizations have tended to
take a pessimistic view compared with that of the study
team. Part of the value of the case studies has been to
identify the nature and extent of these differences;
indeed, the prolonged uncertainty involved in this
regulatory process seems to be one of the major sources
of irritation to those interviewed. The case studies
rover the following:

•

•

nature of business activities;

•

initial estimates of major costs and benefits arising
from the proposed Directive;

•

discussion of estimates by study team;

•

wider economic issues for the organization.

It should be appreciated that the case studies are highly
summarized versions of both the questionnaire
responses and prior and subsequent discussions between
the study team and representatives of each
organization.
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1. Nature of busiaess activities
A major mail order business, one of six which dominate
the market in the UK and which have, together, an
annual turnover of £4bn (about 3% of retail sales).
Although it retails goods, the company is essentially a
credit provider as goods sold are paid for by instalments ·
over one or, in cases of higher value goods, two years.

The company has an annual turnover of approximately
~ employs 4,475 staff and holds approximately
7.Sm personal records of which 6.4m are non-manual.
This count does not include the records of some
900,000 'agents', through whom historically the
majority of business has been done and whose records
are overwhelmingly manuaL Most agents are
small-scale operators having possibly only 2 or 3
customers, or even acting purely on behalf of
tbcmselves; a few an: mud1 larger businesses with
1..:-:--.:- m
• a~u--~'m.g
____. ,._.
conespnnctiDgly "''""""......-IOP~u
includin.g. in some cases, computerized records. For the
majority of transactions, the company deals with the
agent, not the customer, although the trend of business
is towards direct customer contact.

On recruitment, agents are 'scored' for suitability
through the use of both personal and demographic data
held by the company itself and other mail order
companies with whom it shares data. On those
occasions on which it checks the acceptability of
individual customers, the company uses a credit
reference organization.
2. Initial estimates of major costs and benefits
arising from the proposed Directive

Benefits: It may be argued that the review of systems,
practices and security brought about by the need to
comply with the notification and security requirements
of the proposed Directive could be of benefit to the
business. It may be, also, that the increased cost of
obtaining valuable mailing lists could act as a bar to
market entry; but while this may be an indirect benefit
to the organization, it can hardly be seen as a benefit to
the economy as a whole.

Costs: Table A sets out by issue the organization's
estimates of costs to be incurred. Significant costs are
limited to Issues 3, 4, 8 and 9. Table B incorporates the
study team's estimates.
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0.006
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0.006
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0.540
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1.790
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6. Transfer of data to third
countries

0.030

0.070

0.030

0.010

7. Security ofpersonal data

0.025

-

0.025

-

8. Automated individual

0.240

0.980

0.120
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9.-Bxtm issue: impact on
agents

2.980
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1.200

0.600

Total

3.894

4.512

1569

1.084

collec:tiool disclosure

S. The proceaiDg of penooal
data

-

decisions

3. Discussion of estimates

•

• lssuel:Nodjicarion
It is assumed that no exemption would be available for
information on customer and personnel records which
are subject to automated processing, but that the form
of notification and scale of fees for notification Would
not be significantly different from those under existing
legislation.

Additiollal n:&O\UCeS will be xequimd for tlac IWiew ad
aaalysis of opcntioDs for DOtifieatioD. 1he need to
ideatify a much broider spectrum of lnlemaJ ftdpiew"s
IDd 1he IIIUigeJDCIIt oftbe pmcea ofnadfialt.ion 1be
coats relate to acfdltional statf (1 let-up. 2 meaning)
plus
of 'other' COlli.

small.,..,.

Notification of security measures must be ill aeuem1
cmly, to avoid the po88ibility of compromising
the organization's data security.

terms

Study team's comment:
We acknowledge that costs will arise with
respect to the organization's duties in respect of
notification, but that these will relate primarily
to manual records. We do not beliew that the
recurring costs will be significant and have
reduced them accordingly.

• bsu 2: lnfo,.,;,g dlltll abjects of
co/lectiollldisclosure
It is assumed that adequate notice may be given by
means of the medium through which the information is
sought, and tepeatcd in the catalogue or other selling
medium sent to the "'- subject. Collection of
iabmatioa on edmic origin of emploJeel'oaly. tbr the
pmpoaes of monitoring for the a-voidance of unlawful
discrimination, will be pennitted (Article 8(2)(aa)). The
only cost impact will be textual revision of employment
application forms.
• Issue 3: Dlltll subjects' right ofIICCeSS
It is assumed that subject access requests do not need to
be in writing to be validly expressed, and that pennitted
charges for complying with an access request will ·not
exceed current rates under existing legislation. The
largest item of cost is a speculative estimate of £0.5m
set-up cost (and £0.lm recurring) for changing the
systems base for credit scoring, to guard against
damaging disclosure of the 'logic' of automated
decisions (Article 13.1). Most of the remainder is for
additional staff and their training to be able to
discharge
the
organization's
responsibilities
satisfactorily. The income receivable from search fees
is netted off against the costs. The organization
estimates that it will have to deal with 6,000 access
requests annually (as opposed to I or 2 currently): this
volume represents about 1% of personal records held.
Study team's. comment:
We do not believe that the logic of automated
decisions will be required to be disclosed other
than in very general terms. Any other
interpretation would mean that the basis of
credit-granting decisions could be probed and
unfairly influenced, leading to either a
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lfJbsfantial incmase in fraud or a mductiou. in
cmdit-based n:taiting (acdng to the detrimeat of
diOie wbo ate in most Deed of ctedit) or both.
Tbe oqpniation disaameL

•

We judae the 01ganintion's estimate of likdy
IUbject ~ teqUelts to be excessiVe. We do
tdmowleclge, bowcYet, tbat 80IDe set-up and
mcuniDg · cost will be involved in povidjng
subject access facilities in respect of manual
da1a.
• b1114 4: /)IIIII, subjects' consent
lt is assumed that processing ·-Under Article 7(b)
iacludes processing for the purposes of deciding

pennitted UDder Article 8(2Xaa), and that county court
judgmems 8Dd other information on dcbtoaldcfaultas
will Q)Dtioue to be coasulted aad tetaiDecl UDder Article
8(4). It is fiDthet a•nned that the pmceasiug of data
telating 10 health of employees will DOt be pmhibited.

Oaent will aeed to be obaiDed fiom empto,ees as to
processiDg of data as to health, 8Dd fmm agents and
custom.em as to processing data outside the normal
contnlctual relationship (for example, monthly 'scoring'
of agents' performance).
These are not regarded as cost problems, although some
staff training will be required (costs to be absorbed
elsewhere).

whether or not to grant credit to a data subject:
akemati~ly, such processing is permitted under Article
7(f). It is also assumed that the featuring of direct
mspoose advertisements in a medium circulated in part
ot wholly by subscription does not constitute use on
bebalf of the advertiser of the subscription list for the
purposes of marketing by mail within Article 15(b): this
is contrary to UK practice as currently interpreted by
the Data Protection Registrar.

Study team's comment:
In most cases consent to processing health data
of employees will not be required, as it falls·
within Article 8(2)(aa) or 8(2)(b).
We consider that monthly scoring of agents is
within the normal contractual relationship.
•

lss114 6: TrtiiU/er ofdillll to third co1111tries

Ohea theiO ..uuptioDs. tbe orpaizatioll'l problem The company expodl goods ft1ued at approximately
•

licl in wisbjDg to retain the possibility of Jist-tllding.
aa activity which it does not currently pursue. The costs
ai~ are for the annual mailing to 4 million data
subjects, postage, plus 15 staff to process, plus
incentives to reply, on the assumption that notifation
of disclosure will require to be obtained for each
list-trade; interpretation of Article 15(b).
Study team's comment:
We do not believe that the organization's
interpretation of Article 15(b) is correct, but that
a single opportunity to have data blocked in
reSpect of a range of disclosures would suffice,
bearing in mind the British Code of Advertising
Practice rules for database management and the
Mailing Preference Service.

Since the organization does not currently engage
in list trading, we have disallowed this cost, and
instead alluded to the potential costs as a factor
relating to possible constraints on business
development (see Section 3. Wider economic
issues).

•

£20m IDDDilly, aDd it is not anticipated that the
proposed Directive will have a significant effect on
this. Some cost will be involved in the training of staff
involved in conducting business outside the UK, and
textual amendments to catalogues and ordering
literature will be required (costs to be absorbed
elsewhere). The minimal costs given are for
inducements and direct margin subsidies to agents.

•

Issue 7: SeeurifJI ofpersonal diJUl
Existing security measures will need to be reviewed.
The staff costs will be absorbed elsewhere, but a small
systems cost may be anticipated.

Concern exists as to the security of the description of
security measures to be notified to the supervisory
authority under Article 19(l)(f): it is assumed that there
is a drafting error in Article 21(3).
•

Issue 8: Automated individual decisions

It is assumed that a refusal to grant credit or enter into
contractual relations is within the scope of Article 16.
Automated decisions will be pennitted subject to a
Host mailing will be subject to Article 15(b), but
right of appeal: notification of the right of appeal and of
can be accommodated within the same single
the use of automated decision making processes may
opportunity.
validly be given to agent and customer via the selling
• Issue s: The processing ofpersonal data
medium. Any obligation to explain the decision making
It is assumed that the recording of ethnic origin and system must respect the need to maintain the integrity
trade union membership data of employees will be · of the system.
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•

1bc costs include systems ~ stationery aad statJ to
oope with an estimated 60,000 appeals per uaum. The
cqaniution mceives approximately 14 mDiioa orders
per aummt of wiJich 400,000 am -mjeded; it is
estimated that an appeal will occur in 15% of the
aejcctions.
Study teat's COIIUfffmt:
It is clearly impossible to be 8CCUI8f.e with this
1dnd of~. We be~ that the appeal tate
will be much lower- petbaps 5% of rejections,
and have reduced the costs accomingly. The
organization disagrees.

It should be noted that guidelines ~uiring
similar facilities are shortly to be issued by the
Offu:e of Fair Trading. Depending upon the
precise requilements, the cost attn"butable to the
prOposed Directive could the~fore be NiL
lMie 9: J.plld tM agellll (an isslle fl1liqlle to this
org011ization amongst those interviewed)
Of particular concern is the status of the agents. It is
assumed that each agent will be classified as a data
coatroller ill hislbcr own right, aDd that the cousequent
obliptloas on tho aaems. who am typica1Jy hostile to
any complexity ill the agency relatioDship, will cause
problems with the recruitment and retention of agents.
Catalogue agency mail order will therefo~ be seriously
disadvantaged as against conventional retailing, and
may have to cease altogether. To counter this, it would
be necessary to recruit and train a team of advisers and
to support the agents with both haldware and software
provision. The costs given envisage up to 190 advisers
for set-up and 70 advisers on a continuing basis, with
appropriate equipment.

•

•

Study team's comment:
We believe that the organization would be better
advised to make the agents processors. This
would require some additional complexity in the
agency relationship, but much less than if the
agents are classed as data controllers. It may
even be of some advantage in that it would give
the organization more control over the agents.
We have reduced the estimated costs
accordingly. The organization does not agree
that this is a viable approach to the problem.
4. Wider economic issues for the organization

•

The organization suggested that the changes in
operations and practices brought about by the proposed
Directive would have very little~ if any, impact on
service quality. It expected to suffer a small loss of
competitiveness relative to its major mail order rivals
because it derives a larger proportion of its business

through agencies rather than by dhect customer
COIItaet. ~. this would be partly edict by the
fact that its aeccmliDg s,.cems me closer tbau. thole of
its rlvals to those which will be ueceaary UDder the
roposed n:--.:.~uu.~n;.

It was stated that effect on tumow:r woald DOt be
signi(aat, but tbat tladiDg profit would be achersely
affected by as much as 8-10%. While coping with the
proposed Directive might imply 80lDC extra
employment m the short-term, tbe need to achieve
cost-cutting elsewhe~ in the business in Older to
remain competitive would ensure that long-term
employment levels remained, at best, stable.

It W8S- not envisaged tbat compliance with the proposed
Directive would help to attract customers; nor was it
believed tbat the organization was advantageously
placed, in net terms, by the proposed Diiective
compared with its competitors
The organization's mponses are likely 1o be quite
typical for the sector, except for the agency issue. The
organization's agents tend to be more productive and
more loyal than those of competitors: this advantage
could be eroded by the Deed to support them in ~elation
to their data protection obligations; aket i11mely, the
need for support could make competitors' agents
uneconomic.

Business development could be impeded by the heavy
cost of entry to list trading activities (see under Issue 4
above).
The organization exp~ssed great concern as to certain

potential problems:
(a) the need to inform data subjects on collection/
disclosure (see Issue 2 above) may restrict the use
of non-print media for recruitment of staff and
agents;
(b) the need to inform the supervisory authority of

security measures could, if in more than very
general terms, actually compromise data security
(see Issue 1 above);
(c) data subjects' right of access to records, combined
with disclosure of the 'logic' of automated decisions,
is likely to result in increased fraud; and
(d) inability to process county court judgments and
other information as to debt/default, or to continue
with monthly 'scoring' of agents, would similarly
result in increased fraud or bad debts .
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S.Sa-mary

c.t.r: Table A sets out by issue the company's
to be in.cumJd. It shouJd be DOled
Tile .aipificant cost issues can be reduced to the cost of that, with the possible exception of the implicatioas of
Jilt tl8diDa (an activity wbich the OlpDizatioD does not Issue 3, Data subjects' rigbt of access, the aipificaut
caneat1y uadertake}, data ~ right of access costs are confined to thtee issues.
(ildodmg an appeals procedure in cues of refused
a.dlt). aad tbe UDique problem of agency trading.
estimates of costs

•

PcfeldiaJJy far more important for this business will be
tbe outr4meS of those points of interpletation which
aemain~

CREDrr REFERENCE/MAILING LISTCXJMPANT
TG61c.A: Slllrnrtllty ofilft:twDa 111
(/tlgllta "' lwt)
M1111Wll R«.XJrtls No11 - Mlllllllll
Issue
Records

com-,.,_,_-.'*"'

Sa-wp R.ecwring

I. Notificaaion

L Nature of busiaess activities

A company of appmximately £90 million turnover and
2,000 employees, concerned almost exclusively with
tbe bolding and other processing of penonal data.

Ita major business activities a~ credit referencing and
marteting (the provision of mailing lists); it also offers
direct mailing services and bureau processing, and has
tome work carried out in third countries particularly
data entry.
•

It holds on file the name of ~ry adult citizen entitled
to vote in the UK, and correlates information from
many sources as to persons' credit performance (e.g.
countY oourt judgments) and purchasing preferences
(e.a. lifestyle data).
·

2. laforming data subjecta of
coDectioaldiaclOIIUn:
3. Data IUl!jects' right to

' acx:eu
4. Data IUbjeds' coasent

S. Tile proc:csiiag of peiiODil
data
6. Traasfer of data to thitd

-

..

a. AlltomiiDcl iadmdual
deciliou

hewring

0.020

9.SOO

0.100

.

-

-

9.500

0.100

.

-

-

..

-

-

1.200

..

..

-

.

..

- ..

-

countries

7. Security of pcnocaal data

.
-

a.,..

Tetal

-

-

..

19.120

lMO

CREDll' REFERENCEIMA/LlNG UST COMPANY

· 2.1Ditial estimates of major costs and benefits

Tabk B: Estimata ofcosts (btl) by orgat~tzatiorl lllfd .fll«ly IMm
Or-ganizatio11

arising from the proposed Directive

Issue

Data protection

legislation is of fundamental
significance to the company as, potentially, it not only
gives rise to costs and benefits but also affects the kinds
of business that may be done and their effectiveness
and value. In comparison, purely internal data-handling
implications· of the proposed Directive (e.g. payroll
and pensions) are regarded as insignificant.

•

Bmejits: The company has a clear interest in the free
flow and responsible use of personal data, particularly
within the UK but also worldwide. To the extent that
the proposed Directive promotes these ends it will be
of benefit. It has not been possible to be more specific
than this; even a central justification of the proposed
Directive, namely facilitating flows of personal data
within Europe through the avoidance of fragmentation,
is not seen by this company as conferring any benefit or
avoiding any restraint that could not be achieved by
other means; this is, however, the experience to date
and may not hold good for the future.
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Set-up Recurring

Stu+ Team
Scf-tlp

Recur-

ring

-

1. Notification

0.020

-

0.020

2 lnfonning data subjects of
c:ollection I disclosure

9.500

0.100

-

9.500

0.100

9.SOO

0.100

-

..

..

-

6. Transfer of data to third
countries

-

1.200

-

.

7. Security of personal data

-

-

..

-

-

-

19.020

1.400

9520

0.100

..

3. Data subjects' right of
access•
4. Data subjects' consent
S. The processing of pemonal

data

8. Automated individual
decisions
Total
•See discussion

3. Discussion ef estimates

•

• lssw 1: Notijiclllioll
The proposed Directive may require the nomination of
a person in each operating division to be responsible for
data 'Protection registration, whilst a small cost would
arise for the checking and reinforcing of existing
procedures and the documentation of security measures.
It is assumed that the UK would make no stipulation
under Article 18(4).

•

Issue

2

Informing

dGtll

subjects

of

c~~dlsc~sure

It is unlikely that a data source (e.g. a bank or finance
house) would be able to discharge the company's
obligation to inform under Article 12, and in some
cases (e.g. CCJs) no one is in direct relationship to the
data subject to be able to inform without additional
costs being incurred.
The costs given in Ta~le A represent:
£m

Set-up

•

(a) Capital COil of equipment
(b) Mailing costs. iacluding labour

1.0

....u.
i2Jm

and are based on existing experience of volume direct
mailings. Volume assumed for this purpose is 50
million data subjects (set-up) plus new data subjects
coming annually onto voters' list.

Study team's comment :
Our view is that provision of information under
Article 12 will be exempted by Article 12(1) on
the grounds of disproportionate effort,
particularly as much of the data is publicly
available. Even if this turns out not to be so,
satisfaction of
Article 12(1) could be
contemporaneous with satisfaction of Article
15(b) (see Issue 4), avoiding duplication of cost.

•

Article 11 seems not to apply as the company
does not collect data direct from data subjects.
The company would, however, have to ensure
that its data sources, other than those providing
publicly
available
infonnation, included
appropriate cover within their own procedures
for infonning data subjects.

• Issue J : Data subjects' right ofllCcess
The company already provides access annually to
300,000 data subjects, under s 158 Consumer Credit
Act 1974, at a cost (net of the fee charged) of £300,000.

The company believes that provision of infonnation
under Article 12 would stimulate subject access
requests and thereby increase costs; such requests
would continue to be dealt with under s 1S8 CCA,
unless data subjects specifically required access to
information falling outside CCA access. such as a
correspondence file.
The cost involved is predominantly staff cost, but is
impossible to estimate - requests have grown by 30%
pa over the last 5 years and the stimulus mentioned
above would accelerate the trend.

Study team's comment :
We do not believe that the provision of
information under Article 12 ( 1) will be
required. But would the stimulation of subject
access requests come from anywhere else 1
Possibly through increased awareness of rights
via Citizens' Advice Bureaux or Data Protection
Registrar publicity.

• Issue 4: Dlllll Subjects' Consent
Article 15{b) will have considerable .iii)Pact on the
provision of lists for direct marketing: The best
interpretation is that the provision of information prior
to disclosure to third parties or use on their behalf will
involve communication widl all 50 million data
subjects for whom records are held, and even if this is
staggered on an "as needed" basis the cost will still be
incurred over a fairly short period (say 2-3 years). The
cost of doing this will be as described for Issue 2 above,
although one communication could serve both
purposes.

Study team's comment :
We agree with the company's assessment of the
best interpretation.
An alternative, worse,
interpretation is that Article lS{b) requires the
provision of information not once, for all time,
but on each and every occasion. This could
mean the end of targeted direct mailing as a
form of business. We find it difficult to believe
that this is what is intended, but the wording of
the Article is not unambiguous. Subsequent
amendments to Article 15(b) should reduce or
eliminate this possibility.

• Issue 5 : The processing ofpersonal dGtll
Processing without consent under Article 7(e) or (f)
gives the data subject the right to object on "legitimate"
grounds (Article 15(a)). Concern exists over the
possible interpretation in practice of the word
"legitimate". A wide interpretation would weaken the
data base from which credit reference information is
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drawn, thereby 4evaluing the service provided by the

•

c:ompany.

Concern is also expressed that Article 8(4) may prevent The overall effect on turnover Qr profitability is likely
the company from keeping a list of CCJs~ with similar to be a substantial reduction from direct ·mailing /list
devaluation of the credit referencing services.
No specific costs are identified for either point of
concern, but devaluation of the business base would be

significant.
Study team•s comment :
We believe that the company's fears as to the
interpretation of "legitimate" are unfounded. and
that it would be taken to mean "otherwise
contrary to data protection legislation". Recital
20 supports this view.
We assume that the UK would take advantage of
derogation from Article 8(4).

•

Issue 6 : TtYIIIsfer ofdatil to third countries
The company sends to third countries for processing

•

the consumer because it would result in more
indisaiminate mailing as, for example, in Gennany.

certain data collected in the UK. The company
assumes that, in practice, transfer to third countries
would be baaed unless specifically permitted for
individual countries; the cost given is the amount of
cost-saving currently achieved by processing in third
countries.

Study team l' comment :
We take an opposite view to that of the
company. We believ.e that data transmission to
third countries will be pennitted unless and until
restrictions are imposed by individual Member
States. This seems to be the rationale of Article
26(2) to (4). We also note that Article 27
provides for derogations from Article 26,
including the "sufficient guarantees" of Article
27(2).

trading activities, with a substantial one-off reduction
in the profitability of the credit reference activities. The
impact Is likely to be similar for each of the major
credit reference companies in the UK and market share
is unlikely to be effected.
Even the single set-up cost to comply with the
requirements as to data subjects' consent could be
sufficiently important to precipitate rationalisation
within the industry; but, while this could act marginally
to the advantage of the company interViewed and
perhaps reduce the net damage to the sector, it would
be unlikely to increase employment in net tenns in the
sector.
The potential reduction in business activity will be
reflected in some employment issues in the longer term
in the company but, in the short term, employment will
increase in order to ensure compliance with the
~.
proposed Directive.

It is unlikely that the company's international trading
pattern would be affected py the proposed Directive .

..

Any short-term benefits which may ariS<? from the
proposed Directive, in terms of improving the
efficiency of existing practices, are likely to be
significantly outweighed by costs, and future changes
in systems management are unlikely to be attributable
to the proposed Directive. Indeed, the company has
suggested that any loss of sales income may lead to a
slowing up in the development of new techniques and
services.

5. Summary

•

Issue 7 : Security ofpersonal dlltll

Given the assumptions made, the study team believes
.
Security of data is not seen as an issue. The company, there to be only one major issue, that of data subjects'
as part of its normal business practice, applies seci.trity consent, having significant cost implications for this
company; potential increased cost in relation to data
measures in excess of any likely to be required.
subjects' right of access is unquantifiable and probably
insignificant.
• Issue 8: Automated indil'idual decisions
Not an issue for this company, but could be one for Probably more of an issue for this type of business is
some of its clients.
the potential effect on the trading of targeted mailing

•

4. Wider economic issues for tbe organization

The increased costs of preparing mailing lists (Issue 4:
data subjects' consent) are likely to reduce the demand
for this service from other organizations. We agree with
the company's argument that restrictions on targeted
direct mailing would act partially to the detriment of
36

lists of the study team's alternative interpretation (see
Issue 4). The overall effect on turnover and profitability
is likely to be a substantial reduction from direct
mailing/list trading activities, with a substantial one-off
reduction in the profitability of the credit reference
activities. Subsequentt changes to the text of the
proposed Directive are likely to mitigate these impacts.

•

3. Discussion of estimates
•

Issue 1: Notif.clltion

1. Nature of business activities

Even if notification of manual records is not required,
the costs will be inaured because of the need to be able
Although the organization is part of a group offering a to respond to requests made under Article 21(3) and to
wide variety of services, for the purpose of this case conform to the principles relating to data quality under
study all observations and figures relate to its UK Article 6; (it is assumed that there is a drafting error in
banking activities only, that is, in addition to internal Article 21 (3) and that details of security arrangements
personnel administration, the provision of personal will not have to be disclosed to any person on request).
a~ banking services, card, trustee and tax services. . A little over £2m of the cost is associated with the need
Within this scope, the organization has a turnover of to examine and organize, and subsequently maintain,
£5bn and employs 70,000 staff. It operates through existing manual records; most of the remaining cost is
some 2,500 branches and 500 other offices throughout for the treatment of new manual records. There are in
the United Kingdom.
excess of 10 million manual records, relating mainly to
personal account customers but also to card, trustee and
tax services, and personnel administration.
2. Initial estimates of major costs and benefits
arisiag from the proposed Directive

Benefits: No benefits are perceived by the organization

. BANK
Tabk B: Estilrtalu ofcosts (lin) by organiz4tion mid study team

under any interpretation of t.he proposed Directive.

Costs: Table A sets out by issue the organization's

•

estimates of costs to be incurred. Because of
uncertainty as to the interpretation of parts of the
pl'QpOSed Directive, the organization bas tended to take
the worst view. For other significant concerns
expressed by the organization, reference· must be made
to Section 4, Wider economic issues.
The table discloses five issues of potentially significant
cost increases, with qualification as to wider effects on
other issues. The only issues that the organization
regards as completely insignificant is that of secwity of
personal data.
BANK
Table A: Swruruuy ofiiiCI'eases in costs- organizalion's view
(Figures iJt £m)
M4111111l Records

/ssu.e

Non-manual
Records

Set-up Recur- Set-up Recurriltg

ring

1. Notification

1.640

1.150

-

2. Informing data subjects of

o.soo

-

10.000

.

6.970

0.720

0.640

0.640

4. Data subjects' consent

-

.

.

S. The processing of personal

.

.
-

-

-

6. Transfer of data to third
countries

-

-

-

2.600

7. Security of personal data

-

-

-

8. Automated individual
decisions

3.000

13.000

-

.
-

Total

12.110 14.870 10.640

0.481

collection/ disclosure
3. Data subjects' right of
access

data

•

Study team

Organization
Issue

3.721

I. Notification

Set-up Rcau- Set-up

Recur-

ring

ring

0.2SO

0.120

1.640

1.631

10.500

.

3. Data subjects' right of
access

7.610

1.360

7.610

0.700

4. Data subjects' consent

-

-

.

S. The proc:essing of personal
data

-

.

-

-

2.600

-

-

8. Automated individual
decisions

3.000

13.000

Total

11.750 18.591

2. loformiaa data tu1jects of

:.

.

colleclioal dilcJoawe .

6. Transfer of data to third
countries
7. Security of personal data

-

7.860

-

0.810

Serious concern exists that compliance with Article
19(1 )(f) will compromise ·the organization's data
security.
Study team's comment:

We do not believe that notification of manual
data will be required, but accept that the editing
and structuring of manual files will have to be
done for other purposes. We believe .that all
purposes for which files have to be edited and
structured eould and would be satisfied in one
exercise (Issue 3). Preparation of statements to
be furnished to persons requesting infonnation
under Article 21(3) will doubtless have some
cost.

The concern expressed as to compliance with
Article 19(1 )(f) is shared by several
organizations in the UK.
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•

•

•

We do not understand the need for recurring cost
in respect of manual mcords which will not
require to be notified.

unlikely to permit processing in conflict with the
criteria of the proposed Directive.

One possible problem could arise from the
Issue 2: lnfo,.,.lng dlltG subjects of collection! organization's customer mail information service (mail
6dos11re
order selling). In order to comply with Article lS(b)
Some costs will stem from the need to reprint literature each customer will have to be given the right to have
and revise training manuals, but the main costs will personal data blocked for this purpose. This will be
arise where processing requires the consent of the data done in the course of routine communication.
subject obtainable only by a separate additional mailing
which would not otherwise have been undertaken It is
not thought that a message on a routine statement • Issue 5: The processing ofpenOIUil f!ata
would suffice to discharge a notification requirement The organization holds certain sensitive information. It
is possible that written consent may have to be obtained
under Article ll.
to continue holding health and other records. Staff and
Study team's comment:
other costs involved would be abSOtbed elsewhere.
Notification in respect of existing data is not
A major problem would be any restriction on holding
required under Article 11. Notification on
records relating to criminal convictions. This would
recording or disclosure would fall within Article
obstruct fraud prevention and result in additional losses
12 and could be accommodated within routipe
from fraud of as much as £10 million per annum.
statements or would not ~ required on the
grounds of disproportionate effort (Article
12(2)}.
Study teams comment:
We believe the organization's concern as to
• Issue 1: Dllta subjects" right of fiCcess
restriction on records relating to criminal
1be main cost involved is for putting the data,
convictions will be met by derogation $from
particularly manual files, into a fonn suitable for
Article 8(4).
response to data subject access requests; the
organization states that this is a different operation • Issue 6: TrtliiSjer oftllllll to tltird co1111tries
additional to the one required under issue 1, and that The organization currently ex~iiences no problems
the confidentiality and sensitivity involved require a with transborder data flows. One view of the proposed
different calibre of staff input. Recurring staff co&s Directive (stemming from the wording of Article 26(1))
anticipate an additional 60 staff involved full-time in is that transfer of data to third countries would be
dealing with access requests. Current known level of prohibited until a country had been 'cleared'. The costs
requests is approximately 250 p.a. at a cost of given assume this worst scenario, and consist of loss of
£200-£400 each.
transmission income costs partly offset by staff savings
as a result of a reduced volume of business.
Study team's comment:
The set-up cost given repreSents 1 person
Study team~ comment:
The logic of Article 26(2) to 26(4}, qualifying
spending 1 month in each branch and are
accepted as reasonable. The level of staffing on
Article 26(1), is that transfers will continue to be
a recurring basis anticipates some 4,000 data
pennitted until restrictions are imposed by
subject access requests annually. This is less
individual Member States.
than 2 per branch, but seems excessive in
relation to the present level. The cost of dealing
• Issue 7: Security ofpersonal dlltll
with each request seems particularly high
Security of personal data is not a cost issue for the
compared with figures quoted by other
organization.
Nor is any benefit perceived, due to the
organizations and may be assumed to be
high
levels
of
security presently in place which are
moderated by the improved condition of the
continually
being
evaluated and enhanced to reflect
restructured files. In the longer term some
technological
development.
benefits may be anticipated from ensuring that
data quality criteria are met and that files are in
proper order.'
• Issue 8: Automated individual decisions
The organization has assumed that automated payment
• Issue 4: Dam subjects' consent
Any or all of the five criteria for processing, other than systems, for example, automated telling machines
unambiguous consent, (Article 7), would normally (ATM) and electronic funds transfer at point of sale
apply. In addition, the Code of Banking Practice is (EFfPOS), are caught by Article 16(1) and has

•
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calculated the CO$lS of manual intervention to
circumvent the 'solely' criterion.
•

A second concern is the likely effect on credit scoring. Prolonged and continuing uncertainty as to the outcome
It was suggested that credit scoring may be prohibited. of the concerns highlighted in the second paragraph of
Even if allowed, disclosure of 'logic' under Article 13 . Section 4, Wider economic issues, has been and
would undermine the credit scoring process. The remains a major source of iJr!tation to this otpnization.
impact would be incalculable in terms of increased
fraud and lost business.
Study team~ comment:
· We do not believe that automated payment
systems fall within the scope of 'automatic

processing defining a personality profile'.
Credit scoring will be pennitted under Article
16(2)(a), nor do we believe that the logic of
automated ~cisions will be required to be
disclosed other than in very general tenns.
The organization already has procedures in
place, and literature, aimed at infonning
customers of opportun-ities to discuss and receive
explanations of credit scoring decisions.

•

provision of infonnation about, or subject access to,
manual records.

4. Wider economic issues for tlte orpaizatioD

Subject to the caveats below, the organintion
envisages relatively littl~ if any, impact on the quality
of its services, its turnover, employment and profit. The
new burdens arising from the proposed Directive will
have a relatively larger impact on smaller businesses
within the sector; in other respects, the organization is
reasonably typical of the sector.
The main caveats relate to the intetpretation in practice
of certain expressions in the proposed Directive:

1. Nature of business activity
The organization is a company making aluminium and
bronze castings, mainly for the automotive industry. It
employs 214 people and has an annual turnover of ,
about £9 million, of which £0.4 is in exports, mainly to
other EC countries. It is fairly typical of many SME's
involved in manufacturing in the UK. Its personal data
files relate exclusively to staff employed by the
company, past and present.
2. Initial estimates of major costs and benefits
arising from the proposed Directive
Benefus: No major benefits are anticipated, although
the proposed Directive may encourage gteater
efficiency in data management and improved security
~· ·
arrangements.

Costs: Table A sets out by issue the organization's
estimates of costs to be incurred. It is apparent that the
financial impact is likely to be small.
SMAWMEDIUM SIZE ENTERPRIZE
Table A: Swrunary of increases in costs - organizaliut~'s view.
(Figures in !m)
A/QIIUQ/ Records

Issue

(a) the nature of disclosure to be required under Article
19(l)(t) (see under Issue 1 above);
(b) the ability to process records relating to criminal
records (see under Issue 5 above). and

(c) the nature of disclosure needed to satisfy the 'logic'
requirement of Article 13 (see under Issue 8 above).
The study team believes the organization's concern on
these issues to be largely unfounded.

Records
Set-up

Recvr-

Set-~tp

ring
l. Notification
2. Informing data subjects .on
collection/disclosure
3. Data subjects' right of
access
4. Data subjects' consent

5. The processing of personal
data
6. Transfer of data to third
countries

•

Non·lffllllfl41

S.Summary

7. Security of personal data

The organization's main cost problem arising from the
proposed Directive. is with the sorting, editing and
structuring of existing manual records. A substantial
amount of the recurring costs also relates to the

8. Automated individual
decisions

Total

Recvrring

-

-

-

-

-

.
.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.004

0.001

0.001

<0.001

-

-

-

-

0.004

0.001

0.001

<0.001
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•

impact of these changes to current practice are not
regarded as significant in cost tenns.

IIMAUMEDIUM S1Z£ ENTERPRJZE
r.6le B: ~ofCOil$ (bt) by orgt~~~izdtio11 and study tetzm
lhgllllb:mioll

Jaw

l. Nolifiatioa
. 2. JafbnniDa data subjects oa

collcc:tioaldisclosurc
1 Data tubj~ ript of
ICCeiS

4.. Dale aabject'a coaseot

S. The processing of penonal
data

Study-TMM

Set-wp Recur- Set-ttp
ring

-

Recurrillg

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

-

0.001

..

-

,.

Notification under Article 11 will not be
required in respect of existing data. The
organization is correct in its assumption that it
will not need to contact all its past employees.
Its proposals with regard to new employees are
sensible but infonning employees of their rights
of access is not a requirement of the proposed
Directive, although it is good practice.

• Issue 3: Dtltll. subjects' right ofaccess
'The organization does not currently provide access to
7. Security of personal data
0.005 0.001 0.004
manual records. To meet the requirements of the
proposed
Directive it will be necessary to eheck
.
.
8. Automated iadividual
decisions
through all current and past records to ensure that the
information held meets the principles ~lating to data
T.tal
0.805 0.001
O.oo.t O.tol
quality in Article 6. Automated data files, which
comprise three separate systems; time and attendance,
piecework and payments, would not be affected. The
3. Discussion of estimates
total number of current manual files is 218, whilst past
employee personal files number about 40p. The
• ls~~~e 1: NotifiCiltUm
olg&D.ization comments that costs will arise but these
Ewn if the notification of manual records to the wilt not be excessive and the tasks involved will be
supervisory authority is not requi~ the organization undertaken by existing ~ witho~t extra cost.
will need to prepare a document to meet the
~irements of Article 21(3).
However, this is
Study team~ cnmment:
unlikely to be significantly more onerous than the
We agree that the costs will not be significant
existing registration applied to automatic records. It is
and will be absorbed. We believe that the
of no concern that information on security
company
will need to put in place a simple
arrangements will need to be passed to the supervisory
to
comply with the proposed Directive
system
authority, but it is recognized that existing security
and
check
bo+_Jt the current and past employee
arrangements will need improvement; Article 19(l)(f).
records
to
ensure
that the principles are being
This last aspect relates to Issue 7.
met. The latter could be done on an incremental
basis within Article 35.
Study team's comment:
We agree with the organization's view that costs
will be limited and will be absorbed within the
• Issue 4: Data subject's consent
organization's current operations.
The organization does not consider that this will have
any impact upon its activities. The provisions of Article
• Issue 2: informing datil subjects of collection/ 7(b), (e) and (f) and Article 8(2) will be apply.
disclosure
The data subjects who will be affected are employees, • Issue 5: The processing of personlll data
who can easily be infonned of collection, recording or The organization sees no impacts under this issue.
disclosure: Like most companies it diwlges personal
information to a variety of organizations but the
Study team's comment:
exemptions under Article 14 largely cover this. The
We agree, but recognize that there will be
organization recognizes that it maintains records on
marginal costs from putting manual records in a
past employees but assumes that they would not need to
suitable state to comply with Article 6. The
be contacted on the grounds of disproportionate effort;
organization mentions the need to put data in a
Article 12(2). The organization proposes that existing
suitable state under Issue 3.
employees will be infonned of the content of. their
personal records and that ·new staff will be told of
company practice on recruitment. Each will be
infonned of the right of access to such records. The
6. Transfer of data to third
COUDtries

•

Sllldy team~ comment:
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•

• Issue 6: TrMsfer ofdi:Jtll to third ct~untlies
The organization does not transfer personal data to
other Member States or to third countries.

•

/ssw 7: Seclll'ify 8.{persoiUII dat4
Existing computer data is very secure, but there bas to ,
be a question as to the security of manual records.
Additional resources do need to be devoted to
protecting manual records and second copies should be
made. for archive purposes. The control of access to
personnel records will need to be improved and better
security hardware will be required.
Study team's comment:
Since the organization has recently experienced
the theft of much of its computer equipment,
there are strong grounds for assuming that

•

security should be improved. This could be
reflected in the transfer of manual data to an
automatic fonnat via, for example, an optical
character reader. However, it would be
unrealistic to attribute all the costs to the
proposed Directive. The study team notes that
the organization's security arrangements in
respect of automatic data should already meet
the requirements of the Data Protection Act
1984.

1. Nature of busiaess activities
The organization is a large group of oompanies

concentrating on manufacturing in the chemical sector,
particularly in respect of paints, explosives, chemicals
and polymers. The group turnover for the year to the
end of 1993 was in excess of £10 billion. World-wide,
the group employs approximately 90,000 of which
22,000 are employed in the UK. The study relates to
the UK operations only.
2. Initial estimates of major costs and benefits
arising from the proposed Directive

Benefits: No particular benefits are perceived by the
organization under any interpretation of the proposed
Directive.
Costs: Table A sets out by issue the organization's
estimates of costs to be incurred; notification and
obtaining oonsent were the main concerns.j..
J,£UOJl MA.IIUFAClVRING COMPANY

Tllble A: s..u..ary ofi1tt:reGG lit costs- orgtllllzllllo11's W.W
(F'apres i1t lm)
#"

Manu.al Records

•

/ssw

Issue 8: Automt*tl illllivitlutll tlecision

The organization is not involved in this form of
processing.
t. Notification

4. Wider economic issues for the organization

2. lnfol'llli.ag data subjects of

The organization perceives very l.ittle impact on its
activities either in respect of the quality of its services,
turnover, employment or proftt. Its responses are
regarded as typical for this economic sector,. except that
the impact on businesses with a large personal customer
database may be greater.

3. Data subjects' right of

S.Summary

The organization will need to pay some attention to the
structuring of manual files, meeting the notification
requirements and data quality provisions in addition to
improving its security arrangements.
The company may have underestimated the potential

•

costs in some areas. Nevertheless, the overall impacts
will be slight and, in most cases, what costs th.!re are
will be absorbed within the organization's current
administrative commitments.

collection/disclosure

access

Non-llfQIIUQ/
Records

Set-vp Recur- Set-up

ReCJU-

ring

ri1lg

0.363

0.143

O.S22

0.167

-

0.102

0.110

0.102

0.004

-

0.004

0.500

-

-

-

S. The processing of personal
data

-

.

6. Transfer()( data to third
countries

-

-

.

-

.
-

.
-

-

-

2.863

0.249

1.132

0.273

4. Data subjects' consent

7. Security of personal data
8. Automated individual
decisions

Total

2.500

-

Note: for issue 3, no distinction was made between manual and
non-manual ruords and lhe estimate was between £300 and
£15,000 (based on between I and 500 requests per year). An
average figure of £7,500 is taken divided equally between manual
and non-manual re<:Ords.
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the purposes of registration. If the total number
of registrations was based on 1SO systems rather
than the 200 systems. as the basis of registration
forecast by the organization, this would result in
a saving on set-up costs of at least £25.750
(£22,000 difference in cost for registrable
system and exempt system plus saving of fees
£3,750) and a saving on recurring costs of
£2,575.

M,fJOR MANUFACJVRJNG COMPANY
Telbk B: Estllltale$ ofCII61S (lm) by organization and sllldy ,_,.
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Orgamzation

lmut

Set-up

Recur-

Study 1ea1n
Sel-up

R«:w.
ring

ring

I. NotifiCation

0.885

0.310

0.172

0.124

2. latormiag data subjects of

0.110

0.204

0.110

0.184

.

0.008

.

0.008

3.000

.

.

.

-

-

0.612

0.183

-

.

.

c:oUectionldisclosure

1 Data subjects' right of

access

The organization considered that notification to the
supervisory authority of manual processing would not

Although we have allowed a reduced amount for
this provision, we arc not entirely convinced of
the need to change from •purposes' to 'systems•
and are mindful that only one notification will
be required when processing operations serve
either a single or several related purposes. It is
possible that this reflects a lack of central
control over the nature of infonnation handling
within the organization (or willingness to allow
managers more freedom and discretion in their
handling of personal infonnation). Faced with
the costs indicated, it is possible that this would
stimulate a review of the organization's
information handling systems with resulting
savings in both compliance with the$ ·data
protection provisions and in the overall
efficiency of business operations.

be required, neither would the controller be required to
appoint a data protection official. It also considered that
approximately two-thirds of its automated systems
would be exempt because they did not involve
"sensitive data". A large contribution to the
organization's estimate of costs is based upon changing
registration from its current simple registration by
"pwpose" to separate registrations of each "system"
(increasing to 200 registrations from the existing 30
registrations). The organization felt that this would be
required for compliance with Articles 19(l)(c) and (f).

·We believe that some savin~·could be made in
terms of the education process by the
distribution of guidelines to system "owners"
(with the possibility of using a number of "help
points" to handle queries). However, in view of
the number of systems (approximately 1,000
with tne likely addition of some 100 per year)
the estimates are not unduly large. The recurring
cost for existing systems is made up of only 1
man day per system each year.

-4. Data subjects' consent

1. The processing of personal
data

6. Transfer of data to third
eouatries

1. Security of personal data

-

-

.

8.. Automated iadividual

.

-

.

.
.

3.995

0522

0.894

0.499

decisions

" Total

3. Discussion of estimates
•

•

lsSile 1: Notijication

The organization's estimate includes the cost of
putting its manual personal data files in a fonn
such that they will comply with Article 6
relating to quality of data. (In fact, this should
be assigned to Issue 5.)

The. organization has also included the costs of
decentralizing the registration function, given the fact
that many systems are shared between legal entities and
have a number of controllers. An education role is also
envisaged by the organization in giving in-house
training to each system "owner" as to the requirements
of the new law. Prior to this a working group would be
set up to· design and promulgate new arrangements,
policies and procedures for data protection within the
organization.

The organization included a cost for new
systems in their set-up costs (£33,000 for manual
records and £42,000 for non-manual records).
The study team believe that this should appear
only in the recurring costs figures and, to that
extent, is a duplication.

Study teams comment:

•

The organization's view that a system based
.~ registration will be reguired could be considered
reasonable in view of the number and diversitS'
of computer systems within the organization.
However, it may be possible, in a number of
cases, to group a number of systems together for
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•

Issue 2: Informing data subjects of collection/
disclosure

In many cases, for example, existing employees, this
would be covered by "notification" forms prepared
under Issue 1 to comply with Article 21(3). A cost of

•

£20,000 was estimated to result from notifiCation being
given to the data subject in respect of each of 10,000
new records each year. Article 12 notifications were
estimated at only 2,000 per year costed at £ l 0 each.
Software changes to be able to flag when a data subject
bad been informed were included at £110,000. Some
concern was expressed that some data subjects might
·
object to the processing of their data

Study team's comment:
The organization's view of these provisions is
reasonable and the study team are in general
agreement with the estimate of costs. However,
the organi7.ation's concern about the fact that
some data subjects may be able to object to the
processing of their data under Article IS(a) was,
in the study team's opinion, unfounded as this
would only apply in exceptional circumstances.
This leads to a saving of £20,000.

•

•

••

Issue J: Datil subjects' rig/It of«cess

This is not a major concern of the organization. Present
levels of subject access are very low and are not
expected to rise significantly. However, the
organizations anticipates that subject access could rise
to as many as 500 per year and this would involve
increased costs. The cost of satisfying each access
request is estimated at £300, based on 1 man-day effort .
The organization welcomed the amendment to Article
13 compared to the 1992 text (in respect of notification
to third parties of rectification, erasure or blocking of
data unless impossible or involving a disproportionate
effort). The organization bad estimated notification to
third parties would have cost £1~000,000 set-up plus
£400,000 recurring costs (mainly in software changes to
allow disclosure logging and the resulting notification
procedure) and these figures had been given to the
Home Office for its survey. The organization
considered that, in respect of their processing,
notification ·to third parties would involve a
disproportionate effort and these costs are, therefore, no
longer applicable.
Concern was expressed by the organization over
whether certain sensitive data, such as medical data and
information relevant to appraisal, potential promotion
and career prospects, would have to be disclosed. This
is something it would rather not do. If such data had to
be disclosed, this could result in an unquantifiable
burden (by not being able to hold such data or by
having to disclose them to the data subject) .

Study team's comments:
The study team agree with the organization's
view of the effects of the subject access
provisions except to the extent that the

exceptions in Article 14 may be relied on to
prevent disclosure to the data subject of certain,
but not an, of the infonnation, the disclosure of
whicb gives rise to concern. Articles 14(l)(g)
and (h) should apply in some cases. Only
recurring costs are given. The set-up costs are

included in Issue I .. Notifteation.
•

Issue 4: Datil subj«ts' conSt!llt

The organi7..ation considered that its health and
epidemiological data concerning its current employees
would be processed under Article 8(2)(a) and the data
subjects' consent would not be required. However, as
regards similar data relating to past employees which
was archived (and necessary for several purposes
including potential future claims for negligence and
monitoring hazardous occupations and working
environments), the organi7..ation expressed concern that
this would require the data subjects' consent. This
would require writing to all current and past employees
and chasing up those who fail to reply. The estimated
cost, based on a unit cost of about £25 per data subject,
is £500,000 for current employees and £2,500,000 for
p~1 employees (22,000 current UK e'ployees and
I00,000 past employees).
Recurring costs would be trivial (dealing with new
employees) as obtaining coo8ent could be dealt with
during the recruitment process. No cost is assigned to
this aspect.

Study team~ comment:
lt would be unfortunate if the organization had
to write to all its ex-employees, many of whom
will have died, because of the distress this would
cause the families of such persons. The study
team's view is that an exemption under Article
8(3) would be appropriate here. This would
require legislative action (it is unlikely that such
· a matter would be left to the Data Protection
Registrar's discretion). The study team consider
that such an exemption would be forthcoming.
Nevertheless, if this were not so, the study team
consider that the estimate produced by the
organization is entirely realistic.
If exemption were granted under Artic~c 8(3),
there may be some costs associated with
reviewing the nature of the infonnation stored
relating to ex-employees and how long it is kept
for.

• Issue 5: Processing ofpersonal data
The organization does not consider that there arc any
significant costs under this issue that have not been
allowed for elsewhere. It assumes that the UK
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•

Parliament will grant derogations under Article 8(4)
such that the organization's freedom to process
sensitive data will be not be unduly hindered. What is
of oonc:em here is information relating to criminal
convictions that could be relevant to some of -the
otpnization's activities. Restriction of this would be a
minor hindrance rather than a major concern. The costs
of compliance with the data quality requirements have
been included in Issue 1.

5.

Wider economic issues for the organization

This is an extremely large business with extensive
experience of data protection legislation. The
anticipated costs of meeting the requirement of the
proposed Directive will have· a negligible impact upon
its operations, turnover, or profits.
6.

Summary

The anticipated costs are small in comparison with the
overall level of activity in the company. The widely
held view that the consent of past employees would be
necessary was misconceived. The suggestion that
• Issue 6: Tr1111sfer of data to third countries
extensive notifications would be required to reflect the
The organization takes the view that transfers will be large number of computer systems was also found to be
pennitted unless specifically prohibited as a result of exaggerated. The study team accepts that more
the procedure in Articles 26(2) to 26(5). In any case, registrations may be required where the processing
there would not be any significant effect on the serves general purposes but that some rationalization of
organization's business. Very few countries would be data handling could be triggered, reducing overall
identified as failing to ensure adequate levels of costs. It is accepted that some costs (previously entered
security. For those that do, the organization would against Issue 1) will be incurred under Issue 5, in
cease to transfer personal data or would use the respect of manual files.
provisions of Article 27(2).
Study team~' comment:
The organiz.ation's views arc accepted.

•

Study team~ comment:
The study team agree with the organization's
view of these provisions.

• Issue 7: Security
The organization believes that its existing security
measures are such that the proposals will not have any
significant effect either on those security measures or
their costs.
Study team~ comment:
The study team agree with the organization1S
view of these provisions.

• Issue 8: Automllted individual decisions
The organization docs not use automatic processing to
define personality profiles.

1. Nature of activities
The organization is a directly managed unit, which
includes three major hospitals providing acute care.
There are 350 units of this kind in the UK, but this one
serves about twice the average population. In addition
to providing acute services to about 112 million people
in the immediate vicinity, specialist services are
available to those living in the surrounding region.
Some 4,500 staff are employed and the unit has an·
annual budget of £150m, including £30m for capital
expenditure.

/IOSPffAL
Table 8: Joint estimate ofcosts (lm) by organization and study team

Issue

. 4. Current costs of complying with existing
legislation

•

The organization spends approximately· £50,000 per
annum directly attributable to the Data Protection Act
1984. This is mainly associated with registration,
training and monitoring procedures. The set up costs of
compliance with the Data Protection Act 1984 were
estimated as £1,500,000 at present values. Much of this
cost was associated with detennining the implications
of the legislation, setting up procedures and training.

Set-up

Recurring

I. Notif!cation

0.003

0.001

2. Informing data subjects on
collection/disclosure

0.010

.

3. Data subjects' right of access

-

4. Data subject's consent

-

5. The processing of personal data

-

0.010

6. Transfer of data to third countries

-

-

7. Security of personal data

-

-

0.023

0.001

8. Automated individual decisions

Total
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Organization and study
team

•

In this case study, the organization was unable to
present detailed initial estimates of costs~ although
some tentative costs were india~ted. The final estimates
were drawn up in discussions between the organization
and the study team.

2. Discussion of estimates
•

lssae 1: Notification
The organization currently has three registrations;
relating to staff, health care records {patient
administrative data) and a specialist register including
data on HIV carriers, children at risk, etc. Personal
files include infonnation on payroll, manpower
management systems (basic personnel data,
employment record, professional qualifications, etc.)
and at least one manual file on each member of staff.
Taken together, about 13,500 files are maintained on
current staff, and 6,000 to 8,000 files on past members
of staff, which are kept for five years.

•

In addition to automated data, each patient registered
over the past ten years has a personal file containing
case notes. There are about 1.5 million, although some
are duplicates: subsidiary files are held on Current
patients in different parts of the organization. The unit
holds personal data for research purposes in an
aggregated fonn and is responsible for making returns
to the Department of Health at regular intervals.
It is assumed that notification to the supervisory
authority will not be required in the case of manual
files. Nonetheless, the organization will need to follow
a similar set of procedure to those adopted with respect
to automatic processing.
The organization has well established procedures for
dealing with manual records but some resources will
need to be devoted to taking stock of these procedures
for notification purposes. It is estimated that the set up
costs associated with notification will be about £3,000,
with recurrent costs of less than £1 ,000 per year.
•

•

Issue 2:
Informing
collection/disclosure

data

subjects

of

safeguards can be put in place rendering Article 12(2)
applicable.
A very large proportion of patient files are 'past'
records, but it is assumed that the costs of informing all
past patients that their personal data is being prOcessed
would involve a disproportionate effort; Article 12(2).
Nevertheless, on those occasions when a registered
patient is re-admitted, this should trigger a transfer of
information about collection/disclosure.

The costs arising arc not significant, but action will be
required to amend existing forms, for staff and patients
alike. Including administration and materials, the set
up costs will be about £10,000. Recurring costs will be
minimal.
Issue J: Data sabjects' right of access
This is not a cause of major concern for the
organization. The Access to Health Records Act 1990
already offers data subjects access to their records,
although this must be via a health professional and the
records covered are not retrospective. The introduction
of this legislation has not resulted in 81\Y. significant
demand in subject access requests which are, at presen~
only one or two each year.

•

It is assumed that the proposed Directive will not lead
to significantly more requests. The costs involved in
meeting subject requests are currently as much as £500
and if the present number of requests was to rise to
perhaps twenty or thirty, they would increase recurring
costs to between £10,000 to £15,000.
The organization takes the view that if requests were to
increase substantially this would trigger changes in the
way in which it maintains patient records, leading to
greater pressure for automation. These costs could be
significant although in the longer tenn, cost savings
could arise.
Requests from staff for access are regarded
insignificant.

as

Study teams comment:

Wc believe that given the current legislative
arrangements relating to access to manu~l files,
Information is generally collected from staff and
the number of requeS,ts for data access is
patients directly. In addition, information is provided
unlikely to increase and we assume that the
via General Practitioners. For new staff and patients,
proposed Directive will generate no increases in
notification on collection, recording or disclosure
requests.
would fall within Articles 11 and 12 and procedures can
easily be put in place to infonn existing staff of
collection/disclosure alongside the other information
• Issue 4: Data subject's consent
circulated.
The provisions of Article 7 will enable the organization
to process data, even in the absence of subject consent.
· Information is not normally disclosed about patients
Moreover, whilst the unit processes large quantities of
but, if data is to be disclosed to other recipients,
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•

•

•

sensitive data, Article 8 (2b) provides a derogation for • Issue 7: Sec11rity ofpersonal t1sta
Current security standards are regarded as good and are
health services.
under constant review. Particular attention is given to
Data subjects who are members of staff may need to the protection of highly sensitive data. Increased
grant their consent to the processing of their health emphasis is being given to the usc of networks within
tUOrds, but information on the ethnic origin of the organization, which brings with it pressures to
employees is already obtained with the data subject's ensure that systems are secure. The contracting out of
health services is also giving rise to concern about the
consent.
confidentiality of patient records. Nonetheless, the
The costs of meeting these provisions are regarded as organization does not perceive any additional costs
negligible·. This is in marked contract to the estimates arising under this issue.
produced by the UK Department. of Health in its
response to the 1992 text of the proposed Directive.
• Issue 8: Automated individual decisions
This anticipated very substantial costs arising from the
need to gain consent from all data subjects with access Health care professionals are making increased use of
this technique as an aid to decision-making. However,
to health services. Article 8(2b) meets this concern.
all decisions about care/treatment are always made by a
qualified professional in consultation with the patient.
• Issue -5: The processing of personal dllla
The organization considers that its current practices and
3. Wider economic issues for the organization
procedures largely meet the requirements · in the
proposed Directive. However, some concern was The organization assumes that there will be some
expressed about how the principles relating to data beneficial impacts upon the quality of the service which
quality (Article 6) might tx; interpreted. It was it provides, principally to patients. In this respect, it
acknowledged that there were gaps and inaccuracies in builds upon recent UK legislation.
~.
some patient records, but the task of ensuring that all
information was correct would clearly prove Like the rest of the National Health Service a
impractical. The Access to Health Records Act ·had significant proportion of its budg~t is for infonnation
encouraged improvements to · data management handling by staff and any improvements to existing
practices, but this does not extend to older records.
systems, particularly those encouraging the use of
automatic processing, should reduce costs and improve
The organization and the study team consider that, effectiveness.
given the nature and purpose of the infonnation held, it
would be unrealistic to check each file for accuracy and The overall impact of the proposed Directive on the
that the reference to reasonableness in Article 6(d) budget of the organization is minimal and does not add
would apply.
materially to the annual recurring cost of £6,000 spent
on meeting the requirements of data protection
Study team's comment:
legislation. However, in many respects, this is an
The organization should pay particular attention
underestimate of the full costs of data protection which
to the quality of the infonnation held in the
are built into the wider costs of data processing. ·
residue of "past-files" containing sensitive data
which will be held at the end of the transitional
If the organization embarked upon a programme which
period. In addition, it is essential that the
resulted in the majority of its records being processed
organization applies the quality criteria to data
automatically this could produce enonnous savings,
on new patients at the earliest date following the
although the initial costs would be high. For example
adoption of the Directive by the European
the purchase of a Hospital Investment Support System
Council and Parliament.
(HISS) from the USA would be about £5 million. The
pressure to follow this route will increase .as the
contracting out of health services in the UK proceeds.
• Issue 6: Transfer of data to third countries
For this reason the proposed Directive provides a
This does not apply at present. In the longer tenn the
further spur to improving data handling procedures but,
proposed Directive could bring significant benefits,
alone, its beneficial impact will be limited.
given the likelihood of convergence in health care
systems across the Community. For a small number of
hospitals, particularly in the private sector, which offer 5. Summary
services to overseas patients, this could be an issue.
The anticipated costs are small, with the main costs
potentially arising from having to take stock of the
quality of patient files and rights of access.
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•

It is estimated that the cost of information handling in
the UK Health Service is of the order of £2.8 billion.
There arc considerable opportunities for savings and
increases in efficiency flowing from an increasing
commitment to infonnation technology. The proposed
Directive may provide an added incentive to this end.

psychological reports may have been prepared. In most
caw.; second copies of reports are forwarded to the
respective schools and individual line ·managers. The
department already provides individuals with access to
their personal files, as required. However, personnel
are not permitted access to personal references and
sensitive health reports wi11 be made available only
through a doctor.
LOCAL AUTIIORrrY, EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

t. Nature of business activity

1'able 8: Joint estimale of costs by organization and study team
(Figures in lm)

A medium size, upper tier local authority serving a
population of about 579,000. Like all shire counties in
England and Wales, and Regional Councils in Seotland,
it provides a number of strategic functions; the most
important, in terms of both budget and manpower,
being education and social services.

Issue

I. Notification
2. Informing data subjects on collection/
di!ielosure
3. Data subjects' right of access

In this case study the impacts of the proposed Directive
upon the Education and Social Services Departments
are assessed. It was not possible to obtain the Council's
initial estimates of the costs for the education
department, these being determined jointly between the
respondent and the study team.

4. Data subject's consent

5. The processing of personal data
(;. Transfer of data to third countries

Recurring

0.001

<0.001

-

-

-

-

0.012

-

-

-

0.005

8. Automated individual decisions

.....
*'

~~

-

<0.101

2. Education department

(i) Activities
It employs
9,339 staff, including teachers,
administrative staff and manual workers. About 70%
of the annual budget of the councils is devoted to
education (£223m) of which three-quarters is allocated
to staff costs, mostly teachers. Over the past few years
individual schools have taken on increasing
responsibilities for their own budget and staffing, but
the County retains considerable residual powers and
there is a good deal of personal information exchange
between the county and schools.
Personal information held by the department includes
manual file records, comprising application forms,
references, medical notes and automatic files, including
date of birth, date of appointment, salary grade, ethnic
origin, and payroll information.

•

Sel-JJ.p

7. Security of personal data

Total

•

Organization and
Study Team

Given the special responsibilities of teachers the local
authority -undertakes standard checks on applicants for
teaching posts, in respect of criminal records.
Furthennore, the authority is circulated with
information by the Department for Education about
teachers who have been suspended. in accordance with
the Children's Act 1989 .
Some 35,000 files are currently held, the majority on
staff, but a small proportion relate to children, for
example those with special needs for whom

Information is generally help for thirty years after a
member of staff has left the employment of the
authority, but some may be discarded from time to
time.

(ii) Discussion of major costs and benefits
arising from the proposed Directive

• Issue 1: Notification
It is assumed that the authority will not need to notify
the supervisory authority of its processing of manual
data. However, a document satisfying the requirements
of Article 21 (3) will have to be prepared. The
department has expressed some concern that the
existing measures governing the security of manual
files in its possession were not up to standard (see Issue
7). It did not express concern about disclosing details of
its security arrangements to the supervisory authority.
Study team's comment:
Wc agree that the costs associated with
notification will be minimal.

•

Issue 2: Informing data subjects of collection/
disclosure
Some costs will arise from having to prepare amended
job application forms and to advise existing employees
of the arrangements regarding the disclosure of
information. Given that this type of documentation is
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•

•

amended on a fairly regular basis this is not likely to
involve excessive costs. Furthermore, the department
is in regular contact with its staff.

• Issue 1: Dlllll subjects' right of~~a:ess
Tbe department already provides staff with the

• Issue 7: Sec11Ji01 ofpersonal dllta
The department is aware of the poor quality of existing
security measures, particularly in relation to manual
data, and acknowledges that its practices do not meet
'good practice• criteria. It is currently considering how
it can improve its practices and the costs of doing so.
Initial estimates suggest that £30,000 is required to
bring security up to standard and the proposed
Directive may encourage the authority to devote the
necessary resources. However, these costs should not
be attributed solely to the proposed Directive, since
they arc not truly additional. The study team consider
that the greatest proportion of the costs identified is a
result of complying with accepted good practice and
the amount attributable to the proposed Directive would
not exCeed £5,000.

opportunity to view their personal files, under
supervision. The number of requests for access from
data subjects is currently small and it is not expected to
increase ~ubstantially. Where copies of data are
required by the data subject a small charge would be
made to cover the costs. However it is acknowledged
that substantial costs could be incurred from putting
data in manual files into a form suitable for rcs}X>nses
ftom data subjects. At present the number of active
manual files is about 12,000, but the department would
also need to take stock of its archived material, a large
proportion of which is not automatic, in order to ensure • Issue 8: Automflted individual decisions
compliance with the data protection principles. In the The department docs not employ this technique.
first instance it will be necessary to check through the
contents of each of the active files. Secondly, the
(iii) Wider economic issues for the department
department will need to review its rete.ntion of archived
data and put in place a programme to ensure that it is in The department envisage relatively little, if any, impact
order. The cost of this is estimated to be £12,000 based on the quality of the service which it pro~ides the
upon the appointment of the equivalent of one .community. In this respect its response is likely to be
additional administrator for six months. Strictly similar to other local authority education departments.
speaking, this cost is attributable to Issue S and is During the short term the department may need to
shown in the table as such .
devote additional resol.trces . to enhancing the
management of personal data, but, in the long term, this
could produce considerable benefits in terms of
• Issue 4: Data subjects' consent
efficiency savings.
As compulsory competitive
The department does not envisage any difficulties in
tendering is extended, competence in the field of data
meeting this requirement since, in addition to
protection is likely to become important in the
Unambiguous consent under Article 7(a), reliaqce may
provision of personnel services.
be placed upon other criteria, including Article 7(f).

• Issue 5: The processing ofpersonlll data
The department holds sensitive information but, apart

(iv) Summary

The department's main costs will arise from the sorting,
from health recqrds which may require consent, no editing and structuring of existing manual records
problems are perceived. For example, all education relating to current and previous staff.
authorities undertake checks with the police on criminal
records of applicants for teaching and ancillary posts. In the longer term the department is likely to· shift the
Similarly, the DFE circulates information from . majority of data processing activities to automatic
authorities on staff suspended from their duties under systems and the proposed Directive will speed that
the Children Act. In this respect, the impact of the process. This should provide for greater efficiency,
proposed Directive is likely to be nullified by the public security and confidence in the processing o~ personal
interest exemption available to Member States under data.
Article 8(3).
3. Social services department

•

•

Issue 6: Transfer of data to third countries
· (i) Activities
Apart from }lersonal references for teach~rs to work
The department is responsible for providing, either
abroad or for overseas teachers to work as licensed
directly or through voluntary and private organizations,
teachers in the UK, no transfers take place.
a wide variety of personal services for the elderly,
disabled and children in care. It employs 2,295 staff
and has an annual budget of £51 m, but its main data
processing activities relate to clients. Some of the
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•

infonnation held is highly sensitive, including that
relating to children.
As in the case of similar
organizations it undertakes the clearance of staff using
police records.
LOCAL AUTHORITY SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Tllble B: &lilffiBG ofco•ts (l•) by orglllli:Miilln4nd stwJy ,_,
Organization

lssru

Set-up Recur- Set-up Recwring
ring

1. Notification

0.001

2. Informing data subjects on
coUectionldisclosure

0.001

3. [)ata subjects' right of

S. The processing of penonal

0.001

-

-

-

-

0.038

-

.

0.012

-

-

-

-

.

0.001

0.007

.

-

-

.

-

da~

6. Transfer of data to third
countries
1. Security of personal data
8. Automated individual
decisions

Total

-

0.001

access

4. Data subject•s consent

Study-Team

8.048

0.002

0.020

-

Since the Access to Personal .Files Act 1987, the
Department has taken steps to improve the quality of its
man~l records, these now being in a reasonable fonn,
but is concerned about records prior to 1988.

• 'issue 2: l•fonnilfg dalll subjects of CtJllectionl
lisclosure
The department already informs clients that
infonnation is held on computer records, but these
contain only a limited amount of information. Since
information is primarily obtained from staff and clients
the need to inform them that information is being
collected about them is not regarded as an issue.
It will be necessary for data subjects to be informed of
the category of recipients to whom information may be
disclosed. In the case of staff there may be some
limited disclosure of their health records, but in respect
of clients the scope of disclosure is far wider. The
organization considers that modification to existing
fonns should be sufficient to meet the requirements.
The cost of this should be minimal, considering that the
department is currently undertaking a review of its
current data management practices.

*The orpm..tioa clid not distinguish between costs n:latiag to

•

ma..al and noa-manual recotds.

Like other social service departments, it is increasingly
involved in joint working arrangements with other
agencies, including the. health service, police and
probation services and the education department.
Aggregated personal data is forwarded to the
Department of Health for statistical purposes on a
regular basis, together with detailed information on the
progress of children in care. Information on all adopted
children is currently held for 75 years. As such the
department is influenced by national legislation
regarding the retention of personal data.
(ii) Discussion of major costs and benefits arising
from· the proposed Directive

•

•

•

Issue I: Notification

The department is regarded as a single entity undct
existing data protection legislation. It is assumed that
its manual processing activities will be exempt from
notification. A short document will have to be prepared
to meet the requirements of Article 21(3) and the
authority will need to take steps to inform its staff of
the new arrangements; this would be undertaken on a
corporate basis within the authority.

Issue 4: Data subjects' consent

Any or all of the criteria under Article 7, other than
unambiguous consent, will normally apply. In those
cases where information may be disclosed to a third
party, for example, a private/voluntary home for the
elderly, it is assumed that whilst the provisions of
Article 12 will apply, processing by virtue of 7(f) will
be permitted.

•
•

Issue J: Dlltll subjects' right ofllCCess

Clients already have a right of access to their files and·
staff also may have access to their personal files. The
department currently deals with about 15 access request
annually from clients, together with a further 50
applications in respect of adoption records. It is not
thought that this will increase significantly as a result of
the proposed Directive.

Issue 5: The processing ofpersonal data

Like many organizations, the department is concerned
about its ability to meet the quality requirements in
Article 6 and the need to trawl through pasf records to
ensure that the principles are being observed. It is
therefore concerned about the costs arising.

Study team's comments:
An initial estimate by the organization indicated
that it had about 100,000 personal files on
clients. It is assumed that, since the 1987 Act,
personal files on clients are in a much better
order and are more accurate than older files.
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This may be regarded as a major benefit arising
from the introduction of legislation which relates
to manual files in the UK. If further allowance
is made for the fact that most files are only
retained for ten years, coupled with the
derogation allowed under Article 35, the scale of
the problem is likely to be far less than might
first appear. Nevertheless, there will be a
residue of perhaps 3,000 to 4,000 files, mainly
relating to children and adoption cases, which
will need to be checked to ensure that the
information meets the necessary criteria.

•

It is acknowledged that some files, particularly
children's, may go back many years and that it
will not be possible to ensure that the records are
entirely accurate. Nevertheless, the department
will ne~ to have taken every reasonable step to
ensure accuracy to· meet its obligations; Article
6(d).
It is estimated that resources will be required to
establish a document management system which
will involve ensuring that the contents of files
are put in order, that duplicate information is
temoved and that files are in a fonn suitable for
mbject access. The cost of this is estimated to
be £12,000 based upon the appointment of the
equivalent of one additional administrator for six
months. It is a cost that is likely to be repeated
in most social service departments in the UK.

•
•

Issue 6: Transfer ofdlllll to third country

Such transfers are extremely rare.

•

Issue 7: Security ofpersontd tllltll

The department assume that additional expenditure is
required to improve the standard of security with
respect to manual files. However, in the main, this
reflects current concerns and any improvements will
not be attributable directly to the proposed Directive.
The study team consider that it would be reasonable to
assume . an amount attributable to the proposed
Directive of not more than £7,000.

• Issue 8: Automated individual decisions
The department assumes that its current practices meet
the requirements of Article 16(2).

(iii) Wider economic issues for the department·
•

The department does not perceive any major impacts
with regard to the quality of service it provides, its
turnover or staffing. It already provides infonnation to
clients from manual files and this has encouraged the
adoption of a more rigorous approach to record
50

management. In the opinion of the organization this
has resulted in an improvement in the quality of da~
greater awareness of the need for accuracy, Jess
prejudice and improved reliability. Given the emphasis
now being placed upon multi-disciplinary team work in
social services this is seen ·as a pre-requisite for
improving effectiveness. The proposed Directive will
apply similar pressures.
(iv)

Summary

The department's main costs arise from the sorting and
For local
editing of pre-1988 manual records.
authorities there may be economics of scale in dealing
with this issue as part of an authority wide initiative.
The retrospective nature of the proposed Directive
clearly gives rise to particular concerns in this
department, which arc likely to be·replicatcd elsewhere.

~---1. Nature of business activities

The company is part of an international organisation
,.
which is involved in the provision of accountancy and
management advice to private and public sector
organisations.
It is one of the five largest such
companies in the UK, employing,some 6,000 staff and
having an annual turnover of £400m. In addition to a
group headquarters in London it has a number of
offices based at regional and sub-regional levels.
2. Initial estimates of major costs and benefits
arising from the proposed Directive '
BUSINESS SERVICES COMPANY
Table A: Summary of Increases in costs - organization's view .
(Figures in lm)
Manual Records
Issue

Non-manual
Records

Set-11p Recur- Set-up
ring

Recurring

I. Notification

0.020

.

0.010

2. Informing data subjects of
collection/ disclosure

0.028

0.007

0.064

3. Data subjects' right of
access

-

-

4. Data subje<;ts' consent

0.005

-

0.005

-

.

-

-

-

6. Transfer old data to third
countries

-

-

7. Security of personal data

0.050

0.020

0.025

0.025

-

.

.

-

0.103

0.027

0.104

0.042

5. The processing of personal
data

8. Automated individual
decisions
Total

0.017

-

-

•

Study team's comment:
We accept that some additional costs will arise
from having to prepare notification documents
relating to manual files. However, costs
relating to notifacation in respect non-manual
processing systems have been discounted.

Beaeflts: Like other similar companies which rely
extensively upon computer technology the proposed
Directive is likely to encourage a reassessment of
current data handling practices leading to an
enhancement of systems and procedures.

CAsts: Table A sets out by issue the organisation's
estimates of costs to be incurred. Three issues in
particular have been identified, notification, informing
data subjects and the need to improve security.
BUSINESS SERVICES COMI'ANY
Table 8: Estirrurtes of costs (!Jif) by Ol'gQ.IIiZillion t»td SIMdy team
Organiultion

Issue

Set-ll{J

Study 7"e4m

Recw- Set-up
ring

Recurring

t. NotifiCation

0.030

-

0.030

·-

2. lnfonning data subjects of

0.()92

0.024

0.010

0.002

.

-

-

-

0.010

.

0.010

-

-

-

-

-

6. Transfer old data to thUd
couatries

-

-

.

-

7. Security of personal data

0.075

0.045

0.045

0.015

-

-

.

.

0.287

8.069

O.MS

0.017

collection/ diselosure
3. Data subjects' right of
ac:c:ess
4. Data subjects' consent
S. The processing of personal
data

•

8. Automated individual
decisions

Total

•

No major difficulties are anticipated in
these requirements, indeed the proposed
be less demanding than current
Information about processing operations
to be provided on request.

•

responding to
Directive may
arrangements.
will still need

It was noted that, like similar companies, it is on the
verge of joining a USA based international network
which will make the control of data movements much
more difficult to monitor.

subjects

of

Study team's comment:
·· We acknowledge the concerns •. of the
organisation but assume that the need io contact
all existing personal clients (and others) which
over
100,000,
would
involve
number
disproportionate · effort.
(Article
12(2)).
Secondly, we believe that data subjects can be
informed of ,either collection or disclosure, in
combination with the circulation of other
information Oli correspondence. However, we do
accept that the organisation will need to set in
place new procedures, which will involve some
additional costs.

Issue 1: Notification

It is assumed that the organisation will not need to
notify the supervisory authority but will need to review
the contents of files and the systems associated with
manual operations. In addition, costs will arise from
having to prepare and disseminate information about
new legislation within the organisation, through
documentation, debriefings and follow ups.
The
company has some 30-40 registrations under existing
data protection law.

data

The organisation took the rather pessimistic view that it
would need to infonn each of its staff and personal
clients.
It was particularly concerned about the
retention of personal information on manual files, for
example on potential clients, which would need to
remain confidential. A similar concern was expressed
about .confidential reports on staff. Some personal
information was collected on an infonnal basis and it
would be difficult to infonn data subjects on collection;
indeed it would be practically impossible. For each of
these reasons the organisation regarded this aspect of
the p~posed Directive as onerous.

3. Discussion of estimates
•

Issue
2:
Informing
coUectionltlisclosure

•

Issue 3: Data subjects' right of«cess

The organisation was concerned that this provtston
could enable access to be obtained to confidential
information relating to staff perfonnance assessment,
personal references and data relating to individuals as
part of take-over or redundancy plans. The impact was
regarded as potentially fundamental to its business
activities.
A system is currently in place to deal with data
subject's requests regarding automatic processing, but
no rights of access have ever been exercised. The
estimated costs of responding to an access request in
one of the organisation's offices is estimated at £300,
whilst a request covering all the organisation's UK
operations would be about £2,000. If a substantial
number of additional requests was to occur the
organisation would need to amend its procedures, by
linking up automatic and manual file processing. No
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•

assumptions have been made about an increase in the
number of access requests.
Study teams comment:
We accept the company's rather cautious
approach regarding the number of access
requests and the small costs of putting in place
a system, to respond to access requests. Indeed,
it should largely be met in relation to Issue L

We are concerned, however, about the potential
adverse impacts which access to commercially
confidential infonnation could give rise to. This
could involve the release of sensitive
commercial infonnation, maintained on manual
files. No costs have been attributed to this issue.

• Issue ·4: D~t~~~ subjects' consent
The provisions
Article 7 are regarded _as sufficient
not to give rise to costs, although the organisation
takes the view that some costs would arise from the
need to take legal advice.

of

•

costs relating to the security of automatically
stored records. Consequently, the estimates
have been reduced accordingly.

4. Wider economic issues for the organization
The organisation does not believe that the proposed
Directive will have anything but a very marginal
impact upon the quality of services it offers its clients,
turnover, its market position or staffing levels.

Nonetheless, since the organization offers advice 'to a
wide range of public and private sector organisations,
including advice on aata protection legislation and
information management, some financial benefits may
arise. Moreover, given its position as a market leader
in this field, its own interests dictate that it, and its
competitors, achieve the highest possible standards
regarding the confidentiality and security of personal
data.
The growth of data processing business
opportunities amongst local authorities highlights this
point.

It was noted that the overall impact of the proposed
Directive on similar companies in this and othtr sectors
• Issue 5: The processing ofpersonlll data
1bis was not identifred by the organization as likely to of the UK economy. will depend upon the existing
give rise to significant costs. The main impact of this balance between automatic and manual processing. In
issue would be in relation to manual files, but Articles this respect it is assumed that the proposed Directive
7(b) and 7(f) would apply in most cases. The costs of will encourage many more organisations to move more
putting manual files in a state such that they complied quickly to automatic processing, than might otherwise
with the proposed Directive was included under Issue 1. have been the case. For this reason important cost
savings could arise but it was acknowledged that these
would be difficult to quantify.
• Issue 6: TriiiiSjer ofdtlta to third countries
The organisation does not consider that the proposed
Directive would have an adverse impact upon its S.Summary
activities although, as noted above (Issue 1) the growth The overall impact of the proposed Directive will be
of international computer networks could make the marginal although some uncertainty was registered
monitoring of data flows extremely difficult in practice. about the storage of commercially sensitive personal
data. The impact of the proposed Directive would be

•

Issue 7: Security ofpersonal data
The organisation already has excellent security for its
automatic systems.
The notification procedure
requiring details of security arrangements to be lodged
with the supervisory authority is not regarded as a
problem. It will be necessary to marginally increase
the number of staff who are responsible for· security
compliance monitoring.
Study team's comment:

We accept the organisations view that some
additional costs will arise from having to take
stock of the existing security system, in order to
respond to Issue 1. We also recognise that there
will be some recurring costs associated with the
checking of security systems on a regular ba~is.
However, there is no justification for including

•
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broadly similar for other organizations in the same
field. There was some evidence to suggest that the
proposed Directive could stimulate investment in
automatic processing, leading to efficiency and cost
savings in the longer tenn.
5.10 Summary of findings from the UK case studies

Given the variability in the characteristics of the case
study organization it is apparent that the proposed
Directive will produce quite distinct impacts and
responses. Nonetheless, a number of general ·findings
have emerged:
•

The financial impacts of the proposed Directive will
be moderate and, after some initial adjustments, will

be mostly absorbed in existing costs.

•

•

Table .s..
2· Total CtJSts (lm) by /ssw u. duJ Uniled Khtgtlom

The overall impact of the proposed Directive ·will be
most significant for the bank, the credit reference
company and the organisations dealing in list
trading; there will also be significant impacts on the
mail order company and the major manufacturing
company (Table 5.1).

OrganizlltiiHt

Issues

In terms of the organizations' estimates, the study
team's estimates were 40% of the set-up costs and
10% of the recurring costs.

•

Table 5. I: Total costs (lm) by Organiz4twn in

th~

Organization

Case study

United Kingdom

Sllldyalfl

Set-up

Reau- Set. . Recurring
ring

Mail Otder Company

3.894

4.SI2

1.569

1.084

Credit Refeteace Agency

19.020

1.400

9.520

0.100

Bank

22.750 18.S91

7.860

0.820

Small/Medium Sized

0.005

0.001

0.004

0.001

3.995

0.522

0.894

0.499

Hospital

0.023

0.001

O.o23

0.001

Local Authority

0.058

0.002

0.0)8

0.000

Business Setvices Company

0.207

0.069

0.095

0.017

•

•

The major cost concerns of case study organizations
in the UK related to informing data subjects,
obtaining data subjects' consent, data subjects•
access, automated individual decisions and
notification (Table 5.2). The study team concluded
that for ~is group of organizations, gaining
subjects' consent and responding to subject access
requests were likely to give rise to the mOst
significant costs.

•

Subsequent changes to . Article 15(b) would
substantially reduce the above costs, notably in
respect of the Credit Reference Agency.

•

Many of the costs could be signifiCantly reduced by
implementing suitable procedures.

•

Organizations having a continuing relationship with
data subjects would be able to comply with the
provisions relating to infonning data subjects
relatively easily.

•

Concern expressed about increased subject access
was not supported by experience in sectors where
subject access to manual files was already provided
for, for example, the health service and local
authorities.

RBt:Wrlttg
0.259

2.653

2.045

O.SI5

2. Jnformin& data subjects

20.219

0.328

O.j36

0.186

3. Data subjeds• access

I. ISO

1.648

7.760

0.808

4. Data subjects' consent

12.510

1.890

9.510

0.100

5. Processing personal data

0.060

0.000

0.646

0.184

6. Transfer to third countries

0.030

3.870

0.030

0.070

7. Security

0.110

0.047

0.086

0.015

8. Automated decillions

3.240

13.980

0.120

0.300

9. Other

2.980

1.290

1.200

0.600

49.951 25.898 10.003

2.522

•

Particular concern in the UK has been focused upon
the consequences of extending data protection law
to manual records. The case studies revealed that
just over half the costs of meeting the proposed
Directive were associated with manual records.
These were largely attributable to the costs in two
case studies, from the mail order company having to
deal with its multitude ·of agents and the
requirement that the bank put in place systems for
data subject access.

•

Given the large number Qf manual records held by
both the local authority and hospital it might have
been expected that costs would· have been
significantly greater. But UK legislation already
provides data subjeCt access to personal manual
files in the health and social service sectors.

•

The transitional arrangements provided for under
the Directive will significantly ease the costs
involved in the processing of manual data.

•

Concern was expressed by some organisations that,
when the proposed Directive is transposed into
national legislation and subsequently interpreted by
the supervtsmg authorities, more restrictive
standards may be imposed than those assumed by
the study team.

•

The length of time since the proposed Directive was
initially drafted and the lack of precision and clarity
in the early drafts have resulted in considerable
concern and uncertainty for some of the
organizations interviewed.

Compaoy

•

Study*"'
Set-up

I. Notification

Total

Enterprise

Major Manufacturing

Recw-

ring

Organizations substantially over-estimated the costs·
of compliance with the proposed Directive.

•

Set-up
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Chapter Six: Impacts on the Dutch case study

organizations
6.1 latroductioa
The survey procedures in the Netherlands paralleled
those in the UK; this chapter summarizes the impact
assessments of
Netherlands.

case

The organization offers a large selection of items to the
Dutch public using various mail catalogues. It carries

close to 10,000 different products ranging from clothes

lsnte

Set..up

Study Teat

Recur- Set-up Recur' ring

ring
1. Notification

0.095

0.010

0.095

2 lnfonning data subject .

0.2S1

0.092

0.251

0.000

3. l>ata subject access

0.180

0.044

0.180

0.044

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

4. Data

subject<~'

consent

0.010

S. Prooess1ng personal data

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

6. Transfer lo third countries

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

7. Security

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

to furniture. The main catalogue has a circulation of 1.5

8. Automated decisions

1.000

2.000

0.100

0.200

million copies twice a year. More than 1.2 million
households order at least once a year. This amounts to
almost a, quarter of all Dutch households. It has 1,282
employees and its turnover was ./643 million in
1992193. This is equivalent to a market share of 35%.

Total

1.532

2.146

0.632

0.254

It has close to 1OmiUion registered . data subjects.
Registration is mostly for client administration and for
marketing purposes and in data protection tenns it is
representative of the mail ordering sector in the
Netherlands.,
l. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
proposed Directive

Beaejits: No particular benefits are perceived by the
organization under any interpretation of the proposed
Directive.

CtJSts: Given the inclusion of manual tiles under
existing Dutch law the table (below) does not
distinguish between the costs relating to manual and
non-manual files.
3. Discussion of estimates

•

OrgQiftzalion

study organizations in the

t. Nature of business activities

•

MAIL ORDER BUSINESS
Estimales ofcosts (/m) by orgG~~izaliolt and study team

Issue 1: Notification
Under the proposed Directive the number of
notifications will increase and efforts to comply with
this over the years will be substantial. This will require
more administrative costs both in terms of personnel
and information systems.
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• Issue 2: Informing ~lot~~ subject
The proposed Directive requires information per
transaction and per data subject. This implies that more
infonnation has to be kept per individual data subject.
Administrative procedures ·and file-keeping will expand
substantially. Under Dutch law this is much simpler as
it falls under the rule of 'presumed knowledget of the
data subject. The company's fax machines and
telephone system allow for storing personal data; the
organization fears these will fall explicitly under the
proposed Directive.
The company's cost estimate is based on the
interpretation provided the study team. However, if
information has to be gathered and kept on an even
more individualized basis than seems reasonable under
the study team's interpretation of the proposed
Directive, costs will increase fivefold.

Study teams comment:
The study team accepts the modest set-up costs
estimated by the organization and the provision
of more extensive information, given the
anticipated alterations to existing administrative
procedures. However, the need for continuing
costs is not accepted.

• Issue 3: DatR subjects' access
Under the proposed Directive it is expected that the
organization ~ill need to review its documentation and
provide more and better access facilities to allow it to
cope better with search requests. Also, costs will be

•

arise in training personnel to familiarize them with new
responsibi I ities.

The organization fears that the proposed Directive will
make its marketing strategy public knowledge. This
would imply increased marketing costs for the
organization to oounter this effect.

Study team's comment:
The study team believes the organization's
estimate of cost impacts on the issue of data
subjects' access to be reasonable. The
organization's fears in respect of the disclosure
of infonnation relating to marketing strategies
are unfounded.

automated decision making system in order to
signal
negative
decisions
which . can
subsequently be checked by staff.· We estimate
negative, decision to be one tenth of total

decisions and the organization's cost estimated
are reduced proportionally.

4.. Wider economic issues for tbe organization
The organi7.ation perceives no positive impact on its
activities either in respect of the quality of services
provided or the efficiency of its business operation. Its
responses arc regarded as typical for this economic
sector.
S.Summary

• Issue 4: Datil Subjects' Consent
The organization sees no impacts under this issue. The
study team agrees.

•

Issue 5: Processing ofpersonal data

The organization does not process sensitive data.

•

•

Issue 6: TrMsfer •flillla to third ctJunlries

International data transmission occurs only within the
European Union.

Study team's comment:
In view of the nature of this organization's
activities within the Community, benefits may
arise as existing obligations in respect of the
laws of other Member States may be dispensed
with (Article 4).

The main costs for this organization arise from the need
to put in place procedures for informing data subjects
and to provide additional staff to deal with 'negative'
automatic decisions in respect of credit requests. The
study team agrees with the organization's estimates of
costs in relation to subject access rights. However, the
organization'~ fears in respect of the disclosure of
infonnation relating to its marketing mategies are
regarded as unfounded. Like other similar organizations
its business activities extend to other Member States
and some benefits may arise in the longer term as
existing obligations in respect of the laws of other
Member States are dispensed with.

l. Nature of business activities

•

Issue 7: Security ofpersonal dattJ

The present law requires extensive security measures.
The organization sees no additional costs under this
issue.

•

Issue 8: Automated illdi11idual decisions

Automated individual decisions are an important issue
for the organization as they are taken on a regular basis.
For, instance, decisions about the acceptance of a
consumer's order is at present based on automatic
processing. Under the proposed Directive this process
will require manual intervention which would require a
whole new administrative procedure, involving costs
and would also severely restrain the speed of operation.

•

Study team's comment:
The study team acknowledges that costs will be
incurred where a refusal to grant credit has to be
checked by human intervention. The study team,
however, sees the organization's c~1imate as
excessive as the organization can adapt its

A non-profit agency (foundation) for credit referencing
providing services to 242 participating organizations
(mostly banks and other financial institutions). Its staff
numbers 97 persons (81.5 fuU time equivalents). It has
records on 4.6m households and handled 8. 7m
enquiries in 1993. Turnover and total costs were }12m
in 1993.
Data protection legislation is of fundamental
significance to the core business of the agency. The
organization is exclusively concerned with holding and
processing personal data and providing credit
references.
The organization adopted and updated a 'Privacy Code
of Conduct' (Privacy Gedragscode) in 1990. This code
of cond_uct satisfies the requirements of present Dutch
Law. It also set up a board to deal with complaints in
the area of privacy protection (Geschillencommissie) in
1991.
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•

The costs of adhering to the requirements imposed by • Issue 2: Informing dllltl subjects
the existing Dutch law are estimated at 10% of total The organi7.ation ~as to prepare a new information
cc.ts, i.e. j1.2m per year.
booklet and expand its mailing. The estimated cost are
j0.8m ·on the assumption that the participating
institutions of the credit reference agency take care of
Z. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
the di~ribution of the new brochure among their
proposed Directive
clients. The organization claims that if a mailing by
BaefdS: No particular benefits are perceived by the them is required to all individuals presently registere<L
organization under any interpretation of the ptOpOSed this implies an extra set up costs of approximately j6m.
Directive. It is admitted that data subjects might The credit agency doubts that this would be feasible as
perceive benefits, as more information is available to they do not have the ·means to regularly update
addresses of individual clients.
them.

Costs: The cost impacts arc perceived by the
organization as significant and relate largely to
notification and infonning data subjects of processing
activities.
CREDIT REFERENCE AGENCY
&IIMtlles ofcosts (fm) by organization and study taun
Organiz4tion

lsme

Set-up

Rea.u-

Slaldy TeGIII
Set-up

ring

•

Recur-

Study teams comment:

The study team considers that their costs for
individual mailing will not be necessary on the
basis of disproportionate effort (Art. 12(2)). The,
study team accepts the moderate interpretation
of the organization and the j0.8m cost estimate
for the preparation of a new brochure to be
distributed by institutions, although even this
may be generous.

ring

I. NotifiQtion

0.000

12.000

0.000

0.000

2. lafonning data subject

6.800

0.000

0.800

0.000

3. Data subject access

0.000

0.600

0.000

0.060

4. Data subjects' consent

0.000

0.240

0.000

0.000

S. Proc:essing personal data

0.000

0.480

0.000

0.000

• Issue J: Dflta subjects' access
,..
The organization estimates costs of j0.06m ·for data
subject access under the assumption that protocol and
rectification ate limited in time ~up to one year). If
protocol and rectification are unlimited the organization
expects an increase ofj0.6m.

6. Transfer to third countries

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

?:Security

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Study teams comment:

8. Automated decisions

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Th~

6.800

13.320

0.880

O.G68

T.eat

J. Discussion of estimates

study team agrees recurring costs will be
involved in providing subject access facilities,
but these will be limited because of the
"balancing of interests" implied in Article 14(h).
A more moderate cost estimate of j0.06m has
been allowed.

• Issue 1: Notification
No substantial additional costs are seen by the
organization if the present format of notification at the • Issue 4: Data subject's consent
Registratiekamer holds. However, if additional internal There are no additional costs under the assumption that
files (such as protocol files, correction files, the present legal situation is maintained. If, however,
COrtesJX>ndence files, back up files, dumps etc.) fall data subjectS see more reasons (under Art. I5) to lodge
under the proposed Directive then that would complaints with the agency about registration then the
completely change the way of doing business and the organization estimates additional legal costs atj0.24m.
additional cost arc estimated at j12m, thereby doubling
Study team's comment:
the operating costs of the credit reference agency.
The study team believes that the proposed
Directive will impose no obligations in excess of
Study team's comment:
existing
Dutch law.
The study team confirms that no substantial
additional costs are likely and, indeed,
notification procedures might even be simplified
as a result of the proposed Directive. Benefits
may be expected at this point.

•
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•

• Issue 5: Processing penonlll didll
As regards the lawfulness of processing, additional
costs of )0.48m are expected if the organization
inteq>rets Articles 6 and 7 as requiring a more careful
consideration of the contents of the registration, leading
to .more detailed infonnation (e.g. a finer code to
specify an individual's credit standing) to be included in
their files. The organiution sees no additional cost
under this issue if the. present situation under Dutch law
is maintained.
Study team's comment:
As careful consideration is already required
under Dutch law, the study team agrees that
additional costs will not arise.

•

Issue 6: Tnuts.fer ofdlltll to thinl co1111tries
Tile organization sees no impacts under this issue. The
study team agrees.

• Issue 7: Security ofperson ill data
The organization sees no impacts under this issue. The
study team agrees.

•

• /ssw 1: AllttiMtltell intliWdllllll.ecbiotts
The agency does not take decisions at the individual
level.
4. Wider economic issues for tbe organization

t. Nature ef business activities
The organization surveyed comprises a major bank
which is part of a large financial group. It currently has
approximately 11,000 employees.
The organization stressed that the very short period
allowed to respond to the survey questionnaire imposed
considerable restraints on them as regards the scope and
detail of their answers. Nevertheless, it considered that
it had identified a number of important consequences
which will have a major impact on the way in which it
operates.
The answers given relate to the administrative system
for customers only. The estimated number of clients is
approximately 2.42 million. The consequences of the
proposed Directive for personnel registration and
personnel policy are not taken into account. The same
holds true for registration ,of "incidents", which
concerns the registration of individuals who have
intentionally caused the organization financial damage.
The organization has three current notitieations with
the Registration Chamber (i.e. clients, personnel and
"incidents").

The yearly costs to adhere. to the requirements of
existing Dutch law are estimated by the bank, in
employment terms, at approximately 0.5 full time
employment equivalents, which is only a tiny fraction
of total costs..

Under the assumptions leading to large changes in the
privacy regulations some additional employment might
be necessary. Cost increases due to the proposed
Directive mean increases in charges to the participating 2. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
organizations and credit referencing becomes more
proposed Directive
expensive. As this is a non profit agency all cost
increases are directly translated into tariff increases.
The total additional costs arising for the organization Benefus: No particular benefits were perceived by the
are set·up costs of 7% of turnover and recurrent costs of organization under any interpretation of the proposed
Directive.
0.50%.

Costs: General - Information processing is central to
banking operations. The application of information
The overall impact of the proposed Directive will be technology to banking operations is of strategic
modest although set-up costs (as a proportion of importance to the effective organization of the bank
turnover) are rather higher than in other case studies. and to its market position and competitive strength. The
Informing data subjects is a major issue and the study respondents indicated that the bank had built over the
team's estimate allows for the~ preparation of a new decades a complex of many hundreds of information
brochure to be distributed by the participating systems which requires hundreds of millions of guilders
institutions to their customers. It is agreed that just for maintenance each year. Changing one small
recurring costs will be incurred in respect of subject detail is claimed to cost weeks of work. A system
access, but the organization•s estimate ignores the change is measured in years of work.
'balancing of interests' implied in Article l4(b): a
reduced figure has been allowed by the study team.
S.Summary

•

1
Unlike each of the other case studies, in both the Netherlands and the UK, this organi7..ation insisted that its critique of the proposed Directive
be included in full in the final report of the study.
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•

•

Bank's cost estimates under data subjects' access

,.

&fi tiiG oft»Sts q; ~ by Ot'fM

$

II

!)'

Stut.(y Team

0rglllliz41ioll

lnw

Sel.up

Recwring

1.400

1.000

0.060

0.003

2. laformiac data subject

17.100

0.000

5.000

0.000.

3. Daca subject acc:css

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.030

t. Nobftcation

4.. Data IUbjec:ts' coaseal

sa-up Recurring

137.410' 33.000

0.000

4.840

140.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

1. Security

0.000,

0.000

0.000

0.000

8. Automated decisions

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

195.910

34.000

5.060

.C.873

S. Pmcessing personal data

6. Traasfcr to third

11

CQUDtrieS

Tetal

Modi fiCitioa to systems (access,
intemallextemalpmtocol)

pm

P~snngof~nualfik$

pm

Public decision-makitta pcoceaes

pm

anene engineering

pm

Marketing (increue in operational colds u a restdt
of loss of efficiency)

pm

Bank's cost estimates under consent and processing
pm

Modification to systems
1

(•) Tbe aro entries in the table above and tables below provided by
dae bank do AOl imply that there are ao costs, but rather that the

orpnizatioa was not able to specify at short notice the exact figures.
11tese zero entries should be read as pro memoria figures (pm). Also
the aurnbets quoted for the orpaization in the table above are
selceted by the study team from the infonnation given by the bank
iR the tables which follow.

(b) The costs under data subject's consent and proces..'>ing of
penoaal data are based on the organization's interpretation of the
Nlevat provisioos ia the proposed Directive.

Obtaining consent

j137,410,000

Review of contracts (idem issue 2)

j5,000,000

Marketing (idem is..'>UC 3)

}33,000,000

Bank's cost estimates under processing
pm

File screening
1-·

.pm

Archive screening

jl..O,OOO,OOO

Manual file screeni113

•

Modification to systems

8tJnk's cost estinuztes under notification
Moe-recurrent notificatioa at specific level (holder
of product) 700 (number of subsidiaries and
f1,400,000
sub-subsidiaries) x 10 (average number of products)
xflOO
Periodic maintenance/changes
Jteaistration of proc:essing operations by
aon-automatic means
Updating of records

jl,OOO,OOO

pm
jl,700,000

Monitoring of processing of 3.5 million files

pm

training of personnel

pm

Notification charge

pm

Bank's cost estimates under informing data subjects
Adjustment of system (protocol)

•

pm

Mailing to customers

}12,100,000

Review of contracts

JS,OOO,OOO

Screening of manual files

pm

Retrospective effect

pm

Loss of marketing efficiency

pm
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..

pm
pm

Impaired efficiency of fraud prevention

Bank's estimates under transfor to third countries
Modification to systems

'

pm

Screening of third countries

pm

Conclusion of contracts with correspondent banks

pm

Reduced efficiency of fraud prevention

pm

At present the system is based on the principle of a
central registration of customers. The organization is
concerned that introduction of the proposed Directive
(Articles 6 and 7) will force it to restructure its basic
infonnation processing design; Le. building· up a large
number of customer registers, develop new infonnation
systems, charting the present situation with regard to
the entire infonnation management system, completely
adapt existing systems, restructure interrelationships
between subsystems and add additional features to
allow for the proposed Directive's requirements on
infonning data subjects', their right of access and their
consent. This new design will provide less efficient
information processing than at present. The
organization considers that the overall costs of
completely redesigning its infonnation systems and
adopting new procedures would amount to billions of

•

guilders. These cost estimates were not included in the
table prepared by the organization.

3. Discussion of estimates
•

lssw I: Nodfu:tltion

The present situation is that the organization, in its

capacity as controller, has given three notices of
registration to the Registration Chamber, namely:
1.
2.
3.

customer administration
personnel administration
incident administrations.

This arrangement is a consequence of the views
concerning the concept of the controller's organization
(section 6(2) of the Dutch Data Protection Act) and
results in a practicable and workable arrangement
which requires relatively little maintenance and
provides the necessary ~xibility in daily business
operations.

•

•

In the view of the organization, it is unclear from the
propOsed Directive whether this notification practice
can be continued. It should be noted in this respect that,
under the present Dutch legislation, financial services
are expressly not excluded from the duty of notification
pursuant to Article 9 (2a) of the Standard Exemptions
Decree (Besluit Genormeerde Vrijstelling). It may
therefore be assumed that the possibility of exemption
under Article 18 of the proposed Directive will have no
effect on the organization's duty of notification.
If the proposed Directive requires that notification must
be given at a specified level, for example product group
or product application, and if it does not allow the
notification to be given at a holding level, this will
greatly increase the administrative burden. The
organization's administration is arranged around 18
principal product groups, each of which is divided in
tum into many applications. Notification becomes even
more complicated in the light of what is said in Article
18 concerning the processing of data which are
intended to serve related purposes. Furthermore, notice
should be given not only by the organization as
controller but also by all legal persons that have not
been brought under the control of the organization. Any
exemption from notification for the numerous small
subsidiaries will nonetheless require a system of
permanent control
and
administration. · The
administrative obligations of notification in practice
and the resulting costs would certainly have to be
multiplied by a factor of a thousand, depending on the
exact interpretation of the proposed Directive.
Additionally, the need for maintenance of the system of
notification in practice, which is relatively low at

present, because of the high level of abstract~ ~ill
increase proportionately. Sinre the proposed DtrectJve
seems to advocate a very fac:tual notifacation, and each
change in the existing situation will have to be notified,
this will result in a situation that is extremely laborious
in administrative terms and will require that the
Registration Chamber is given infonnation at frequent
intervals.
Account must·also be taken of legislation to introduce a
notification change, partly due to the expected increase
in the number of operations and hence the costs of the
Registration Chamber. A bitt to this effect is presently
being considered by the Dutch Council of State.
Finally, the organization points out that Article 18(4)
provides that a duty of notification can be introduced
with regard to processing operations not carried out by
automated means. Depending on how this is
interpreted, it may entail a very considerable expense
owing to the need to give instructions to all employees
concerned (many thousands) and to keep the
administration up-to-date. It is necessary to base these
calculations on the existence of some 3.5 million files
held by the organization. Such files also differ very
greatly in nature in the size, a standatd monitoring
·
system is not feasible.

··~

Study team~ comment: ,.,
The study team does not believe that the
organization's interpretation of Article 18( 1) is
correct, since from the way the provision is
formulated it follows that only one notification
is required when the processing operations serve
a single purpose or several related purposes.
Thus, the proposed Directive does not require a
notification for every specific processing
activity. The study team considers that the
present practice under Dutch law suffices with
one single notification for all processing
operations, but notes that even under the Dutch
Act there is some uncertainty as to how far the
single notification concept reaches. It is the
opinion of the Registration Chamber that
controllers such as banks cannot suffice with one
single notification for the wide scope of
purposes for which they process personal data.
Nonetheless the number of registrations is likely
to be modest in practice and the costs arising
may not be wholly attributable to the proposed
Directive.

Furthermore, the study team feels that the
organi7.ation takes too negative an approach on
the possibility of exemption from notification
where there is a data protection official
appointed by the controller (provided this is
done in compliance with the national law).
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The organization expects that the Registration
Chamber will charge 200 guilders per
notification and initially eStimated an increase in
its number of notifications up to 7,000. After
discussions with the study team the organization
reduced its estimate to 300 notifications at /200
each for set up and /10 each for updating. Even
this modest estimate may prove excessive.

••
•

l'!ue 2: lnfonning datil subjects

The organization considers that Articles JI and 12 of
the proposed Directive may pose much greater
problems than those that exist under the present
legislation.

•

organization's claim that all· presently registered
data subjects will have to be infonned by means
of a separate individual mailing. 1be study team
confirms that informing data subjects can be
handled by means of including an infonnation
sheet in. mailing that nonnally goes
customers. The study team takes the view that
the provision of information under Article 12
will largely be exempted by Article 12(2) on the
grounds of disproportionate effort. However, it
docs accept that costs will arise from the need to
prepare and print revisions to existing contracts,
estimated at j5m by the organization. It is not
believed that disclosures within the controller's
organization will constitute disclosures to a third
party.

to

First of all, the proposed Directive requires a
notification to the data subject unless he or she "has
already been informed". which is a stricter provision
than section 28(2a) of the Dutch Data Protection Act
• Issue 3: Dlltll subjects' access
{"can reasonably know").
The organization claims that the proposed Directive
The organization maintains that if it is assumed that the will bring major changes in the way it presently
provision of data within the organization of the conducts its business. The right of access relates to all
controller constitutes disclosure to a third ~, a note processing operations covered by the proposed
must be kept of these data and the data subject should Directive; this provision would therefore be reJCvant to
be informed of the disclosure (Article. 12). This duty of· all processing operations carried out in relation to
information is unlimited in time. Observance of this manual files (3.5 million) and would naturally apply to
obligation requires, modification of the administrative the files kept by automatic·means~. ·
systems of the organization since no such records exist
at present. The notification obligation should be
satisfted by a mailing to existing customers and
adjustment of the opening forms and contracts in the
case of new customers.

Since the collection of personal data. is also covered by
the concept of processing, even where data are not
collected. in files kept by automatic means, each
processing operation with respect to such personal data
(e.g. fax communications) would have to be screened to
ensure compliance with the relevant provisions. The
organizational burden and expense of instruction and
administration which this would entail in relation to 3.5
million fil~s would be substantial.
Compliance with the provisions of Article 12, which is
required with retrospective effect under Article 35(2),
must either be deemed impossible or held to involve a
disproportionate effort.

•

Study teams comment:
The study team docs not believe that the

In addition, the proposal relates to archive files and
auxiliary files. As regards automated files., this
necessitates a modification in order to determine to
which persons, not only externally but also internally,
data have been disclosed. As regards the other
processing ~perations, this would represent an increase
in the administrative burden.
Furthermore, the organization would have to make
public its decision-making processes, for which purpose
it must be possible to reconstruct previous
decision-making processes or processes that have since
been modified.
Since the provision . is not limited in time, the
administrative obligations would continue in existence
for an unlimited period.

Although it has been suggested that the exemptions in
Article 14 would lighten the burden, this is not, in the
view, correct since it refers to "an
organization's
Finally, the organization considers that compliance
with the obligations of Articles 11 and 12 in the case of equivalent right of another person". This is not the case
marketing activities will require extra time or make it here, because the juxtaposed interests are the data
necessary to proviqe the data subject with more subject's right of access and the administrative burden
and expense which the controller is required to bear
detailed documentation than is presently the case.
(unlike Article 12(2)). (Sec also Article 7(f): the
interests of the controller weighed against those of the
data subject).
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Slu.dy team~ comment:
The organization · expects that the rights of
access in the proposed Directive will require it
to substantially redesign its infonnation systems,
but has been unable to indicate the costs
involved. The study team does not accept the
need for such substantial changes and notes that
access to files is alieady provided. It is accepted
that the proposed Directive may induce some

•

additional access requests, leading to
increase in costs (/0.030m).

•

a

small

Issue 4: Dattl subjects' consent

• / Issue 5: Processing ofpersonlll datil
(the organization elected to treat these two issues
together)

•

The organization believes that Article 7 places much
greater constraints on processing personal data than
exist at present in the Netherlands. First, this is because
the proposed Directive applies, at the data level, to a
larger number of technical processing operations and
types of data, and, secondly, because multiple criteria
concerning necessity (necessity criteria) are introduced
which have to be satisfied by all processing operations.
The Ministry of Justice assumes that the provisions will
have little effect in practice. Presumably, thjs belief is
based on the existing practice within the public sector,
since the "necessity" criterion applicable to the public
sector docs not present problems because it is rarely
enforced. A large number of public sector activities (i"
particular in connection with transfers of data) are
based on special laws and Qn the fact that section 18(3)
of the Data Protection Act excludes the 'necessity
criteria in cases where data are mutually exchanged.
It may be expected that the public, particularly in the
financial services sector, will most certainly make use
of the necessity criterion in order to terminate all kinds
of activities that are currently legitimate.

•

The organization illustrated the effect by comparison
with the Dutch Data Protection Act as follows. Under
section 4 of the Data Protection Act, a record may be
kept for a particular purpose where this would
reasonably be in the interest of the controller. Unlike
the proposed Directive it is the controller who
determines such purpose. The data to be included must
be in keeping with the. purpose (section 5(1), Data
Protection Act). The use of the data must be in keeping
with that purpose (section 6(1 ), Data Protection .\ct).
The internal provision of data is linked to the function
of the employee and not to use for a concrete purpose.
Disclosure of data to third parties is allowed if this is a
result of the (widely defined) purpose of the
registration. The Data Protection Act therefore has

greater flexibility in relation to use and disclosure
operations.
The organiZltion noted that the proposed Directive has
the potential to link every collection, technical and
disclosure operation separately to the necessary
criterion. As there is often a set of operations, there is a
cumulative effect. In the first instance, prOcessing must
be necessary for the perfonnance of a contract (to
which the data subject is a party). Necessity ·means that
no alternative arrangement is possible (even a more
expensive arrangement). If there is secondary use of
data (i.e. technical processing, usc or disclosure which
is not necessary for the performance of a contract),
resort must be had to Article 7(f). This refers to the
legitimate interests of the controller or of a third party
to whom the data arc disclosed, except where the
interests of the data subject prevail.
The relevant assessment has to be made in respect of
every technical processing operation. In addition to
implementation of the contract, it involves:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(t)
(g)
(h)
(i)
{j)

updating the records of the organization;
technical back-up for business proce5!ies;
integrity of business operations;
quality of business operations;
compliance with statutory~~bligations;
rende.ring accountS;
•.
producing evidence; .
combating fraud;
managing contracts with customers;
marketing.

The organization stressed that it is important to note
that, in connection with corporate groups, data kept by
the separate parts of the group are also used in the
nonnal day-to-day operations of other parts of the
group. Furthennore, data from separate product
contracts are used in an integrated fashion in the
context of the activities described above. At present, it
is not clear to what extent the integrated,
multifunctional use of data can be brought within the
ambit of Article 7(f). In so far as ,it cannot, the consent
of the data subject must be obtained. This consent
should be explicit and, on the basis of inforrna~ion,
given in advance. It may also be withdrawn. it is
expected that this provision will result in a huge
increase in bureaucracy. In addition, the necessary
reorganization of automated systems will be a very
significant cost factor. Efficiency will be impaired.
A separate problem results from processing data
relating to persons with whom the organization has no
relationship. Under Article 7(b) of the proposed
Directive, the scope to process data under a contract is
extended to cover persons who arc a party to the
contract. Payment systems involve the processing of
61
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personal data of principals who are customers of other
banks, of bencfteiaries who have their account at other
banks and of persons whose name is mentioned in the
notifiCation ·box of the payment order. In addition, the
organization often acts as an intermediary .and there is
no relationship of any kind with the data subject A
case can be made out for saying that the other party to a
payment order should be treated as such, but the
position is less clear in the case of persons who are
mentioned in the notification box of the payment order.
It is inconceivable that the organization be required to
screen the notification box, even if it is obliged to do so
as controller (cf. also Articles 8 and 18).
. Since the organization is treated as controller in respect
of a payment order given by a private individual or a
business, the organization claims that a problem arises
in eonnection with the technical processing of the
payment ·orders. The organization cannot check to
ensure lawfulness under Article 7(f). A customer/
patient could attempt to stop payments by an insurer to
a doctor if the notification box of the payment orders
contains references to data covered by the professional
duty of .medical secrecy. What is the status of
incorrectly executed payment orders and what is the
lepl position of the parties concerned in relation to one
another?
Even if the organization is entitled to process data
under Article 7(f), it believes that it would still have to
make a1lowance for an objection by the data subject
under Article 15. If it is assumed that disclosure of data
within the group constitutes disclosure to third parties,
this provision would mean in practice that whenever
there is a cross-selling or, for example, a calculation of
a yield for customers, the ·customer would have to be
informed of the proposed mailing beforehand and of his
right to protection. At the customer's request, the
organization would have to block his personal data.
Both the right of objection to the processing of data and
the obligation to give prior notification and to block
data would require modifications to automated. systems
and entail an expensive administrative obligation.

•

word "necessary" expresses the fact that the relevant
acts must be technically absolutely essential in order to
be able to use the program in accordance with the
stated object".
In relation to data protection, the word "necessary"
fonns the essence of the proposed Directive (see Article
7(b) ·and (f)). If it can be interpreted flexibly, as stated
by the Registration Chamber and the Ministry of
Justice, the tenn could mean that everything which is
compatible with the reasonable interests of the
"controller" is pcnnittcd.
However, both the Software Directive and the proposed
data protection Directive have been drafted in DG-111 of
the European Commission. The Ministry of Justice is
responsible for incorporation of both into Dutch law.
The organization believes that it is unlikely that the
same term from the same 00-111 can be interpreted in
different ways (broadly on one occasion and narrowly
on another) by the same Ministry of Justice. The
organization seriously doubts that the courts will follow
the interpretation advocated by the Ministry.
f.

·Further to what the organization has said in relation to
Issue 4 regarding the requirement of consent under
Article 7, the following point was also made. The
obligations of Article 6 will apply in full to all
processing operations by virtue of Article 35. The
period set for this purpose is 30 June 1997 for all
processing operations which began before I July 1994.·
· In practice, this means that all automated files,
auxiliary files and archive files will have to be
screened. Compliance with this obligation would be
impossible. This is also the case with respect to the
processing of data which arc not included in automated
files. The processing of these data must be modified in
accordance with Articles 6, 7 and 8 of the proposed
Directive, albeit over a transitional period of 8 years.

The organization also identified a problem in
connection with the processing of sensitive data. The
proposed Directive treats the carrier as the controller of
the content of the message. This means that the
As regards the interpretation of the term "necessary" in organization is obliged to screen the notification box to
Article 7, the organization is not reassured by the ascertain whether sensitive data are present. This ·
Minister of Justice in his letter to the Lower House of obligation requires a modification to the administrative
the Dutch Parliament. The organization makes the systems. Quite apart from the costs, it would be
following observations in this connection.
impossible to satisfy this obligation. Nor is it precisely
clear what is meant by "sensitive data".
Recently, the Dutch Copyright Act was amended to
. bring it into line with the European Software Directive, Article 8(4) of the proposed Directive prohibits private
which specifies that certain operations arc deemed organizations from processing (which includes holding)
pennissible if they can be said to be "necessary". In data concerning criminal convictions. The organization
reply to questions from the Lower House regarding the considers that this will impede crime prevention and
meaning of the term "necessary", the Minister of Justice detection and make it harder to obtain redress. In
stated as follows (see TK 22.531, no. 5, page 28): "The addition, the efforts to prevent and combat international
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fraud would be hindered lzy Articles 26 and 27, since
they would. for example, make it more difficult to
exchange data about a worldwide fraud involving credit
cards or insurance policies or about money laundering
anangements (which are becoming increasingly
international). If there is only a suspicion of fraud or
the facts are less than certain, it is debatable whether
the necessity criterion of Article 7(f) is satisfied,
. particularly since the interests of the person in question
must be taken into account. Compared with the
Sensitive Data decree and the Data Protection Act,
under which data may be used if the usc is for a
reasonable purpose and disclosure to third parties is
pennissible if this is a consequence of the object of
registration, the proposed Directive introduces a much
more restrictive test by virtue of the strictly worded
necessity Criterion and the obligatory consideration of
the interests of the data subject.
FinaUy, the organization takes the view that any
exemption under Article 8(3) relates only to the
processing of sensitive data and docs not detract from
the requirements of Article 7.

Study team1 comment:
1be study team considers that the organization's
interpretation of Article 7(b) and (t) in
combination with Article JS(b) is too strict and
therefore considers the organization's estimate of
costs on Issue 4 to be excessive. The study team
does not agree with the organization's view that
in all instances the data subject's consent is
required, basing its view on Article 7(f), i.e. that
the nonnal commercial activities of the
organization can be considered to qualify as
'legitimate'. Under this view the nonnal business
activities of the organization are covered under
Article 7(b) and (t), even where it concerns
mailing to bring certain commercial activities to
the client's attention. (The study team believes
that, should the criteria ·necessary' and
'legitimate' used in Article 7 result in a more
strict regime than presently exists under the
Dutch Act, the organization's estimates of the
costs attributable to obtaining consent from data
subjects and additional marketing activities may
be more acceptable.).

As regards Article 15(b) in relation to its present
marketing activities, the organization claims an
unspecified amount of costs related to adapting
its information-processing systems and specifies
/33 million costs as a result of the use of other
marketing measures. The study team accepts
that some costs will occur, but the amount
specified by the organization is excessive. The
study team estimates the costs at two guilders
for each data subject, resulting in a total of

/4.84 million. An amendment to Article 15(b)
in subsequent texts of the proposed Directive
will further mitigate these impacts.
The study team does not accept the costs under
Issue 5 in relation to manual files. It stresses that
at present manual files already fall w~tbin the
scope of the Dutch la.w. As far as personal data
in-· manual - files under the Dutch Act are
concerned, these files already have to be
structured in order to meet the requests of data
subjects to have access, etc. Thus, the study
team does not accept the organization's estimate
of costs on this issue.
• Issue 6: TIYIIIsjer 111 third countries
The organization considers that the proposed Directive
now takes account of international payment
transactions, since Article 26(2) provides that the
country of destination is decisive for the transfer of data
and also since payment systems as such are a factor
which must be taken into account in assessing the
suitability of the level of protection. However, not all
the problems have been solved. The o~tion would
have to screen all payment · orders and other
administrative operations (e.g. debt collection and
letters of credit) relating ~ international payment
transactions to ensure· that tbey are not addressed to a ,
prohibited final destination. For this purpose, the
administrative system and automated files would have
to be modified.
The problem referred to in respect o{ Articles 7 and 8 is
relevant also if the organization does not have a
contractual relationship with persons mentioned in the
notification box. Article 27 does not provide a solution
since the organization will often have no ,infonnation
about the underlying legal relationship between the data
subject and the third party and cannot therefore gauge
the applicability of the provision. In addition, it is still
the case that the organization may not have a
relationship with persons referred to in the notification
box.
The organization is unclear as to how, in practice, it
must satisfy its screening obligation in order to
determine whether a country of final _destination
guarantees an adequate level of protection. It also
considers that it will have to enter into specific
contracts with all its correspondent organizations
pursuant to the provisions of Article l7a(3) and (4).
Finally, this provision, when combined with Article
8(4), means, in the organization's view, that
international fraud prevention and detection will be
made more difficult.
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Study teo.ms comment:
1be organization claims unspecified amounts of
costs related to adhering to the proposed
Directive in relation to transfer of data to third
countries. The study team
considers that
transfer of data to third oountries will be
penn~ until~ and only when, restrictions are
imposed by individual Member States. Transfers
still may be permitted subject to sufficient
safeguards.

•

• Issue 7: Security
Traditionally, the organization has been accustomed to
safeguarding technical and administrative facilities in
order to offer the best possible security and
confidentiality of data. As· a result of Article 7(3) and
(4) the organization- claims that it would have to
conclude -a written contract with every third party
responsible for carrying out a processing operation.
Since the organization is the co~troller of messages and
correspondent organizations are _regarded as processors,
it maintains that specific contracts would have to be
concluded with all such correspondent organizations.

teams

Study
comment:
The organization claims unspecified amounts of
costs relating to the proposed Directive. The
organization will already have written contracts
with other financial institutions that process
personal data relating to- the organization's
customers.

•
•

Issue 8: Autollltlted decisions

The organization assumes that, for the time being, the
relevant · provisions will not affect its banking
operations. This is in tum based on the assumption that
the authorization system of GEAIBEA and systems
such as the automated preparation of cheques etc. will
not come under the scope of the provisions relating to
automated processing ~fining a personality profile.
Study team~ comment:
The study team agrees.

4.

•

Wide~

economic issues for the organization

The organization is concerned that compliance with the
provisions of the proposed Directive will result in a
huge increase in its internal bureaucracy. This will
impair efficiency and lead to an increase in the
incidence of risky transactions, a weakening of the
yield management system and an increase in costs. The
increase in costs will be reflected. in the cost of the
organization's banking products and payment
transactions in general.
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dOes not perceive any additional
privacy proteetion for its customers. Rather, it sees
some irritation from customers because of the
obligation to provide extensive information.
The organization

If all European banks adhere to the proposed Directive,
as interpreted by the organization, banking costs should
remain comparable. However, the .organization is
concerned that there will be national differences in the
implementation of the proposed Directive resulting in
cost differences. Another factor is that, if the
pessimistic view of the organization is accepted,
European banks would become less competitive on the
world market.
S.Summary

The organi7.ation believes that the proposed Directive
will have a dramatic impact upon its operations. In
addition to identifying a number of set-up and recurrent
costs a range of other, unspecified, costs are claimed. In
particular, the organization anticipates costs arising
from the need to infonn and gain the consent of data
subjects, and from data processing (checking,
structuring and editing files). The study teamsdoes not
consider that eximing customers will need to be
informed and their consent obtained, by virtue of the
provision contained in . Article 12(b) and 7(f}.
. Furthermore, since existing Dutch law already requires
that the contents of both manual and non-manual files
are maintained in "good order', no additional costs will
arise (Issue 5). The study team accepts that some costs
may arise from the need for compliance under Article
IS(b) in respect of marketing by mail. However, it
notes that an amendment to the June 1994 text of the
proposed Directive may reduce or eliminate this cost.
In view of these findings, the study team considers that
the wider economic impacts anticipated by the
organization are overstated.

t. Nature of business activities
This is a company in the private service sector whose
main activity is the provision of legal assistance and
advice. It has approximately 250 employees and
approximately 50,000 clients. The organization was
unwilling to disclose its turnover figure.
Registration involves mainly personnel administration
and salary administration. The organization's view is
that the introduction of the proposed Directive will be
at the same cost level as the introduction of the WPR.
These costs are seen as small.

'

•

2. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
proposed Directive.

• /ssw 4: Dtlta s11bjects' co11sent
lbe organization does not consider the issue of c:ta"ta

Bettefm: No particular benefits are perceived by the
organization under any interpretation of the proposed
Direaive.

c.ts: It is anticipated that these will be negligible.
SMAWM£DIUM SIZE ENI'ERPR.IZE
&~ofcost 0"111} by twg~J~tizalioll tUtd 6llldy I«UUJ
Organization

Issue

Set-up

Study Tum

Recvr- Sel4tp Recwrhtg

ring

subjects' consent to have any impact because of the
provisions of Article 7(b) and (t) and Article 8(2). The
study team agrees.

• lss~~es 6, 7 IIIUI 8
The organization sees no impactS under these issues.
The study team agrees.
No costs wiJI arise as regards manual files since the
present situation will not change with the introduction
of the proposed Directive. The question as to what
extent manual files are covered under both the present
Dutch law and the proposed Directive is something that
has to be resolved by case law.
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The overall impact is regarded as negligible.

7. Security
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Total
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S. Summary

B. Automated decisioot

4. Wider economic issues for the organization

countries

•

•

0.000

J. Discussion of estimates
• Issues 1, 2, 3 ad 5
The organization's estimate is that the costs of
introducing the proposed Directive are minor and will
mostly be absorbed. The costs which are mentioned
cover the issues of notification, informing data subjects,
data subject access and lawfulness of processing.
Because of the small amounts involved these have been
aggregated against Issue 2 which is likely to be the
most significant. The organization expects that the
requirements under the four relevant issues will result
in a total cost increase of j0.008m set-up and j0.024m
recurring.
Study teams comment:
The study team agrees that costs will not be
significant. The study team considers the
organ i7..ation to be correct in its estimate of the
costs pertaining to personnel and salary
administration files under the relevant four
issues. Employees can be easily informed on
collection, recording or disclosure. Where data
subjects who are clients need to be informed, the
tasks involved will be undertaken by existing
staff without much costs. The study team c.ioes
not understand why the recurring costs are
higher than the set-up costs. The study team
accepts the set-up costs, but believes the
recurring costs to be, at most, half the set-up
costs.

The overall impact of the · proposed pirective, as
estimated by the organization and confirmed by· the
study team, will be small. In practice, it would seem
likely that costs would be ~mai~Jy absorbed within
·
•.
existing levels.

l. Nature of business activities
This firm markets an extensive and advanced range of
products and services for the representation and
reproduction of information and may be considered a
"high-tech" firm. Each year some 70/o of turnove~ is
invested in research and development. The firm
employs almost 12,000 people world-wide (almost
3,500 in the Netherlands alone) and has an annual
turnover of fl.6 billion, 10% of which is earned in the
Netherlands. This turnover is obtain~ from sales of
machines, rental, leasing and service activities.
The yearly costs to adhere to the requirements of the
Dutch law arc estimated at }30,000 which is only a tiny
fraction (less than 0. 0 1%) of total costs.
2. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
proposed Directive

Benefits: No particular benefits are perceived by the
organi7.ation under any interpretation of the proposed
Directive.
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C..: These largely relate to the organization's

costs related to the requirements of the Dutch

perception of the need to inform its employees of data

law, the study team considers /12,000 to be
more reasonable. These recurring costs are
divided between the issues 'infonning' and
'access'.

processing.
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3. Data subject access
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4. Data subjects' consent
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s. Ptvcessing personal data

0.000
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0.000

6. Transfer to third
countries
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0.000

0.000

7. Security.
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Total
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Issue 4: Datil S116j«ts' Conunt
No significant changes compared with present situation
are expected. The study team agrees.

• Issue 5: The processing ofpersottlll data
No sign iticant changes compared with present situation
are expected. The study team agrees.
• Issue 6: Tl'llllsfer ofdatil to third co1111ines
The number of international transmissions of personal
data is minimal. No significant changes compared with
present situation are expected. The study team agrees.

•

3. Discussion of estimates

Issue 7: Security ofpersonal data

No changes in present procedures and protection
requirements are necessary. The study team agrees.
$.

•

•

Issue 1: NtJtijiclllion

The organization assumes that the proposed Directive

wiU not require additional notification to existing butch
law. The study team agrees.

•

Issue
2:
Informing
data
subjects
of
collectionldisdosure
1be organization expects an increase in its
administrative costs caused by the requirement to
infonn data subjects. Further, the organization claims
some additional set up costs due to the necessity to
adapt its computer programs to the information
requirement (estimated at ./50,000). If files containing
infonnation on an individual fall. under the proposed
Directive, the organization expects an increase in costs
(up toj300,000 on an annual basis).

•

Issue B: AldtHifllled individlllll decisions

Not an issue for this company. The study team agrees .
•.

4. Wider economic issues for the organization
The overall impact is regarded as negligible in this
large organization.
S.Summary

The impact of the proposed Directive upon this very
substantial manufacturing company will be extremely
limited with costs being restricted to informing data
subjects and .responding to requests for access. In large
part it may be antiCipated that these costs will be
absorbed over time at existing levels.

Study team~ comment:
The study team agrees that some set up costs
will be necessary, but that extended file
management will not be necessary.

•

• Issue 3: Data subjects' right of access
The recurring costs due to maintenance, training, and
management of the expanded information transmission
are estimated at }20,000. Moreover, there will be some
material costs of }2,000. These recurring cost are for
both provision of information and increased use of the
right of access.
Study teams comment:
The study team agrees that costs will occur.
However, in view of the present level of total
66

1. Nature of business activities
The organization is a municipal ·hospital providing
general health care. The o'ganization works with
different
registrations depending
on
specific
characteristics of the medical care provided (e.g.
poJi-clinical; clinical, etc.). Other registrations concern
personnel and finance. Total budget is jl70m,
employment 1,965.

•

•

l. Estimates of costs and benefi'- arising from

Article 8(2) expressly mentions an exemption for health
services. The study team agrees.

proposed Directive

No costs result from the provisions. on data quality
Benefits: No particular benefits are perceived by the (Article 6) and the lawfulness of processing, since the
organization under any interpretation of the proposed, organization•s current pntctices and procedures meet
Directive.
the criteria posed.

Costs: No additional costs were anticipated.
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3. Discussion of estimates
The organization expects no additional costs due to the
proposed Directive because the organization already
adheres to regulations on personal data protection that
are more stringent than at present required under the
Dutch Law. The study team broadly agrees with this
view.
The organization is correct in its view that where data
subjectS are registered, they can be easily informed on

collection, recording or disclosure. A considerable
proportion of the patient files are old records and the
study team agrees that no oosts will result from the
proposed Directive because the costs involved in
informing all past patients can be considered as
disproportionate effort under Article 12(2).

•

No costs will arise as regards manual files since the
present situation will not change with the introduction
of the proposed Directive. The question as to what
extent manual files are covered under present Dutch
law is something that has to be resolved by case law.

The study team, however, feels that the organization is
somewhat optimistic in its statement that no costs will
occur as regards providing information and data subject
access. Minor costs may occur as result of the
requirement to amend existing forms, for patients and
personnel alike. The study team estimates set-up costs
for this atj0.015m and recurring costs atj\l.008m .
The organization does not consider the issue of data
subjects' consent to have any impact because of the
provisions of Article 7(b) and (f) and Article 8{2).

Other issues are not seen as relevant.
4. Wider ecoaomit issues for the organization

None were identifted.
S.Summary

The hospital was unable to identify any significant
costs arising from the proposed Directive. However, the
study team believes that some minor ~ts will be
incurred in amending existing forms for patients and
personnel, although over time these will be largely
absorbed within existiug levels.

1. Nature of business activities

The organization is a municipal soeial services
department responsible for providing financial benefits
for ·unemployed, elderly, disabled and people in need.
The organization works with different registrations
depending on the specific applicable benefit system. In
addition to personnel and staff files it holds 6,500
personal.files some of which contain sensitive data.
2. Estimates of costs and benefits arising from
proposed Directive

Benefits: The organization expects benefits' will occur

because a more clear and stringent data- protection
system will offer them better instruments to fight
misuse of social services and benefits (benefits
estimated at 1-3 % of annual budget). The study team is
uncertain whether such ben.cfits will indeed occur
compared with present Dutch law.
Costs: These were identified as ,being associated with
informing data subjects and security.
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The organization expects only marginal additional costs
due to the proposed Directive because it already
provides an equivalerit level of protection on the basis
of different public laws dealing with social benefrts. It
also expects that most of the potential cost will be
absorbed within nonnal operating costs. The study team
agrees with this view .
• ls~ue 1: Notiftclltion
Tbe organization is correct in stating that benefits can
be attributed to the proposed Directive because the
present burdensome practice under Articles 19-20 of
the Dutch law by which personal data files are subject
to a regulation which will no longer apply. Notification
will suffice in the future, and most files will even be
exempt from notification. The study team agrees.
•

The study team~ comment:

0.000

3. Discussion of estimates

•

individual, the coms in relation to the right of access
may be significant.

The study team considers these files not to fall

within the scope of the· proposed Directive. No
will occur.

costs

•

Issue ,f: Dllta subjects' consent and Issue 5:
Processing
The organization does not consider the issue of data
subjects' consent to have any impact because the
provisions of Article 7 as well as Article 8(2) cover its
activities. No costs result from the provisions. on data
quality (Article 6) and the lawfulness of processing,
since the organization's current practices and
procedures meet the criteria posed the study team
agrees.

• Issue 6: Transfer to third countries
Issue is not seen as relevant. Study team agrees.
• Issue 7: Secwity
The organization fears a substantia:! increase in its cost
for providing adequate security for manual files with.
sensitive data.
The study team's comment:
The study team feels that no costs will arise in
relation to manual files since the present
situation will not change with the introduction of
the propased Directive. The question as to what
extent manual files are covered under ·the
present Dutch law is something that has to be
resolved by case law.

Issue 2: Informing data subject

1be organization does anticipate set up costs caused by •
changes in the automated infonnation system and
recurring costs relating to informing data subjects.
Study teams comment:

The study team believes an amendment of
existing forms is seen as sufficient in this
respect. lnfonning existing clients can be
considered disproportionate effort under Article
12(2). The study team estimates set up costs to
be about j0.008m and recurring costs of
. J0.004m .
•

• Issue 3: Data subject access
1be organization deals with several access requests
yearly under the WOB ('Wet Openbaarheid van
Bestuur': Act regulating access to public files) and
expects no significant increase. The organization
68

Issue 8: Automated decisions
The organization mentioned that it expects to adopt
expert systems in the future to determine eligibility for
social benefits of applicants.

4.

Wider economic issues for the organization

None were identified, although the organization expects
that the proposed Directive may provide a better
instrument to. control fraud and misuse of social
benefits .
5. Summary

The organization claimed that significant costs would
arise from the need to inform data subjects and meet
revised security requirements in respect of manual files.

•

•

Table 6.2: Total costs (•) b)' lnw ill tiN~

The study team believes that informing existing clients
will not be required (Article 12(b)) and that existing
Dutch law already requires that manual files containing
sensitive personal data be secure. As a result it is our
view that the impact of the proposed Directive will be
marginal, with any costs largely being absorbed within
existing levels.

ISSIU!S

l. Notification

2. lafonnifta data subjects

6.9 SuDUDary of findings from the Datda cue
studies

The major fmdings to have emerged for the Dutch case
study organizations are as follows:
•

•

The financial impacts of the proposed Directive will
be moderate and, after some initial adjustments, will
be mostly absorbed in existing costs.

~
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0.013

·24.61S
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6.138

0..()26
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3. Data subjects" 8CCeSS

0.180

0.180

0.136

4. Data subjects' c:oascnt

137.410

33.240 0.000

4.840

S. Processing penoaal daca

140.000

0.480

0.000

0.000

6. Transfer to third
countries

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

7. Security

0.120

0.030

0.000

0.000

8. Automated decisions

1.000

2.000

0.100

0.200

9.0ther

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Total

304.820 49.592

6.573

5.215

The overall impact of the proposed Directive is
• Only two areas of cost concern appear to be
most significant for the bank; there will also be
justified (both mainly relating to the bank):
significan~ though much smaller, impacts on the
mail order company arid credit reference agency
infonning data subjects;
(Table 6.1 ).
data subject~' consent.
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Mail Order Busiaess
C~it Reference Agency

Sel-fl/1

I.S32

&u+r--

R«:w- Sel... Recwrillg
ring
2.146

0.~32

0.254

6.800

13.320

0.800

0.060

295.910

34.000

5.060

4.873

Small/ Medium Sized
Enterprise

0.008

0.024

0.008

0.004

Major Manufacturing
Company

0.350

0.022

0.050

0.012

Hospital

0.000

0.000

0.015

0.008

Social Services
Department

0.220

0.080

0.008

0.004

Bank

•
•

Subsequent changes to Article 15(b) may reduce or
eliminate the second of these.
· ~·
The

enonnous

diwrgence

between

the

organizations' and study team's estimates are almost
entirely attributable to tfte bank case study and
arises from differences in the interpretation of
possible exemptions, . and derogations and how
expressions such as "disproportionate effort" and ' ·
"legitimate interests" will be applied in practice.
•

•

The major cost concerns of organizations in the
Netherlands largely reflected those in the UK, with
the exception of automated individual decisions,
(Table 6.2).

Since manual records are already largely covered by
data protection legislation in the Netherlands there
was no reason· to distinguish between manual and
automatic processing as the proposed Directive does
not, in the study team's view, affect the scope of
personal data processing. However, some costs are
attributable to manual processing as the information
to be provided to data subjects is more extensive
than under the present law.

•

The additional costs for the bank arise from its •
direct marketing of products which extend beyond
its 'traditional' activity. In the UK· this form of
trading is restricted by existing codes of practice.

•

Only the social services organization of the seven
case studies saw benefits resulting from the
proposed Directive.

Concern was expressed by some organisations that,
when the proposed Directive is transposed into
national legislation and subsequently interpreted by
the supervising authorities, more restrictive
standards may be imposed. than those &Ssumed by
the study team.

•

Organizations, particularly the bank, considerably
overestimate the costs of compliance with the
proposed Directive.

•

The length of time since the proposed Directive was
initially drafted and the lack of precision and clarity
in early drafts have resulted in considerable concern
and uncertainty for some of the organisations
interviewed.
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Chapter S~ven: Wider economic impacts
7.llatreductioa
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the potential
impacts of the proposed Directive in a wider context
thaD individual organizations. In particular it:

• assesses the impacts of the proposed Directive upon
different sectors of the UK and Dutch economies;

-• contrasts these findings with those in previous
studies;
•

considers

the

likely

strategic

response

of

organizations;

•

examines the part which the proposed Directive will
in supporting the development of an

play

inf~ation society.

7.2 Sector wide impacts

•

The rmdirigs of the case studies provide a basis for
assessing the wider impads of the proposed Directive
in tbe sectors which they form part Such emmates
must, necessarily, be regarded as indicative, since it is

assumed that the case study organizations are
•representative' of their sector and that the costs arising
can be transposed to all organizations in the same
sector. In some sectors, for example SMEs, there are
many thousands of companies, with quite variable
characteristics. Conversely, the number of credit
reference _agencies in the UK and the Netherlands is
small. Estimates have been made in both countries on
the basis of extrapolating from the costs per employee,
as derived in the case studies.

TGbk1.J: T(JfQJ C06tsfor ~ t~a~IIOIIIie uctDn (UK)
(&t#lltala tWiwlllj'rorll eMUfJtl' Ulp/0)1« ill CIIU JIIMiia)
S«IM

Mail Older retaili•

S.l..flfJCOSis

Reevrrlng Employment

(£111)

costs(lm)

(m)

7.360

5.090

0.021

Ctedit reference ageacies

38.080

0.400

0.008

Baakiaa

64.740

6.940

0.578

Mnufacturiag: small

39.380

9.850

2.107

Manufacturing: laJge

88.670

49.490

2.182

Health leiYices

8.260

0.324

1.620

F.cJucatioWsocial!JelVices

8.820

0.000

~.698

23.840

4.270

1.506

(local authority)

BusiDess services

Source: AanuaJ abstract of statistics 1994, Table 6.2, p. 108, Ceutral
Statistical Office, HMSO.
Tl.lble 1.2: Toll.d coslsfor representlltive eco110mic sector
{&ti1lttlla dmwtl/TOIII costs per aaployee ill case
slllllia)
j.'
~)

Scl-t~pcosts

S«tDr

(Ill)

RM:wriltg ~IMIIt
(111)
ctJSt8
~

~·

(fm)

Mail Older tetailiDg

1.972

0.793

0.004

CRdit reference agencies

0.800

0.060

<0.001

Banking

61.180

58.919'

0.133

Business services

16.727

8.364

0.460

Manufacturing

15.415

3.699

1.072

Health services

3.672

1.958

0.481

Other services and
govelllDJeot

S6.18S

28.092

1.531

Soun:e: Enqut.te Beroepsberolking 1993, CBS 1994, Table 33, pp.
110-111.

•

Tbe estimated costs relating to the representative
seaors in the UK and the Netherlands are set out in
summary form in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. In the UK the
most substantial set up costs arise in the manufacturing
and banking sectors and amongst the credit reference
agencies. The largest recurring costs are associated with
manufacturing. In the Netherlands the largest set up and
recurrent costs are in the 'other services and
government' and banking sectors. In the case of the
Dutch 'other services and government' sector the
estimates must be treated with particular caution given
the reliance which the case study organization places
upon the Use of personal data. For this reason the
estimates should be regarded as rather high .
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7.3 Previous impact studies
Wh~

each of these estimates must be treated with
caution they may be contrasted with the findings of
previous studies in the UK and the Netherlands into the
costs of the proposed Directive in particular economic
sectors. Thus, the UK Department of Health recently
suggested that merely ·to inform National Health
Service patients and gain their written consent to
processing could cost in excess of£ Ibn. On the basis of
the investigation of the hospital group selected for the
present study it is concluded that the overall set-up and
recurrent costs to the UK health service will be £8.3m
and £0.3m respectively. A similar study undertaken by
the Home Office indicated that the total set-up and
recurrent costs for the UK banking sector will each be
as high as £100m. This study concludes that on the
basis of estimates derived from a major UK bank the

total set-up and recurrent costs will be £64.7m and

£6.9m.

Benefits from legislation in the field of data protection

In the Netherlands a recent study by ElM iDto the costs
of meeting the requirements of the proposed Directive
for the Dutch banking sector suggested that set-up
costs. alone, could be fl42m/f/00m. Table 7.2 shows
that the set-up and teCUnent costs for the Dutch
banking sector will bej61.2m andjS8.9m respectively.
A number of factors may account for the substantial
differences in costs between this and previous studies.
Tbe case studies provided the opportunity for the study
team to undertake quite lengthy and detailed
discussions with representatives of organizations and
this provided the opportunity for aspects of the
proposed Directive to be rigorously discussed.
Secondly, the study team was able to take account of
recent changes to the text of the proposed Directive,
explain these to .the respondents and assess their
potential implications. Thirdly, there is some evidence
to suggest that some previous respondents may have
exaggerated the cost implications.
7.4 Strategic respoases

•

7.5 Benefits

In addition to providing base line cost estimates the
case studies also enabled the study team to investigate
how organizations might respond to the increased costs.
There were indications that some of the sectors would
respond by adjusting the mix of businesses which they
undertake or by changing the quality of service which
they provide or by passing on certain cost increase to
their customers. In general, these changes were likely
to be very small and, in most cases, would be expected
to reduce the cost implications to the sectors concerned
but would, by the same token, either reduce the
attractiveness of their products or their turnover or
reduce costs in other sectors. This was especially likely
to be .the case for credit reference agencies, mail order
finns and all organizations which engage in significant
levels of direct marketing. Whilst the overall effects of
such adjustments on GDP are likely to be very small
there could be a small increase in costs to the
consumer, offsetting any benefits arising from the
protection afforded by the proposed Directive. In tlie
other sectors studied the overall effects of the cost
changes discussed above are not likely to be discernible
at the level of national aggregates.
9

are, by nature, less tangible and longer tenn than the
short term costs attached to the need for organizations
to adjust existing practices. Moreover, individual
organizations haYe tended to view the proposed
Directive in a n:latively nmow context. These factors,
together, have made precise quantification of the
benefits in ~1 terms, impossible. Nevertheless,
there is some evidence from this and other studies that
the proposed Ditective will confer benefits upon
organizations, individuals and society as a whole.
The proposed Directive will enable the achievement of
a high level of personal data protection across the
Community and will, therefore, enhance public
confidence in the processing of personal data. Evidence
from the UK underlines the weight which individual
citizens place on this form of protection. The UK Data
Protection Registrar has recently reported that 66% of
individuals consider protecting people's rights to
personal, privacy is important, placing it above other
issues such as inflation. In the Netherlands,, too, there is
evidence from studies undertaken by the Dutch
Registrar that petsanal data protection is~ regarded by
t~ public as an issue comparable in importance with
crime.

The hannonization of data' protection law is also
important to the development of the Single Market and
individual Member States should not be seen to ~ither
gain or lose because of the application of different
levels of personal data protection across the
Community. Moreover, the creation of a clear legal
framework should help the free flow of personal data
between Member States. The adoption of rules ensuring
that only one . national legislative framework is
applicable to any set of processing operations will
provide data controllers who transfer personal data
within the Community with certainty as to which law
applies to their processing operations. Furthennore, the
proposed Directive will enable procedures to be
adopted which will fonnalize the transfer of data flows
outside the Community.

The creation of an appropriate framework of legislation
within the Community which balances the needs of data
processors with the rights of individtial citizens with
respect to th~ processing of their personal data is
crucial, given the ·rapid developments which are
The majority of case study organizations perceived few
currently taking place in infonnation technology and
short tenn fi_nancial benefits. However, for a number of
the establishment of an 'infonnation ·society'. The
organi~tions and sectors the proposed Directive may
emergence of new infonnation based setvices
well stimulate the adoption of more sophisticated.
including
the
construction
of
'infonnatio~
customer processing operations which, in the short
superhighways' is already promising major benefits in
tenn, will give rise to additional costs but may in the
tenns of competitiveness and efficiency; in particular
longer tenn produce significant efficiency gains.
by offering private and public organizations the
9
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opportunity to be mon: responsive to the needs of
customers and clients. The growth in infonnation
society services is likely to be rapid and will be
aeoompanied ·by growing investment and employment
opportunities.

This inwstment involves an element of risk partly
because the regulatory framework affecting the
iufotmation society is a key factor in making such
in'VCStment decisions. Legal uncertainty, reflecting the
diverse arrangements currently surrounding data
proteetion law in individual Member States, is not
coaducive to encouraging investment in infrastructure
or the growth of information society services. Indeed,
this was an important conclusion of the recent report of
tbe group chaired by ·Martin Bangemann on 'Europe
and the global infonnation society'.

1'bC argunlent which emerges is that failure to adopt an
appropriate legal framework to protect privacy within
tbe Community will discourage individual citizens from
making full use of information infrastructures and the
new services available. The wider economic and social
benefits to be derived from the new technologies may
not, therefore, be fully realized.

••
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Chapter Eight: Summary of findings and conclusions .
(i)

The financial impact of the proposed Ditective
will be very small for the majority of

uncertainty, particularly in tenns of the

potential cost implications;

organizations $hldied in both public and private
sectors in the UK and the Netherlands.
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

•
(v)

(vi)

•

• the study team has, as a remit of careful
discussions, been able 10 clarify some of the
points of interpretation in the proposed

.For most organizations, after initial adjustment,
new procedures will fall within existing cost
levels.
The impact will be most significant for
organizations having a large personal customer
base, including banks, direct mailing
oiganizations and some sectors of retailing.
The cost impacts are significantly lower than in
previous studies conducted in the UK and the
Netherlands. A recent study by the OK
Department of Health bas suggested expenditure
in excess of £lbn. may be required, merely to
infonn National Health Service patients and gain
their written consent to processing. This study
bas demonstrated that such costs are overstated
and that the total set-up costs and recurrent costs
for the UK health sector will be £8.3m and
£0.32m respectively. A Home Office study into
the total costs for the UK banking sector
indicated that set up and recurrent costs will
each be as high as £100m. This study concludes
that the set up and recurrent costs for this sector
will be £64.7m and £6.9m, respectively.

In the Netherlands the case studies demonstrate
that the banking sector will experience some
increases in costs. In total it is estimated that the
set up costs for the Dutch banking sector will be
fo1.2m, with recurrent costs of jS8.9m.
However, this is significantly lower than the
earlier cost estimates produced by ElM which
suggested that set up costs, alone, could be
- betweenfl42m andf/OOm.
The financial impacts are also substantially less
than those initial estimates made by the case
study organizations both in the current and
previous studies; this is attributable to four main
causes:
• the study team believes that some previous
respondents
have
exaggerated
cost
implications;
• the length of time since the proposed
Directive was initially drafted and the lack of
precision and clarity in the early drafts have
resulted in considerable concern and

Directive and thereby reaSsure respondents;
• changes have been made to the text of the
proposed Directive which have removed some
of the previously perceived problems.
(vii)

Further revisions to the text of the proposed
Directive introduced in September 1994 in
~ of Article 15(b) are likely to reduce or
eliminate the costs arising from organizations
having to give data subjects the opportunity to
have their data blocked prior to disclosure for
marketing purposes. This has particular
implications for the credit reference agencies
and the Dutch banking sector.

(viii) There is little evidence to sUggest that the

proposed Directive will have any significant
short tenn effect on~:the quality of services
offered by organizations, their turnover or
employment levels. The only sectors in which
significant impacts might occur would be mail
order retailing, direct marketing operations and
.credit reference agencies.
(ix)

The major cost concerns for organizations
emerging from the UK and Netherlands case
studies related to notification, infonning data
subjects, data subjects' access, data subjects'
consent and, in the UK only, automated
individual decisions:
organizations
tended
to
overestimate the complexity of the
notification process and underestimate the
likely extent of exemptions;

• notification:

• informing data subjects: organizations took a

pessimistic view of the exemptioll:S available
on the ground of disproportioi\ate effort
(Article 12(2));
• data subjects' access: organizations assumed

a level of data subject access requests which
the study team considers unrealistic in the
light of previous experience;
subjects' consent:
organizations
construed the various alternatives available

• data
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.
UDder Article 7 very narrowly, unlike the
study team;

•

• .automatMJ individual decisions: in the UK,
the main concern has stemmed from complete
misunderstanding
of
the
expression
"personality profiling", as related to data
processing operations, and the level of detail
which organizations will need to provide in
response to data subjects• requem regarding
the logic of automated decisions.
(x)

(xi)

•

Tbe study team has assumed that Member States
will transpoSe the proposed Directive in a
reasonable manner, making appropriate use of
all the exemptions which are available to them. ·
There is concern in both the UK and the
Netherlands that when the proposed Directive is
transposed into national legislation and
subsequently interpreted by the supervising
authorities, more restrictive standards may be
imposed leading to additiOnal costs.
Ia the UK particular concern has been expressed
about the inclusion of manual records within
.data protection · law. In the case study
orpnizations just over half of the costs of
meeting the proposed Directive were associated
with manual records. However, the bulk of these
·.costs arose from the unique practices of the mail
order company and the requirement that the bank
put in place systems for data subject access.

(xii) Some organizations in the UK, including the
health services and local government are already

required to provide access to client records,
stored manually. There is little evidence that
this bas added significantly to their processing
costs and this reflects the wider experience of
organizations in both the UK and the
Netherlands following the introduction of
legislation to enable individual citizens the right
to scrutinise their personal records.
(xiii) 1be transitional arrangements provided under
Article 35 will ease the costs arising from the
proposed Directive for many organizations in the
UK which currently rely upon manual data
processing.
(xiv) There was some evidence that the proposed

Directive will encourage organizations to take
stock of their data processing activities, giving
rise to some efficiency gains. There . was also
evidence that manual processing will continue to
decline, · encouraged by developments in
information technology, leading to long term
costs savings for m!lnY organizations. However,
this is unlikely to be attributable 5olely to the
proposed Directive.

•
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(xv)

The wider benefits of the proposed Directive in
of encouraging investment in new
infonnation infrastructure and engendering
consumer trust in new services in the developing
information society may be substantial.

terms

(xvi) It may also be anticipated that the proposed

Directive will ·secure wider and longer term
benefits because it will:
•

strengthen the rights of individual citizens ,

with respect to the protection of their
personal data in both the UK and the
Netherlands and will enable harmonization,
at a high level, of data protection laws in all
Member States;
•

provide a regulatory framework which will
ensure that the increased flows of personal
data between Member States arising from the
Single Market are not impeded;

•

clarify the position of data controllers with
respect to cross-border information t~fers;

•

enable a framework of proCedures to be
adopted for the transfer of personal data
outside the Community.

•.

